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FOREWORD
The 'eSDUWPeQW RI 'eIeQVe 'R' &RUURViRQ 3ROiF\ 2IÀFe &32 ZDV eVWDEOiVheG ZiWhiQ
the 2IÀFe RI the 6eFUetDU\ RI 'eIeQVe iQ  tR FRPEDt V\VtePDtiF FRUURViRQ DQG GeJUDGDtiRQ RI PDteUiDOV &RUURViRQ ZUeDNV hDvRF RQ PiOitDU\ eTXiSPeQt DQG the iQIUDVtUXFtXUe
Zith ZhiFh Ze SUeSDUe IRU DQG FRQGXFt PiOitDU\ RSeUDtiRQV 3DUt RI the &32·V ORQJ-teUP
VtUDteJ\ PDQGDteG E\ ODZ iQFOXGeV the eVtDEOiVhPeQt RI D FRRUGiQDteG UeVeDUFh DQG
GeveORSPeQt SURJUDP IRU the SUeveQtiRQ DQG PitiJDtiRQ RI FRUURViRQ IRU ERth eTXiSPeQt
DQG iQIUDVtUXFtXUe
Many research efforts in the corrosion Srevention enterSrise have Eeen anG rePain focXseG
on sSeciÀc inGiviGXaO PechanisPs of corrosion These efforts have traGitionaOOy focXseG on
GeJraGation froP the chePicaO environPent anG chePicaO reactions at the PoOecXOar
OeveO MXch JooG science has Eeen GeveOoSeG anG that science has resXOteG in Pany
neZ corrosion Srevention anG PitiJation PethoGs anG aSSOications :ith the EreaGth of
technoOoJicaO Giscovery e[SanGinJ hoZever Ze are certain that PechanisPs EeyonG
chePicaO reactions are caXsinJ PateriaOs to GeJraGe $s a resXOt Ze have EecoPe convinceG that a EroaGer research aJenGa is neeGeG to aGGress PateriaOs GeJraGation effects in neZ areas sXch as atoPic effects anG EioOoJicaO incOXGinJ PacroPoOecXOar anG
PicroEioOoJicaO effects corrosion
,n aGGition to the EroaGer aJenGa Ze EeOieve a Pore coorGinateG cross-EoXnGary PXOtiGisciSOinary aSSroach is reTXireG to Giscover the XnGerOyinJ PechanisPs of GeJraGation
effects sXch as ´tin ZhisNersµ on PicroeOectronics in Zhich OeaG-free soOGer is XseG )XrtherPore in orGer to coorGinate this EroaGer research aJenGa Ze EeOieve there are accoPSanyinJ SoOicy anG strateJy initiatives that neeG to Ee iPSOePenteG
The PateriaO in this EooN PaNes the case for a EroaGer GeÀnition of corrosion to encompass
all mechanisms of materials GeJraGation GXe to environmental effects Ee they chemically inGXceG atomic or throXJh other EioloJical mechanisms :e neeG to XnGerstanG
these mechanisms aGGress their effects anG mitiJation anG Gevelop Eetter methoGs for
preventinJ GetectinJ preGictinJ anG manaJinJ GeJraGation ,n aGGition this EooN e[plores atomic effects corrosion in Getail anG recommenGs initiatives to strenJthen oXr nation·s Gefenses aJainst emerJinJ mechanisms of materials GeJraGation , looN forZarG to
continXinJ to ZorN on innovative material sXstainment EaseG on the riJoroXs science anG
analysis in: Impact of Atomic Effects Corrosion on Material Sustainment
Daniel J. Dunmire
2IÀFHRI&RUURVLRQ3ROLF\DQG2YHUVLJKW &32
2IÀFHRIWKH6HFUHWDU\RI'HIHQVH 26'
:DVKLQJWRQ'&
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PREFACE
The pXrpose of this EooN is tZo-folG:
• )irst to arJXe for a EroaGer GeÀnition of corrosion rather than the traGitional
GeÀnition that is limiteG to chemical reactions only 6peciÀcally Ze call
for e[pansion of the GeÀnition to inclXGe materials GeJraGation anG an
approach to comEattinJ GeJraGation that Ze call material sustainment
• 6econG to GescriEe one of the elements of that EroaGer GeÀnition: speciÀcally that
of GeJraGation at the atomic level Zhich Ze call atomic effects corrosion (AEC).
6ince Eefore recorGeG history manNinG has Eeen concerneG aEoXt materials GeJraGation ,n prehistoric times people·s concern Zas Zith GeJraGation of simple tools fashioneG
from materials foXnG in natXre for e[ample a ZooGen clXE coXlG GeJraGe very TXicNly
throXJh EioloJical mechanisms sXch as rot $s society aGvanceG the search for ´thinJs
that lastµ ² anG conseTXently material sXstainment ² tooN on Gifferent Gimensions The
,ron $Je for e[ample introGXceG a neZ Gilemma: tools anG Zeapons maGe of iron Zere
mXch stronJer than those maGe of Eron]e EXt iron oEMects Zere also more prone to rXst
(corrosion  $s a resXlt GXrinJ the ,ron $Je people haG to consiGer traGe-offs: Go , Xse a
stronJer iron tool that GeJraGes more TXicNly or Neep the ZeaNer EXt less liNely to corroGe
Eron]e tool" ,t is not harG to imaJine hoZ that choice Zas maGe rather Gramatically
after the Àrst ÀJht EetZeen sZorGsmen Zith iron anG Eron]e Zeapons +oZever Zith the
chanJe to stronJer iron Zeapons anG other tools the issXe of chemical corrosion Eecame
a mXch more important consiGeration
$s manNinG aGvanceG throXJh the aJes the aEility to aGGress material GeJraGation improveG as scientiÀc NnoZleGJe of the associateG mechanisms increaseG anG enJineers
GevelopeG coXnters sXch as coatinJs to reGXce the impact of corrosive effects :ith the
GaZn of atomic Zeapons anG poZer anG hXman e[ploration of space Ze GiscovereG
neZ mechanisms of materials GeJraGation EeyonG chemical reactions at the molecXlar
level %Xt the natXre of atomic effects associateG Zith nXclear Zeapons poZer anG Zaste
proGXcts Zere often hiJhly classiÀeG anG to a larJe GeJree Nept separate from the mainstream of corrosion science 1oZ that Ze have entereG the ,nformation $Je Ze are seeinJ atomic effects in other areas sXch as microelectronics that cannot Ee e[plaineG Ey
the classic chemical GeÀnition of corrosion 6ome of these effects sXch as ´tin ZhisNersµ
(Zhich occXr in applications in Zhich leaG-free solGer is XseG  for e[ample have not Eeen
e[plaineG ² other than ´it·s not chemical or electrochemicalµ ,n aGGition Xne[plaineG
effects in microEioloJical environments are emerJinJ Ze call these ´EioloJical effects corrosionµ anG introGXce them ErieÁy in this volXme 8ltimately to effectively ÀJht corrosion in
all its forms Ze neeG to aGopt the concept of the corrosion spectrXm

i[

The &orrosion 6pectrXm $rroZ
,maJe creGit: $le[ Taliesen

The categories in the FRUURVLRQVSHFWUXPDUHGHÀQHGDQGGLVWLQJXLVKHGDVIROORZV

•

Atomic effects corrosion (AEC) describes atoms degrading;
that is mechanisms Zithin the atom that GamaJe or Gestroy the
atomic strXctXre There are several Zays $(& can occXr sXch as hiJhenerJy collisions EetZeen atomic particles that ´split the atomµ

•

Classical corrosion describes molecules degrading;
that is interactions EetZeen atoms anG molecXles sXch as the chemical
ionic reactions that form rXst anG other types of visiEle corrosion

•

Biological effects corrosion describes complex degradation beyond the
scale of simple atomic decay or molecular chemical reactions;
that is interactions EetZeen EioloJical comple[es inclXGinJ comple[
orJanic macromolecules that GeJraGe comple[ systems

Title  of the 86 &oGe cXrrently GeÀnes corrosion as ´the Geterioration of a material
or its properties GXe to LQWHUDFWLRQRIWKDWPDWHULDOZLWKLWVFKHPLFDOHQYLURQPHQWµ (emphasis aGGeG 1 :e contenG that in the moGern aJe the traGitional application of this
GeÀnition is too restrictive ,n orGer to properly conGXct the EroaG-spectrXm research
neeGeG to XnGerstanG the mechanisms of materials GeJraGation anG then Gevelop
effective methoGs for mitiJatinJ these effects a EroaGer GeÀnition is neeGeG This EooN
proposes e[panGinJ the GeÀnition to inclXGe effects other than chemical reactions
recommenGs a comprehensive spectrXm of coorGinateG research GescriEes atomic
effects corrosion ($(&  anG recommenGs strateJy policy anG research initiatives to
aGGress these effects
6trateJy policy anG research are all relateG in fact oXr proposeG strateJy anG policy
recommenGations are so closely relateG that Ze GiscXss them toJether ² in essence oXr
recommenGation is that the &orrosion 3olicy anG 2versiJht 2fÀce (&32 neeGs a strateJic plan to coorGinate the policy initiatives neeGeG to achieve material sXstainment
throXJhoXt the corrosion spectrXm

ϭ͘

^ĞĐƟŽŶ ϮϮϮϴ ŽĨ ƟƚůĞ ϭϬ͕ hŶŝƚĞĚ ^ƚĂƚĞƐ ŽĚĞ͘ ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ůĂǁ͘ĐŽƌŶĞůů͘ĞĚƵͬƵƐĐŽĚĞͬƚĞǆƚͬϭϬͬϮϮϮϴ͘

[

:HUHFRPPHQGWKUHHREMHFWLYHVIRUWKDWVWUDWHJLFSODQ
Objectives
1 Develop a comprehensive policy for the corrosion spectrXm
 (staElish a EroaGer coorGinateG research proJram that
crosses EoXnGaries in the corrosion spectrXm
 ,Gentify anG maNe speciÀc policy chanJes Zithin the
comprehensive policy EaseG on research oXtcomes

5esearch XnGerpins anG sXpports the strateJypolicy oEMectives so that the &32 has a
Àrm scientiÀc Easis for initiatives throXJhoXt the corrosion spectrXm
:HUHFRPPHQGWZRLQLWLDOUHVHDUFKGLUHFWLRQV
Initial Research Directions
1 %XilG for 5eliaEility meaninJ conGXctinJ research that enaEles
XnGerstanGinJ of physical phenomena anG interaction
mechanisms throXJhoXt the corrosion spectrXm in orGer
to improve systems GesiJns from the ´Eottom Xpµ (from
fXnGamental-level XnGerstanGinJ of material properties 
 ,Gentify ThresholGs meaninJ GetermininJ Zhen $(& matters to
material sXstainment in terms of Eoth nXmEers of events anG time

This EooN is the seconG in a series pXElisheG throXJh the 3otomac ,nstitXte for 3olicy
6tXGies aGGressinJ ´$lternative )XtXres for &orrosion anG DeJraGation 5esearchµ ,n the
Àrst EooN Dr 5oEert +Xmmel aGGresseG the topic of alternative fXtXres ,n this EooN
Dr &harles MXeller Grills into the Getails of $(& $ folloZ-on EooN is planeG to aGGress
EioloJical effects corrosion

[i
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
&orrosion is a national proElem estimateG to cost 86 ta[payers ELOOLRQVRIGROODUV each
year1 (veryone NnoZs Zhat happens if yoX leave a steel shovel oXt in the rain: it rXsts
5Xst is an e[ample of ´classical corrosionµ Zhich occXrs Zhen the iron molecXles in
the shovel react chemically Zith the Zater molecXles in the rain forminJ Zhat chemists call ´ferroXs o[iGeµ Zhich is rXst &orrosion caXses proElems Eoth in Department of
Defense (DoD anG society anG the DoD &orrosion 3olicy anG 2versiJht 2fÀce (&32
Zas estaElisheG Zithin the 2fÀce of the 6ecretary of Defense (26D to prevent mitiJate
anG manaJe corrosion in oXr systems anG infrastrXctXre To GeÀne the &32·s mission 86
/aZ (Title 1 GeÀnes corrosion as ´the Geterioration of a material or its properties GXe to
a reaction of that material Zith its FKHPLFDO environmentµ (emphasis aGGeG  :hile this
GeÀnition serveG Xs Zell in the ,nGXstrial $Je this GeÀnition is no lonJer sXfÀcient
There are mXltiple Zays materials can GeJraGe GXe to interaction Zith their environment
shoZn in the Corrosion Spectrum EeloZ These types of GeJraGation are not neZ EXt in
the past their effects Zere seen mainly in speciali]eG areas sXch as nXclear Zeapons or
space satellites $s technoloJy continXes to aGvance these GeJraGation mechanisms
are spreaGinJ into a EroaGer ranJe of systems )or e[ample as microchips have proliferateG throXJh many systems anG those chips are EecominJ more sophisticateG atomic
effects corrosion is e[panGinJ EeyonG the speciali]eG realm anG into common systems

The &orrosion 6pectrXm $rroZ
,maJe creGit: $le[ Taliesen

ϭ͘
Ϯ͘

'ĞƌŚĂƌĚƵƐ,͘<ŽĐŚ͕DŝĐŚŝĞůW͘,͘ƌŽŶŐĞƌƐ͕ĂŶĚEĞŝů'͘dŚŽŵƉƐŽŶ͕͞ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶŽƐƚƐĂŶĚWƌĞǀĞŶƟǀĞ^ƚƌĂƚĞŐŝĞƐŝŶ
ƚŚĞhŶŝƚĞĚ^ƚĂƚĞƐ͕͟E/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů͕ϮϬϬϮ͕ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ŶĂĐĞ͘ŽƌŐͬƵƉůŽĂĚĞĚ&ŝůĞƐͬWƵďůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐͬĐĐƐƵƉƉ͘ƉĚĨ͘
s͘^͘ŐĂƌǁĂůĂ͗͞ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶĞƚĞĐƟŽŶĂŶĚDŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐͲZĞǀŝĞǁ͕͟WĂƉĞƌEŽ͘Ϯϳϭ͕ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶϮϬϬϬ͕E/ŶƚĞƌŶĂͲ
ƟŽŶĂů͕ϮϬϬϬ͘
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The categories in the FRUURVLRQVSHFWUXPDUHGHÀQHGDQGGLVWLQJXLVKHGDVIROORZV
• Atomic effects corrosion (AEC) describes atoms degrading;
that is mechanisms Zithin the atom that GamaJe or Gestroy the
atomic strXctXre There are several Zays $(& can occXr sXch as hiJhenerJy collisions EetZeen atomic particles that ´split the atomµ
• Classical corrosion describes molecules degrading;
that is interactions EetZeen atoms anG molecXles sXch as the chemical
ionic reactions that form rXst anG other types of visiEle corrosion
• Biological effects corrosion describes complex degradation beyond the scale
of simple atomic decay or molecular chemical reactions;
that is interactions EetZeen EioloJical comple[es inclXGinJ comple[
orJanic macromolecXles that GeJraGe comple[ systems

Title 1 cXrrently limits the &32·s aXthority to classical chemical corrosion only &onJress
neeGs to chanJe the laZ Zhich can Ee accomplisheG Ey simply removinJ the ZorG
´chemicalµ from the GeÀnition This chanJe Zill enaEle the &32 to pXrsXe anG coorGinate research policy anG strateJy across the corrosion spectrXm to strenJthen oXr
nation·s Gefense aJainst materials GeJraGation
This introGXctory chapter ErieÁy GescriEes oXr previoXs research in the corrosion arena
then Ze introGXce the concept of material sXstainment as a strXctXreG GisciplineG
approach for aGGressinJ corrosion across the spectrXm :ith the conte[t of material
sXstainment throXJhoXt the spectrXm Ze ne[t e[plain in Getail Zhy the cXrrent Title 1
GeÀnition of corrosion is insXfÀcient The chapter conclXGes Ey overvieZinJ the strXctXre
of the remainGer of the EooN

previous research
,n 1 the &32 tasNeG the 3otomac ,nstitXte for 3olicy 6tXGies (3,36 to Gevelop a coorGinateG research anG Gevelopment proJram for the prevention anG mitiJation of
corrosion for neZ anG e[istinJ military eTXipment anG infrastrXctXre The stXGy titleG
´$lternative )XtXres for &orrosion anG DeJraGation 5esearch ($)&$D µ4 recommenGeG
a lonJ-term strateJy to prevent Getect preGict anG manaJe corrosion so as to aGGress
the effects of corrosion anG GeJraGation on e[istinJ systems anG neZ acTXisitions

ϯ͘
ϰ͘

^ĞĐƟŽŶ ϮϮϮϴ ŽĨ ƟƚůĞ ϭϬ͕ hŶŝƚĞĚ ^ƚĂƚĞƐ ŽĚĞ͘ ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ůĂǁ͘ĐŽƌŶĞůů͘ĞĚƵͬƵƐĐŽĚĞͬƚĞǆƚͬϭϬͬϮϮϮϴ͘
,ƵŵŵĞů͕ ZŽďĞƌƚ͘ ůƚĞƌŶĂƟǀĞ&ƵƚƵƌĞƐĨŽƌŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶĂŶĚĞŐƌĂĚĂƟŽŶZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͕ WŽƚŽŵĂĐ /ŶƐƟƚƵƚĞ WƌĞƐƐ ;ϮϬϭϰͿ͘

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

$ccorGinJ to the $)&$D stXGy the tasN of preventinJ anG mitiJatinJ corrosion anG GeJraGation is Eest approacheG XnGer the rXEric of ´material sXstainmentµ That is GesiJninJ EXilGinJ
maintaininJ anG shepherGinJ systems sXch that
the materials anG components fXnction for their
e[pecteG lifetimes $s a Giscipline material sXstainment focXses on the life cycle of strXctXral
anG constitXent materials anG aGGresses the
caXses of GeJraGation in all forms ,n the recommenGations portion of the $)&$D stXGy the 3,36
stXGy team recommenGeG that the ÀelG of material sXstainment shoXlG Ee enhanceG Zith lonJ
term coorGinateG research oEMectives to complement cXrrent research Zhich primarily focXses on speciÀc shorter-term oEMectives ,n sXm
the $)&$D stXGy introGXceG the concept of
material sXstainment Zhich Ze e[plore anG e[plain in the ne[t section
2ne research oEMective introGXceG in the $)&$D stXGy Zas investiJatinJ the TXantXm
effects that inÁXence corrosion anG GeJraGation of Gevices anG systems sXch as microelectronics at the atomic anG sXE-atomic scales 6XEseTXently the stXGy team iGentiÀeG the applicaEle mechanisms that resXlt in corrosion GXe to TXantXm anG relateG
effects Zhich the stXGy team has rephraseG as ´atomic effectsµ corrosion ($(&  $ll corrosion involves events that chanJe the properties of materials anG materials are fXnGamentally maGe Xp of atoms &lassical corrosion typically involves chanJinJ the nXmEer
of electrons sXrroXnGinJ an atom (for e[ample Ey chemical o[iGation anG reGXction
reactions  $tomic effects corrosion is GifferentiateG Ey the mechanism that caXses the
chanJe to inGiviGXal atoms &lassical corrosion encompasses GeJraGation interactions
EetZeen mXltiple atoms anG molecXles ² $(& aGGresses GeJraGation ZLWKLQ atoms
That is classical corrosion arises GXe to chemical reactions EetZeen molecXles normally
at EXlN level (many atoms or molecXles  atomic effects are those phenomena that
caXse chanJes to the nXclei of atoms fXnGamentally chanJinJ the atomic properties of
the inGiviGXal atoms affecteG $tomic effects can Ee caXseG Ey spontaneoXs raGioactive Gecay anG hiJh-enerJy collisions of liJht pacNets (ie photons or matter particles
(eJ neXtrons  ,n aGGition atomic effects encompass other phenomena sXch as ÀelG
effects that caXse atoms to chanJe or move for reasons other than the chemical effects aGGresseG in ´classicalµ corrosion stXGies ,n terms of material sXstainment atomic
effects corrosion can have impacts that are as important as classical corrosion anG
the tZo are at times coXpleG (eJ an atomic effect can caXse a chanJe that resXlts
in chemical reactions the atomic effect thereEy Eecomes the initiatinJ mechanism for
classical corrosion 
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:hile classical corrosion is Zell-GevelopeG scientiÀc ÀelG atomic effects corrosion anG
its impacts on materials anG systems of interest to the DoD are not yet Zell anG ZiGely
XnGerstooG To increase XnGerstanGinJ of corrosion mechanisms anG then improve oXr
aEility to ensXre the material sXstainment of systems Zith implications for 86 national
secXrity reTXires aGGressinJ the effects of corrosion across the spectrXm not MXst one
part of it (classical corrosion  The conte[t for accomplishinJ this Joal is aGGresseG in the
ne[t section Zhich aGGresses material sXstainment as a Giscipline

the discipline of material sustainment
+Xmans EXilG thinJs Zith the intention that they shoXlG last ThroXJhoXt the transition
from hXnter anG Jatherers to aJricXltXral commXnities anG societies EaseG on popXlation centers hXmans have GeviseG tools eTXipment anG GZellinJs to perform throXJh
a lifetime anG EeyonG
$s a resXlt hXmans foXnG lonJ aJo that certain materials are Eetter sXiteG at maNinJ
thinJs that last (for instance the ÀJXre EeloZ shoZs the Gevelopment of lonJer lastinJ
Eetter artiÀcial liJhts )or e[ample the earliest e[amples of ceramics are foXnG in ÀJXrines from at least 5 %&5 3ottery XseG for cooNZare anG vessels Gates from 
%&6 Metals came later Zith JolG XseG for MeZelry appearinJ aroXnG 6 %& anG sXEseTXent metals sXch as copper silver anG leaG appearinJ more than 5 years aJo7

ϱ͘
ϲ͘
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
The &opper $Je is ascriEed to the period  %& to 4 %&8 which transitioned to
the %ron]e $Je wherein tin was added to copper to form an alloy that is more easily
worked and fashioned into tools and implements. The introduction of the ,ron $Je after
the %ron]e $Je around 1 %& is most siJniÀcant.1 ,ron is more aEundant and more
easily smelted and when comEined with carEon it can produce stronJer and Eetter
tools (and weapons . +owever it can deteriorate and of course rust.11
%y the way to determine the aJe of the ancient artifacts mentioned aEove scientists
use radiocarEon datinJ ² which is Eased on an atomic deJradation effect: the amount
of the carEon-14 isotope remaininJ in an oEMect. $s oEMects Jrow older the carEon-14
in them decays ² Ey measurinJ the amount of carEon-14 relative to the other (more
staEle carEon isotopes scientists can estimate an ancient artifact·s aJe. 6o atomic effects deJradation is not always a Ead thinJ and radiocarEon datinJ is one of the Eest
mechanism we currently have for determininJ the aJe of ancient items. :hat we are
concerned aEout in this Eook is atomic effects that do indeed have deleterious effects.
The ultimate cost of a tool or oEMect is the amorti]ation of its cost of construction over
its period of service. $ccordinJly the lonJer the service life the lower the overall cost.
There are multiple ways to Juarantee a lonJer useful life span. 2ne of the most important is to employ materials that resist corrosion and deJradation.
,nterestinJly the development of improved tools in the ,ron $Je coincided with a larJe
increase in the development of weapons that used steel which included chariots armor
and shields swords and daJJers and spears.1 :hether it was the need for Eetter tools
or an arms race to produce stronJer weapons the military has consistently Eeen at the
forefront of the acTuisition of oEMects that have suEstantial permanence. ,n part the
military value of new weapons in the ,ron $Je was a conseTuence of steel·s strenJth
and hardness. To this day the military is interested in acTuirinJ thinJs that will last in
storaJe or in use for known and predictaEle lifespans (e.J. sophisticated military aircraft such as that depicted in the ÀJure on paJe 18 . ,f weapons or military eTuipment
fail prematurely due to deJradation our military capaEility will Ee adversely affected.
Therefore strenJth remains a maMor performance Joal of materials used in military applications. Today however material sustainment is not merely a direct result of the strenJth
of the constituent materials Eecause weapons have Eecome more sophisticated and
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dependent on complex suEsystems such as microelectronics. 6ustainment remains an
important Joal for military eTuipment Eoth in terms of cost control and sustained readiness and accomplishinJ that Joal is JettinJ more complex as technoloJies Eecome
more sophisticated.
$s a discipline the Joal of material sustainment is to ensure that thinJs have reasonaEle predictaEle lifespans with minimal maintenance reTuirements. Therefore material
sustainment must address causes of all forms of deJradation in all technoloJies Ey virtue
of usinJ materials and construction techniTues that prevent or mitiJate deJradation
due to external environmental causes. There are multiple ways of cateJori]inJ causes of
deJradation. $s we have already discussed classical corrosion often arises from chemical or electrochemical action Ey the environment that causes deJradation on materials
used in DoD systems.
There are other causes of corrosion that are less common or less visiEle Eut can still
cause premature aJinJ and failure. )or example some materials simply underJo dissolution for example Ey dissolvinJ in water. Mechanical wear is Jenerally not considered
corrosion in and of itself Eut is often a component of deJradation that can involve
multiple causes. ,ndeed metal fatiJue involves structural chanJes to the orJani]ation
of Jrains in metal and is Jenerally caused Ey mechanical stresses and cycles imposed
Ey purely physical (as opposed to chemical phenomena. ,n 154 the conseTuences
of metal fatiJue were dramatically demonstrated with the failure of two de +avilland
aircraft.1
13. DŝŶŝƐƚƌǇ ŽĨ dƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚ ĂŶĚ ŝǀŝů ǀŝĂƟŽŶ͕ ŝǀŝů ŝƌĐƌĂŌ ĐĐŝĚĞŶƚ͗ ZĞƉŽƌƚ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ŽƵƌƚ ŽĨ /ŶƋƵŝƌǇ ŝŶƚŽ ƚŚĞ ĐĐŝĚĞŶƚƐ
ƚŽ ŽŵĞƚ 'Ͳ>zz ŽŶ ϴƚŚ Ɖƌŝů͕ 1ϵϱϰ ;>ŽŶĚŽŶ͗ ,Ğƌ DĂũĞƐƚǇ͛Ɛ ^ƚĂƟŽŶĞƌǇ KĸĐĞ͕ 1ϵϱϱͿ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬůĞƐƐŽŶƐůĞĂƌŶĞĚ.ĨĂĂ.
ŐŽǀͬŽŵĞƚ1ͬ'Ͳ>zWͺZĞƉŽƌƚ.ƉĚĨ.
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5adiation that impinJes on materials is another cause of deJradation. )or example
polymers suEMected to ultraviolet liJht (89 will eventually Eecome Erittle crack or
Ereak.14 2ther kinds of radiation: ;-rays Jamma Eeta and alpha radiation can also
cause various kinds of material chanJes from ioni]ation of molecules to causinJ nuclei
of atoms to transmute throuJh fusion or Àssion. Microelectronics in particular (see imaJe
Eelow are susceptiEle to chanJes induced Ey radiation. As feature si]es (the si]e and
spacinJ of electronic components in a microchip decrease and component densities
increase in microchips radiation-induced effects can Eecome even more pronounced.
2n the other hand for some atomic-level mechanisms decreasinJ feature si]es increases chips· radiation tolerance. As we·ll explain later in the Eook the impact of radiation
on microchips is a complex topic.
Materials can also Ee suEMected to Àelds that cause deJradation. *ravity slowly causes
the atomic structures of silica molecules in Jlass to deform over time. (lectrical Àelds in
semiconductors and electronic circuits can cause atoms to Eecome displaced causinJ
deJradation. (ven maJnets can deJrade over time due to thermal effects that cause

14. WĞƚĞƌ ZŚǇƐ >ĞǁŝƐ͕ <ĞŶ ZĞǇŶŽůĚƐ͕ ĂŶĚ ŽůŝŶ 'ĂŐŐ͕ &ŽƌĞŶƐŝĐDĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ͗ĂƐĞ^ƚƵĚŝĞƐ;Z WƌĞƐƐ͗ ϮϬϬ4Ϳ.
chungking /www.shutterstock.com
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their magnetic strength to wane these effects are particularly important for motors that
depend on compact powerful magnets.
A material·s properties are determined Ey the composition and arrangement of its suEstances. :hen the material experiences a change in its composition or molecular arrangements that material has degraded from its original state. )or many materials a
large numEer of atomic changes must take place Eefore the properties we tend to care
aEout start to Eecome compromised. +owever this does not change the fact that any
one change might Ee the initiating event that enaEles additional or more rapid degradation of that material. .nowing the full spectrum of processes that lead the changes in
a materials property is critical to a truly successful material sustainment strategy.
:e use the term ´material sustainmentµ as opposed to ´corrosion and degradation prevention and mitigationµ in order to emphasi]e the primary goal: to ensure that systems
function as designed for their designed lifetimes. During its lifetime the system should not
suffer from unexpected loss of functionality or the need for unexpected servicing due to
deterioration from external (environmental effects. ,nstead systems should have predictaEle performance and maintenance costs reTuired Ey degradation from external
inÁuences should Ee minimi]ed. Accordingly from the standpoint of developing good
policy and directing research in areas that have the greatest impact it is important to
understand the Eroad set of environmental inÁuences and physical phenomena that
can cause degradation to materials and thus the functionality of a system.
The reason that corrosion is traditionally restricted to causes attriEuted to ´externalµ inÁuences is the perception that the external environment is less controllaEle whereas
internal effects are more an issue of design and use which are under the developer·s
and user·s control. This perception is true only to a certain extent. 6ometimes internal
inÁuences have to do with reTuired design elements. )or example radioactive materials
will degrade according to their half-lives and that might Ee an internal design element
that is reTuired for functionality ² as noted in the use of radiocarEon dating for ancient
artifacts sometimes radioactive decay is key to the use of such techniTues. ,n other
cases the internal components might show incompatiEilities that are not expected or
known when the system is designed and as a result these components cause degradation in functionality that is not controlled Ey the user. *alvanic corrosion in which two or
more metals in contact corrode due to electrochemical reactions Eetween the metal
interfaces is a common example of incompatiEle materials corroding.
:hat is normally omitted from the study of corrosion is degradation that is due to wear
and tear. :ear and tear is usually considered to Ee an internal effect in the sense that
the system operates under normal conditions and that expected degradation effects
occur independent of the external environment. Metal fatigue would generally Ee
considered an example of wear and tear. 2f course wear and tear can also cause
unexpected failures. Thus wear and tear should not necessarily Ee omitted from the
Eroadened Àeld that we are calling material sustainment. 8nexpected failure can Ee
the result of the lack of a good prediction model of how wear and tear will degrade a
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system or failures increase Eecause the system is used in unexpected ways. ,n essence
a well-designed material sustainment approach not only addresses individual effects
Eut the relationships of multiple potentially coupled effects.
)urther wear and tear effects can work in conMunction with corrosion and degradation that does involve the external environment. To the extent that systems interact with
inÁuences from the external environment corrosion prevention and mitigation generally involves proactive defense mechanisms including defenses against wear and tear
along with comEatting corrosion due to the environment. (nvironmental inÁuences can
include weather temperature physical stresses electromagnetic Àelds magnetic Àelds
radiation or other effects. 6ome of these effects could Ee generated through the interaction of materials within the system as in galvanic corrosion from contact Eetween
dissimilar metals and others can Ee strictly dependent on external inÁuences.
To promote material sustainment and the associated research and policies to address
degradation effects that cut across chemical and other effects the distinctions Eetween
wear and corrosion should Ee viewed as ÁexiEle. The intent of material sustainment
is that systems designed and acTuired Ey the military or any Eranch of government
should have predictaEle life spans that are free from surprise premature degradation
whatever the cause.
Thus the Tuest for material sustainment involves comEatting myriad causes of degradation. These causes often act in compound ways and sometimes in ways that are
not yet fully understood. &lassical corrosion as we might call it has Eeen a maMor hindrance since the ,ron Age and therefore chemical and electrochemical causes are
relatively well understood. +owever other types of degradation are less oEvious and in
some cases less understood and the conseTuences of these types of degradation can
Ee more difÀcult to prevent or mitigate. )rom a strategic perspective a ´championµ is
needed to coordinate the research and policy needed to comEat degradation and
we argue that the &32 is ideally and uniTuely positioned to Ee the champion of material sustainment.
3articularly in the area of microelectronics with increasing design complexity and component densities degradation may Ee caused Ey relatively few single events that signiÀcantly impact performance and therefore degradation of microchips is Eecoming
increasingly important. To assist in identifying the research policy and strategy issues
associated with the less well-understood degradation mechanisms related to material
sustainment this Eook focuses on atomic effects corrosion (AEC) which is corrosion at
the atomic level. The third volume planned for the Eook series featuring ´Alternative )utures for &orrosion and Degradation 5esearchµ will address Eiological effects corrosion
which involves even less well-understood complex degradation mechanisms including
microEiological and macromolecular effects.
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,n the next section we complete the case for adopting the discipline of material sustainment and the role of &32 as its champion Ey explaining why the current deÀnition of
corrosion is inadeTuate. These concepts are fundamental to improving material sustainment across the corrosion spectrum. 6imply put limiting corrosion to a single part of that
spectrum is insufÀcient.

the current definition of corrosion
– and why it is inadequate
The 8.6. &ode Title 1 6uEtitle A 3art ,9 &hapter 11 section 8 suEsection (f (1
deÀnes corrosion as follows:15
The term “corrosion” means the deterioration of a material or
LWV SURSHUWLHV GXH WR D UHDFWLRQ RI WKDW PDWHULDO ZLWK LWV FKHPLFDO
environment.
This same law states that the DoD has a responsiEility for the prevention and mitigation of corrosion of military eTuipment and infrastructure of the DoD. As such the clear
intention is to prevent or mitigate degradation as deÀned Ey the term ´corrosion.µ(The
photographs on the next page depict mulitple cases of classical corrosion. The &32
is Eased within DoD Eut since corrosion and degradation affect all aspects of society
their oversight of solution paths impacts all levels of government and society. +owever
the current notion of ´chemical environmentµ is too limiting. &hemistry is Must one of the
processes Ey which material properties change and the prevention detection prediction and management of materials degradation Ey any mechanism is part of the
&32·s mission. ,n order to implement material sustainment as a discipline the &32 needs
to Ee aEle to address corrosion across the spectrum from atomic to classical (chemical
to Eiological effects.
The degradation of materials due to environmental effects depends on the kinds of environments and their conseTuent effects in which we operate and on the materials
we are using in those environments. ,n the prehistoric (and thus pre-science era the
relevant environmental effects were often primarily Eiological. :hen a caveman (let·s
name him ´2gµ selected a stout tree limE and made it into a cluE he knew nothing
aEout the scientiÀc mechanisms of the environment in which he was operating. :hat
2g did care aEout was the integrity of that cluE: if it rotted it was no longer useful to
him. :hether it rotted due to chemical corrosion (e.g. molecular changes caused Ey
chemical reactions induced from soaking the cluE in water for example or Eiological
activity (e.g. Eacteria/mold eating the wood did not matter: what 2g knew was that
he needed a strong cluE to survive. 2f course we are well Eeyond the prehistoric era
and we can use science to systematically investigate the underlying mechanisms of
degradation and develop measures to prevent or mitigate degradation.

15. ^ĞĐƟŽŶ ϮϮϮϴ ŽĨ ƟƚůĞ 1Ϭ͕ hŶŝƚĞĚ ^ƚĂƚĞƐ ŽĚĞ. ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ůĂǁ.ĐŽƌŶĞůů.ĞĚƵͬƵƐĐŽĚĞͬƚĞǆƚͬ1ϬͬϮϮϮϴ.
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6o why is our current deÀnition limited to chemical effects" :e surmise that until recently
these were the effects that caused the most prominent degradation of materials. ,n the
various ´metal agesµ (Eron]e iron etc.  chemical reactions were the primary and certainly resulted in the most oEservaEle degradation effects. As we moved into the ,ndustrial Age our tools and our eTuipment were Eased mainly on metals and other materials
that corroded due to chemical reactions. Most are familiar with the rust that forms on
iron or steel oEMects or the green patina that forms as copper corrodes. 6ocieties are affected Ey infrastructure degradation such as Eridge structures crumEling and ultimately
collapsing. All of these effects can Ee explained as ´the deterioration of a material or its
properties due to a reaction of that material with its chemical environment.µ
The proElem with limiting corrosion to the ´chemicalµ environment is that even the
common terminology of corrosion of metals involves multiple inÁuences including
the environment that are not strictly speaking exclusively chemical in nature. )or example stress corrosion cracking involves the conÁuence of physical material stress as
well as chemical interactions. 8ltraviolet radiation can cause ioni]ation of polymeric
materials that can cause degradation in the properties of polymers such as coatings
or plastics. The proposed discipline of material sustainment cannot Ee reali]ed if we
are interested in degradation solely due to a chemical environment. ,f radiation or
an electromagnetic Àeld causes degradation that reduces a system·s useful life cycle
due to interaction with the external environment a material sustainment approach
must Ee concerned with those mechanisms too. 6ince the intent is to provide material
sustainment in DoD systems and infrastructure consideration of all external environments and physical processes that can cause degradation of systems is of importance
to DoD when designing Àelding and maintaining systems. ,n short material sustainment must address degradation across the spectrum not limit itself Must to classical
chemical-reaction Eased corrosion. 6ee The &orrosion 6pectrum Àgure page 5.
As technology advances the importance of mechanisms in addition to chemical reactions is increasing. )or example we already know aEout degradation affects at the
atomic level that occur in nuclear materials: weapons power plants nuclear waste
and the nuclear waste storage containers. )urthermore we understand many of the
comEinations of effects that can occur in for example nuclear waste storage containers that deteriorate due to Eoth chemical and atomic effects.16 Atomic effects corrosion in the nuclear arena falls under the purview of the Department of (nergy (Do( 
and Do( has an extensive research and monitoring program to detect and mitigate
A(& in nuclear programs.
+owever ´nukesµ are not the only arena in which atomic effects are oEserved. )or example the ´tin whiskersµ that occur in electrical devices were Àrst oEserved in the vacuum tuEe era of the 14s and 15s. Though tin whiskers have Eeen studied extensively
no one is certain what causes them. ,n addition as microelectronics Eecome more sophisticated a few atomic-level events can result in signiÀcant degradation effects that

16. ,ƵŵŵĞů͕ ZŽďĞƌƚ. ůƚĞƌŶĂƟǀĞ&ƵƚƵƌĞƐĨŽƌŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶĂŶĚĞŐƌĂĚĂƟŽŶZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͕ WŽƚŽŵĂĐ /ŶƐƟƚƵƚĞ WƌĞƐƐ ;ϮϬ14Ϳ.
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&orrosion 6pectrum Diagram
,mage credit: Alex Taliesen

are discerniEle at the macro level in terms of a microchip·s aEility to function properly.
The point is that materials degradation can occur in numerous modern technologies Ey
mechanisms that areQRWH[SODLQHGE\WKHOLPLWHGFKHPLFDOUHDFWLRQVRQO\ deÀnition of
classical corrosion.
Though this Eook does not explore macromolecular Eiological effects in detail it is apparent that atomic effects are not the only new (relatively speaking mechanisms Ey
which materials degradation occurs. MicroEiological effects have Eeen oEserved in
numerous areas and these mechanisms are also not fully understood. )or example it
appears that there are Eiological mechanisms causing even synthetic materials such as
tents to ´rotµ ² even though the tents are not constructed of Eiologically-Eased cloth.
These mechanisms are not yet fully determined ² they may Ee purely chemical they
may Ee chemical reactions induced or cataly]ed Ey microEiological agents or they
may Ee comEinations of multiple-cause mechanisms in the macromolecules that we
increasingly use in synthetic materials. :e call these ´Eiological effects corrosionµ and
plan to address them in the third Eook in this series ´Alternative )utures for &orrosion and
Degradation 5esearch.µ

5
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The Eottom line is that identifying chemical reaction mechanisms is no longer sufÀcient
for dealing with materials degradation and promoting the discipline of material sustainment. )or this reason we propose that the deÀnition of corrosion needs to Ee Eroadened.
,t should not Ee limited to deterioration due to reactions with the chemical environment
² it should include degradation due to all environmental effects. Therefore we propose
that the deÀnition of corrosion should Ee updated to:
Corrosion means the deterioration of a material or its properties
GXHWRLQWHUDFWLRQRIWKDWPDWHULDOZLWKLWVHQYLURQPHQW
,n short corrosion should Ee Eroadened to include materials degradation throughout
the spectrum and include A(& classical corrosion and Eiological effects corrosion. ,n
concert with this deÀnition we further recommend the adoption of the term ´material
sustainmentµ to descriEe the coordinated research policy and strategy for preventing detecting predicting and managing materials degradation. The remainder of this
Eook focuses on A(& Eut as we address this non-classical corrosion mechanism the
reader should keep in mind that Eiological effects are also important. :hether A(& or
Eiological effects limiting material sustainment to classical chemical-reaction effects is
QRORQJHUVXIÀFLHQW.

organization of the book
The main Eody of this Eook is designed to Ee readaEle Ey reasonaEly educated nonscientist laymen trying to understand A(& its impacts and the research policy and
strategy implications associated with a coordinated approach to material sustainment.
Therefore the main Eody comprises two additional chapters.
&hapter  provides a description of the various kinds of A(&. The description Eegins with
the phenomenology of A(& degradation mechanisms: high-energy collisions Àelds and
spontaneous decay (for context we also ErieÁy address the low-energy collisions associated with classical chemical corrosion . The phenomenology overview is followed Ey
speciÀc applications in which ´signiÀcantµ A(& impacts can occur. These applications
include speciali]ed applications such as space and nuclear systems Eut also increasingly common widely proliferating microelectronics. This Eook is unclassiÀed which limits
the discussion of some nuclear system details we can however descriEe many of the
phenomena that take place in these systems. )or example the Àrst Eook in the AlternaWLYH )XWXUHV IRU &RUURVLRQ DQG 'HJUDGDWLRQ 5HVHDUFK series descriEed atomic effects
in nuclear systems at the unclassiÀed level.17 ,n this Eook we summari]e these effects
only: further detail aEout the speciÀc mechanisms of A(& and how they affect speciÀc
systems could move into the classiÀed arena and we purposely avoid that possiEility.
&hapter  provides our recommendations for the &32 in the areas of strategy policy
and research. These three topics are closely interrelated and in fact we discuss strategy
and policy together Eecause in the area of material sustainment these topics are intertwined. 5esearch underpins strategy and policy and we segment it from strategy and
policy only to present the recommendations in a logical order.
1ϳ. ,ƵŵŵĞů͕ ZŽďĞƌƚ. ůƚĞƌŶĂƟǀĞ &ƵƚƵƌĞƐ ĨŽƌ ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ĞŐƌĂĚĂƟŽŶ ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͕ ŚĂƉƚĞƌ //͖ WŽƚŽŵĂĐ /ŶƐƟƚƵƚĞ WƌĞƐƐ
;ϮϬ14Ϳ.
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This Ànal chapter Eegins with an overview of strategy policy and strategic planning for
policy identiÀcation and implementation and recommends strategic and policy initiatives we Eelieve the &32 is ideally suited to implement. The research recommendations
that follow the strategy/policy section are intended to support the development of Eoth
policy and strategy. &hapter  also includes descriptions of DoD interests to include
interests in areas that other agencies ´ownµ (e.g. NA6A for space Do( for nuclear systems . These recommendations are in no fashion an attempt to Eroaden DoD·s control:
they are simply factual descriptions of the interests DoD has in the systems and associated material sustainment of those systems in these arenas. The purpose of including them
is to provide context for the recommendations. :ith regard to research recommendations we reinforce the need for a coordinated research agenda. This is not a criticism of
the extensive and excellent research Eoth completed and ongoing in speciÀc areas. ,t
is Eased on an oEservation that ´stove-pipedµ research alone is insufÀcient to fully inform
the policy and strategy associated with the complex mechanisms associated with material sustainment in the modern age. :e also provide examples of research to ´prime the
pumpµ for research in support of speciÀc strategy and policy changes.
All three chapters of the main Eody of this Eook are structured so that an interested
reader can complete them in a single sitting. )or the reader interested in more depth
and additional scientiÀc/technical detail the Eook includes two appendixes. The Àrst
appendix contains additional material on the classiÀcation structure of materials. This appendix is not intended as a ´textEookµ Eut an introductory compilation of the material
science associated with the corrosion spectrum. The second appendix provides more
scientiÀcally oriented descriptions of examples of A(& in DoD. %oth appendixes are targeted to the more scientiÀcally inclined reader who wants to dig into the details in more
depth than the main Eody of the Eook.
Khakimullin Aleksandr/www.shutterstock.com
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Image Credit, Alex Taliesen

CHAPTER : THE SCIENCE OF
MATERIALS DEGRADATION
This chapter provides a Erief description of materials degradation effects and the associated science. The science is descriEed so that a reasonaEly educated non-scientist
can understand it: its purpose is not to delve into the details of the science (which are
overviewed in Appendix 1  Eut to enaEle the reader to understand the various effects
what is known aEout them and to point out some of the unknowns. :e do descriEe
some of the mechanisms using scientiÀc terms Eut we keep those descriptions at a relatively high level.
To provide a proper context for understanding A(& the chapter Eegins with a reprise to
the ´corrosion spectrumµ which includes atomic effects (i.e. A(&  chemical reaction
(e.g. ionic effects ² which is classical corrosion ² and Eiological effects (i.e. complex
corrosion . Next the chapter descriEes the various forms of degradation within this spectrum how A(& is uniTue and the way A(& affects nuclear weapons nuclear power
nuclear waste disposal space and perhaps most signiÀcant of all: microelectronics. As
technology continues to develop and Eecome increasingly dependent on microelectronics A(& associated with microelectronics has implications across the information
technologies control monitoring and other systems in Eoth the DoD and in Eroader
society.

introduction – the corrosion spectrum
The corrosion spectrum (see Àgure at the top of the next page descriEes the various
contexts of materials degradation. ,ts intent is to provide a way to classify the distinct
pathways the different facilitating causes and the diverse impacts of degradation. The
underlying physical processes Eehind materials degradation deÀne the corrosion spectrum. :e propose that this spectrum Eegins at the atomic level which we categori]e as
atomic effects corrosion (i.e. A(&  where suEatomic particles and spontaneous decay
cause degradation of material properties. As we move across the spectrum the si]e of
the degradation particles increases to that of atoms ions and small molecules Eringing
us into the realm of classical chemical corrosion (e.g. ionic effects . The corrosion spectrum ends as the si]e of the degradation particles reaches that of macromolecules such
as those produced Ey Eiological organisms leading to complex interactions that facilitate the degradation of micro- and macrostructures in materials (i.e. Eiological effects .
The underlying
physical processes
behind materials
degradation deƂne
the corrosion
spectrum.
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&orrosion 6pectrum Arrow
,mage credit: Alex Taliesen

*iven the topic of this Eook it is reasonaEle to Tuestion why we claim A(& is a different
mechanism than classical chemical-reaction Eased corrosion. The term A(& identiÀes
the class of mechanisms Ey which a material can Eecome degraded or dysfunctional
Eecause of changes in its properties Erought aEout through processes resulting from
interactions with suEatomic or force carrying particles that affect the Euilding Elocks of
the atoms in the material. These processes are distinct from the traditional chemical corrosion processes of degradation considered Ey the DoD and include nuclear chemistry
radiation effects and spontaneous decay. The common thread Eetween all of these
A(& processes is that they impact individual atoms through non-chemical means.
%ecause the properties of individual atoms do not characteri]e most of the things that
are important to us it is easy to think physical changes to an individual atom can have
no impact on our daily lives. +owever diseases like cancer remind us that when things
degrade on the smallest scale the result can Ee serious. A cancer that Eegins in an
individual cell degrades the nucleus of that cell which can spread to other cells which
collectively degrade the tissue or organ which degrades the human Eeing that is made
up of cells tissues and organs. )undamentally the same effect can happen via A(& if
for example a neutron collision alters an atom in a transistor within a microchip which
degrades the surrounding material lattice which sets off a degradation cascade that
impacts the functionality of the transistor the chip the computer and ultimately the entire system (e.g. weapon system . ,n Eoth examples the types of degradation descriEed
here GLG QRW RFFXU WKURXJK FODVVLFDO FKHPLFDO UHDFWLRQV. Thus A(& is aEout studying
and understanding what makes atomic-level degradation of materials different than
classical corrosion effects.
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This is not to say that the transistor descriEed aEove (and the chip/computer/weapon
system of which it is a part cannot also undergo classical corrosion. ,f the transistor
were placed in the Eottom of the ocean it would degrade through classical corrosion
processes. The designers of the transistor understand this and thus go to great lengths
to control the environment around the transistor to ensure it will not Ee exposed to phenomena that can cause classical corrosion. They do not however design the transistor
to Ee safe from atomic reactions and thus our transistor represents a material that while
resistant to classical corrosion processes is susceptiEle to A(&.
The goal of material sustainment should Ee to design materials so that all degradation
processes are accounted for as Eest as possiEle. DoD and society in general do not
want to Euild essential technology and infrastructures that are only protected from a
fraction of the processes that can cause them to fail. ,t is therefore necessary to understand and make sense of all material degradation processes ² especially in cases where
A(& (or other processes such as those caused Ey Eiological effects can Eecome signiÀcant. This is what the term ´corrosion spectrumµ is intended to convey.
The corrosion spectrum provides context to the Tuestion of what it means when we say
a material has Eeen degraded. ,t points out that classical corrosion is Must one type of
degradation process that can cause systems and infrastructures to fail due to interaction
with their environments which means that we need to understand the other mechanisms. ,n order to address corrosion in any part of the spectrum it is necessary to start Ey
understanding the science of matter and how the Eehaviors of materials are dependent
on the properties of the individual atoms that make them up. :ith a more complete
understanding of the Euilding Elocks of materials a discussion aEout the properties of
materials and the ways they can degrade incorporates not Must chemical reactions Eut
also the atomic molecular and larger-scale macromolecular components that comprise materials. The corrosion specThe goal is to
trum addresses all these mechanisms and in doing so the
ensure that the
difference Eetween atomic effects classical and micro- or
materials the DoD
macro-Eiologically induced degradation Eecome apparacquires are capable
of withstanding
ent. The goal is to ensure that the materials the DoD acTuires
all degradation
are capaEle of withstanding all degradation pathways. To
pathways.
Eegin understanding the corrosion spectrum let·s start with
the fundamentals: the science of matter.

the science of matter
6tarting with fundamental particles such as Tuarks scale (physical si]e increases from
fundamental particles to atoms to simple molecules and ions to complex molecules and
ions to macromolecules. As these Euilding Elocks aggregate into micro and macrostructures they can Ee further classiÀed into four common material classiÀcations: metals ceramics polymers and composites. :ith each type of classiÀcation we can thus descriEe

1
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the
material that results
from the assemEly
of these Euilding
Elocks.
Metals
are
large aggregates of metallic atoms held together
into precise atomic geometries Ey special metallic Eonds
and this gives rise to the properties
we associate with metals. 3olymers
are aggregations of carEon-Eased
molecules held together through complex molecular Eonding schemes that lead
to the molecular structures upon which polymer properties depend. Technologies such as a
laptop computer incorporate many different Euilding Elocks and it is the comEination
of all the Euilding Elocks working in concert that gives the laptop its functionality (see
image aEove . A laptop depends on more than a single transistor to give it the capaEility of accessing the ,nternet.
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The laptop however still needs the individual transistors inside it to correctly execute
their limited functions to Ee aEle to perform its more complex functions. ,t may Ee aEle
to continue working if one transistor fails Eut how many transistors need to fail Eefore
the laptop is critically impaired" (xpanding from this example to the larger Tuestion
the answer changes for different devices and different functions of a single device ²
especially with more complex pieces of technology. This is key to understanding the
corrosion spectrum.
/aptop/Alex Taliesen
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8nderstanding materials on a fundamental level enaEles us to systematically investigate
and understand the types of degradation pathways possiEle throughout that material·s
lifetime. :e will continue to have gaps in our material sustainment strategies if we fail to
address the science of all degradation mechanisms associated with the materials we
use to Euild systems. This is why it is important to recogni]e that chemical degradation ²
also known as classical corrosion ² is only one of many degradation mechanisms. Many
claim that the chemical/ionic mechanisms of degradation are well understood and
we agree. :hat is less well understood are the degradation mechanisms caused when
suEatomic particles smash into the atoms of a material (i.e. A(& : there is a lot of science that addresses individual mechanisms Eut less recognition of how and when these
degradation mechanisms reach the point where degradation matters to the materials
we use. To lay the foundation for understanding the distinctions Eetween A(& and classic corrosion we will ErieÁy focus on the differences Eetween atom ions and molecules.1

Atoms
The anatomy of the atom includes a central structure called the nucleus which is surrounded Ey electrons. :hile an electron is a fundamental particle (it is indivisiEle  the
nucleus is made up of protons and neutrons. These protons and neutrons are themselves aggregations of other fundamental particles we call Tuarks. The nucleus of the
atom is held together Ey the nuclear strong force (an attractive force Eetween nuclear
particles  which manifests from the Eehaviors of Tuarks. The nuclear weak force (which
allows Tuarks to transmute into other Tuarks which can change nuclear particles which
can in turn Ereak up the nucleus resulting in radioactive decay also affects the Eehavior of Tuarks and so it plays a role in A(& as well. More speciÀcally it plays a role in
the spontaneous decay of atoms associated with radioactivity. 3rotons and electrons
carry opposite electric charges (Ey convention the proton is ´positivelyµ charged and
the electron is ´negativelyµ charged and the neutron carries no charge. The particle·s
electric charge interacts with electromagnetic forces and these interactions are critical
to understanding how and why chemical reactions occur.

The Atom
1.

Atom/Alex Taliesen

dŚĞƌĞ ĂƌĞ ĂůƐŽ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ĚŝƐƟŶĐƟŽŶƐ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ŵŽůĞĐƵůĞƐ ĂŶĚ ŵĂĐƌŽŵŽůĞĐƵůĞƐ͕ ĂŶĚ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ƉŽůǇŵĞƌƐ͕ ĐĞƌĂŵŝĐƐ͕
ŵĞƚĂůƐ ĂŶĚ ĂůůŽǇƐ͕ ĂŶĚ ĐŽŵƉŽƐŝƚĞƐ. ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕ ƚŚŽƐĞ ĂƌĞ ƚŽƉŝĐƐ ŵŽƌĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ ƚŽ ďŝŽůŽŐŝĐĂů ĞīĞĐƚƐ ĐŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ;Ϳ
ĂŶĚ ǁĞ ĚĞĨĞƌ ƚŚĞŵ ƚŽ ƚŚĞ ŶĞǆƚ ďŽŽŬ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ͞ůƚĞƌŶĂƟǀĞ &ƵƚƵƌĞƐ ĨŽƌ ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ĞŐƌĂĚĂƟŽŶ ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͟ ƐĞƌŝĞƐ.
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The anatomy of the atom includes a central structure called the nucleus which is surrounded Ey electrons (see the Àgure on page 4 . :hile an electron is a fundamental
particle (it is indivisiEle  the nucleus is made up of protons and neutrons. These protons and neutrons are themselves aggregations of other fundamental particles we call
Tuarks. The nucleus of the atom is held together Ey the nuclear strong force (an attractive force Eetween nuclear particles  which manifests from the Eehaviors of Tuarks.
The nuclear weak force (which allows Tuarks to transmute into other Tuarks which can
change nuclear particles which can in turn Ereak up the nucleus resulting in radioactive
decay also affects the Eehavior of Tuarks and so it plays a role in A(& as well. Protons
and electrons carry opposite electric charges (Ey convention the proton is ´positivelyµ
charged and the electron is ´negativelyµ charged and the neutron carries no charge.
The particle·s electric charge interacts with electromagnetic forces and these interactions are critical to understanding how and why chemical reactions occur.
An atom·s properties depend on the numEer of protons and neutrons in its nucleus (see
the Àgure Eelow . An element is deÀned Ey the numEer of protons (and eTual numEer
of electrons an atom has and the various isotopes of a single element are distinguished
Ey changing the numEer of neutrons in the atom. Deuterium for example is an isotope
of hydrogen. 6maller lighter elements such as hydrogen (+ and helium (+e have few
protons and neutrons larger heavier atoms such as uranium (8 have more protons and
neutrons giving them a higher atomic weight. The neutron is necessary to overcome
the repulsive forces (´like charges repelµ that occur as protons aggregate within the
nucleus. To Ealance out the electromagnetic forces each atom has one electron for
every proton. (lements such as hydrogen helium or iron therefore represent a speciÀc
staEle arrangement of protons neutrons and electrons.
^ƉĞĐŝĮĐĂůůǇ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƐƉŽŶƚĂŶĞŽƵƐ ĚĞĐĂǇ ŽĨ ĂƚŽŵƐ ĂƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞĚ ǁŝƚŚ ƌĂĚŝŽĂĐƟǀŝƚǇ.

Protium deuterium tritium//amiot && %<-6A .

Ϯ.

The three isotopes of hydrogen
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+owever not all atoms are staEle for very long. /arge atoms like uranium have isotopes
such as uranium-5 that can decay spontaneously ² through a process known as Àssion ² leading to a large release of energy and two new elements (Kr- and %a-141 in
this case that are more staEle. This phenomenon is what nuclear power and weapons
depend on. Depending on the element and the associated isotope these conÀgurations can have varying ´half-livesµ (the time it takes for half of the atoms in a collection
to ´come apartµ or decay into different more staEle isotopes . The reason for this phenomenon is that for elements with nuclei larger than iron the strong and weak nuclear
forces Eegin to ´failµ in their aEility to keep the nucleus together as more and more protons aggregate into the nucleus. A contriEuting factor is that elements larger than iron
contain so many electrons that the nucleus struggles to keep them close to the atomic
core. This reduces the Einding effect of the electrons and thus adds to the destaEili]ation
of larger atoms.
8nderstanding this factor is important Eecause we have to Ee careful when generali]ing matter. ,t is incorrect to say that all atoms are staEle and will not degrade even the
atoms of lighter elements. 6ome isotopes are very unstaEle and exist for only fractions
of seconds. 2ther isotopes are very staEle and take much longer (on average to degrade. 6till others are so staEle that to date we have Eeen unaEle to measure decay
rates or determine half-lives for them. Then again we·ve only Eeen investigating atomic
decay for a relatively short time. ,n sum when any atom degrades it is a conseTuence
of the same phenomena: the Ealance of strong weak and electromagnetic forces that
hold a nucleus together is lost resulting in a repulsive force that eMects particles away
from the atom. :hether we have oEserved descriEed or understand it a proEaEility
exists that any atom may decay.
The periodic taEle of elements descriEes the conÀgurations of atoms. ,t provides a structured Easis for understanding the trends and Eehaviors associated with atoms. The periodic taEle is arranged so that anyone who understands the Easic properties that make
up an element (atom can predict with some degree of certainty the Eehavior of that
element (see Àgure next page . This predictaEility is Eased on an understanding of what
changes when an atom adds an electron proton or neutron.
As one marches across the periodic taEle (Eeginning in the top left corner the elements
add more and more protons to their nuclei meaning they also have more and more
electrons surrounding those nuclei. The electrons that surround the nucleus of an atom
occupy special regions called orEitals. (ach orEital can contain a limited numEer of
electrons in it. There are four different types of orEitals named 6 P D and ). The numEer
of electrons they can hold as well as their si]es and shapes distinguishes them. As more
electrons are added to an atom this increases the amounts of energy ² called energy
levels ² that the electrons of an atom hold. (lectrons will occupy energy levels of the
same orEital until the orEital can no longer Àt any additional electrons. The next electron
added to the atom then occupies a different orEital at the next highest energy level.
The rows of the periodic taEle order the elements Ey the energy levels that reÁect the
most staEle regions for the electrons to arrange themselves around the atom. The staEle
conÀgurations minimi]e the repulsive forces of other electrons and maximi]e attractive
forces with the positive charge of the nucleus. The shape of the orEitals descriEes the lo-
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Diagram of the 9arious Periodic Trends.
Periodic Trends/Mirek

cations and distances at which we expect to Ànd an electron most often (on average .
The more electrons there are in an atom the more energy levels are involved and the
higher-energy electrons are on average farther from the nucleus. Thus the reactivity
(i.e. Eehavior of an atom is reÁected Ey the staEility of the particular atomic arrangement of the atoms protons neutrons and electrons.

Ions
)or an atom of a given element the highest energy level of the orEital and the last
electron occupies determines its YDOHQFH orEital. The electrons that occupy these outer
orEital shells are called valence electrons. 9alence electrons are the most important
electrons when it comes to chemical reactivity and thus classical corrosion events (e.g.
ionic effects occur when suEstances exchange possession of valence electrons. (ven
though atoms are electrically neutral when they have the same numEer of electrons as
protons they are more staEle when all of the valence energy levels are full. The forces
keeping valence electrons attached to an atom are small enough that they can leave
an electromagnetically Ealanced atom to occupy another atom that has a more favoraEle empty valence energy level. The principles Eehind this are descriEed Ey thermodynamics and Tuantum mechanics. 2rEitals that don·t have any empty energy levels
are said to Ee ´fully occupiedµ and the electrons within those orEitals called ´core
electronsµ do not participate in any chemical reactions: the reason the noEle gases
are so non-reactive is Eecause their outer electron shells are full. The trends on the periodic taEle are a reÁection of the desire for atoms to oEtain the most staEle electron
conÀguration. Thus understanding what controls the Eehavior of valence electrons is
critical to understanding the FKHPLFDO Eehavior of atoms molecules and as we scale
up materials.
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)orming and dissolving of table salt

1. Sodium, which has one extra
electron from an ideal energy
conÀguration, collides with chlorine,
which needs one more electron to
have an ideal energy conÀguration.

2. Upon collision, the sodium atom
begins to share its extra electron
with the chlorine atom.

3. If dissolved in an aqueous solution,
the sodium gives up its extra electron
to the chlorine atom, forming
sodium (+) and chlorine (-) ions.

Image credit: Alex Taliesen

:hen an atom either gains or loses an electron its charge Eecomes imEalanced and
we call it an ion. The relative tendency for an atom to take on an extra electron can Ee
calculated as electronegativity. The closer an atom is to having its valence electron shell
full the more electronegative that atom is Eecause oEtaining an extra electron puts it
one electron closer to a more staEle conÀguration. Additionally the smaller an atom is
the more electronegative it is Eecause smaller atoms have a stronger ´nuclear pullµ on
their electrons. ,f two atoms are close to each other and an electron is placed in Eetween them the one that is more electronegative will tend to capture that free electron.
2f all the trends the periodic taEle helps us understand the trend of electronegativity is
the most important when it comes to understanding chemical reactivity.
,ons tend to form when elements ´dissolveµ in a solvent. The most common solvent is
water for example when common taEle salt (Na&l is added to water the Na (sodium
and &l (chlorine tend to separate into positive and negative ions respectively. The reason that common taEle salt dissolves in water into ions (sodium ion Na and chlorine ion

3.

 ƐŽůǀĞŶƚ ŝƐ Ă ŇƵŝĚ ƵƐĞĚ ƚŽ ĚŝƐƐŽůǀĞ ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ƐƵďƐƚĂŶĐĞ ;ƚǇƉŝĐĂůůǇ ĐĂůůĞĚ ƚŚĞ ƐŽůƵƚĞͿ.
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&l-) is because the loss of an electron from sodium gives it the electron conÀguration of a
noble gas and the gain of an electron from chlorine gives it the electron conÀguration of
a noble gas. %y splitting as they do, ions Àll their valence shells. Understanding this trend
explains why we see the presence of certain stable ions. The difference between ions
and noble gas atoms is that ions have unbalanced charge ² which makes ions more
chemically reactive than noble gases. All simple ions that exist in nature are a reÁection
of the general trends we see on the periodic table, and reÁect a more stable arrangement of their electrons than existed when the atom was neutral.
The Àgure on page 38 describes what happens when sodium and chlorine combine to
form table salt (middle picture in the Àgure). The bottom picture shows what happens
when table salt dissolves in water: the sodium separates from the chlorine, but in the
process leaves an electron with the chlorine. %oth ions now have more stable electron
conÀgurations and as long as the water molecules keep them sufÀciently separated,
they do not recombine. If the water evaporates, the positive and negative ions will be
attracted to each other and reform table salt.4
The term oxidation describes the process of an atom/ion giving up an electron to an
atom of higher electronegativity (typically oxygen) and is a common process that occurs in various metals. -ust as with ioni]ation in general, a metal oxidi]es because the
metal·s valence electrons are more stable on the atoms of the oxidi]ing agent. The atom
that gains the electron, in most cases oxygen, is said to undergo reduction (see Àgure
page 4). :hen iron reacts with oxygen, iron oxide ()e22), commonly known as rust,
forms. At the molecular level, )e22 is more stable ² but at the macroscopic level on
which we experience it ² rust is annoying.

Molecules
Molecules are slightly larger in scale than atoms and consist of two or more atoms locked
into a particular geometry through electrostatic interactions. The forces that hold these
atoms into their geometries are called bonds and these bonds give molecules their structure. The structures of molecules help give rise to new properties that individual atoms
do not possess.
%onds, like orbitals, come in different, unique types. As stated before, all bonds are electrostatic in nature and represent an interaction between two atoms. No matter what
type, a bond exists because the two atoms involved experience an attractive force
based on charge separation5 (a phenomenon commonly observed in ´static electricityµ). These charge separations can be transient or permanent.
The ionic bond is the strongest type of bond. These bonds occur when ions exist in close
enough proximity to become strongly attracted to each other (i.e., form a bond).
&ovalent bonds are strong, but weaker than ionic bonds, and involve the sharing of
electrons between two atoms. These bonds occur between two atoms that have similar
4.
5.

ŚƌŝƐƚĞ ŶŶ DĐDĞŶŽŵǇ͕ EĂƚƵƌĂů ^ĐŝĞŶĐĞͲ zĞĂƌ //͕ hŶŝƚ ϥϩ͗ >ĂǀŽƐŝĞƌ ĂŶĚ ŚĞŵŝĐĂů ZĞĂĐƟŽŶƐ͕ ^ĐŚŽůĂƌƐ KŶůŝŶĞ
ŽƵƌƐĞ͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ĚŽƌƚŚŽŶŝŽŶ.ĐŽŵͬĚƌĐŵĐŵͬEdhZ>ͺ^/EϮͬ>ĞƐƐŽŶƐͬ>ĞĐƚƵƌĞƐͬǁŬ3ϳͺ>ĂǀŽŝƐŝĞƌͺDŽůͲ
ĞĐƵůĞƐͬE^^.ƉŚƉ.
ŚĂƌŐĞ ƐĞƉĂƌĂƟŽŶ ŝƐ ƚŚĞ ƌĞƐƵůƚ ŽĨ ďƵŝůĚŝŶŐ ƐƉĂĐĞ ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ƉĂƌƟĐůĞƐ ŽĨ ŽƉƉŽƐŝƚĞ ĐŚĂƌŐĞƐ͕ ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ ŝŽŶƐ.
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2xidation and 5eduction/Alex Taliesen

electronegativity properties and the sharing of electrons allows them to ´feelµ like they
have Àlled their valence shells. Metallic bonds are weaker than both ionic and covalent
bonds and involve the delocali]ation of electrons among many metallic atoms aggregated together. There are also secondary bonds, such as dipole or van der :alls interactions, that involve transient changes in a molecule·s or atom·s charge polarity. These
are much weaker than ionic, covalent, or metallic bonds, but collectively can have a
tremendous inÁuence on a material·s structure and properties.
The properties of bonds are the basis for chemical reactions. These reactions are, for
the most part, well understood. Depending on the particular electronegativity properties of an atom it will tend to engage other atoms, ions, or molecules through ionic,
covalent, metallic or other secondary bonding schemes. &lassical corrosion is focused
on understanding why atoms, ions, and molecules exchange electrons to form new
bonds and take on new structures. Although the atoms involved in chemical reactions become more stable, these
Classical corrosion
reactions lead to changes in the atomic or molecular geis focused on
ometries. The properties of a particular material depend on
understanding why
the atomic and molecular structures that make it up. Acatoms, ions, and
cordingly, chemical reactions that change these structures
molecules exchange
electrons to form
are degradation events that lead to changes in the materinew bonds and take
al·s properties. :hen iron is exposed to water it loses some
on new structures.
of its valence electrons to oxygen. This forces iron to stop
bonding with the other iron atoms around it and this of
course effects the structure of the other iron atoms. Thus, while the formation of iron
oxide (i.e., rust) might be more stable, it weakens the iron metal because it causes
degradation of the underlying metallic structure. This is why classical corrosion is concerned mainly with the chemical reactions of ions and molecular level effects. :ith a
basic understanding of atoms, ions and molecules as a basis, let·s move on to the
various roles they play in materials degradation.
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the science of degradation
Moving from a summary of the foundational concepts of atoms and chemistry, we need
to examine the speciÀc processes that cause degradation. It is clear that there are materials that degrade through mechanisms different than those traditionally associated
with classical chemical corrosion. In this section, we categori]e the different processes
that can disrupt the properties of materials, resulting in degradation via chemical and
non-chemical reaction mechanisms. These categories include low-energy collisions,
high-energy collisions, the effects of Àeld forces, and spontaneous degradation, also
known as radioactive decay.

Low-Energy Collisions
Traditional chemical (classical) corrosion is caused by what we call
low-energy collisions. These collisions are the common chemical reactions that occur between atoms,
ions, and molecules (see the Àgure
to the right). 2xidation-reduction
reactions occur because atoms
and molecules collide with enough
&hemical reaction/Aushul]
energy to exchange electrons, but
not with enough energy to alter
their nuclear properties. Additionally, lower-energy light photons, such as those in the
visible or infrared spectra, can play a role in these chemical reactions. Photons can also
collide with matter, but these interactions only have enough energy to excite valence
electrons to a higher energy state. The collisions do not transfer enough energy to eMect
a valence electron. +owever, when these electrons occupy a higher energy level, the
atom itself is inherently less stable and is thus potentially more reactive. /ow-energy collisions cause atoms, ions, or molecules to exchange electrons.
As stated, low-energy collisions are the primary mechanism of classical corrosion. :e describe it here only to provide a context for addressing the differences between classical
corrosion and A(&. A(& occurs due to high-energy collisions, Àeld forces, and spontaneous decay ² all of which act on an atom·s nucleus (the nuclear level).

High-Energy Collisions
:hen matter travels at extremely high velocities and collides with other matter, it can
cause changes to the nuclear properties of that matter. Due to the high energy associated with these collisions, the participating particles can overcome the electronic repulsive forces caused when the electron clouds get too close, and thus penetrate to the
nucleus of an atom. This is the fundamental difference between nuclear and chemical
reactions: nuclear reactions involve smashing into the nucleus and chemical reactions
involve smashing into electron orbitals. :hen an event result causes changes to the
nucleus of an atom in a material, we call it atomic effects corrosion (A(&). Subatomic
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particles, such as a proton or neutron,
can be eMected from the nucleus of
an atom when a gamma photon
(light packet) carrying large amounts
of energy collides with the atom. In
its extreme form, mechanisms such
as this lead to what is referred to as
´splitting the atom.µ )ast neutrons
or other particulate radiation, such
as that found in a cosmic ray, can
smash into the atoms of a material
like a bowling ball wrecking pins (see
Àgure to the right). These high-energy
collisions often cause changes to the
atomic properties of atoms within a
&MS: Simulated +iggs to two Mets and two
material, as well as forcibly displacelectrons. Image creator : /ucas Taylor &(5N
ing them from their previous location
within a material·s atomic or molecular structure. These are the degradation events we
typically associate with A(&. +igh-energy collisions that destroy chemical bonds and/or
cause the eMection of valence electrons from atoms (i.e., another mechanism for ioni]ation) are more associated with classical corrosion as these are essentially changes in the
electronic conÀgurations of atoms.

Field Forces
In addition to interactions with particles, atoms, and photons, there
are environments that can produce
strong electromagnetic Àelds (i.e.,
force particles) that can attract or
repel matter in ways to cause serious
damage to the structure and properties of a material. There are natural
and artiÀcial sources of these strong
electromagnetic
Àelds.
ArtiÀcial
sources arise from a wide range of
phenomena (see Àgure to the right),
from small electromagnetic Àelds
around power lines and within elec/ightning/Timothy Kirkpatrick
tronics that cause electromigration,
to large Àelds like those produced
in medical instruments such as nuclear magnetic resonance imagers (M5I). Such large
Àelds can cause changes in atomic conÀgurations at the nuclear and electron shell
levels. )ield forces, therefore, can both cause A(& and inÁuence the rate at which classical corrosion occurs.
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Spontaneous Degradation
Spontaneous degradation occurs when an unstable nucleus
decays and emits radiation in
most cases, at the same time its
nucleus splits into two or more
smaller atomic nuclei. Spontaneous degradation is a stochastic, or random process in the
sense that we cannot predict
when a particular atom is going to decay. The most familiarr
type of spontaneous degradation process is radioactive decay. Spontaneous degradation
processes are a consequence
of the second law of thermodynamics, which describes the
A hypothetical nucleus which can undergo many
process known as entropy. The
forms of radioactive decay/Kieran Maher
concept of entropy describes
the natural tendency of matter to fall apart, resulting in more disorder in the universe.
It is a misconception that only radioactive atoms and molecules are susceptible to
spontaneous decay. Any atom within a material can fall apart, and thus any material can degrade in this way at any moment in time. )or most non-radioactive atoms,
however, spontaneous degradation is such a low-probability event that at it has no real
effect on the macroscopic scale. Aside from atoms falling apart, atomic and molecular
structures can degrade due to entropy caused by phenomena like diffusion. (ntropy
guarantees that anything with order, be it an atom or a tank, has a chance to spontaneously lose that order.

Degradation Mechanisms: Summary
In summary, the four broad categories that describe the various mechanisms by which
materials can degrade are summari]ed as follows.
/RZ(QHUJ\&ROOLVLRQV

+LJK(QHUJ\&ROOLVLRQV

• Chemical reactions

• Particulate radiation

• 2xidation-5eduction

• (lectromagnetic radiation

• (lectron excitation
Spontaneous Degradation

Field Forces

• 5adioactive decay

• (lectromagnetic Àelds

• Spontaneous bond breaks

• *ravitational Àelds
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2f these categories, classical corrosion studies only address speciÀc types of low-energy
collisions, such as those associated with oxidation-reduction reactions, and some associated with Àeld forces (e.g., electromigration) and spontaneous decay (e.g., electron diffusion). :hat is clear is that there are other phenomena and processes that can cause
materials to degrade. :hat is less well known is: when is it important, and what can we
do to prevent it from causing unwanted degradation"
To highlight the importance of these distinctions among types of degradation, let·s return
to the dilemma associated with microchips described above: manufacturing microchips. :e are developing microchips with increasing numbers of nanometer-si]ed components, yet we counter that advantage by having to design redundancies into those
chips. ,I Ze Fan unGerVWanG WKe VSeFiÀF meFKaniVmV RI GeJraGaWiRn anG WKeir imSliFaWiRnV Rn mRGern V\VWemV WKen aV WeFKnRlRJ\ aGYanFeV Ze ma\ Ee aEle WR RYerFRme
WKeir eIIeFWV anG nR lRnJer neeG WR reVRrW WR EuilGinJ in numerRuV reGunGanFieV. This is the
motivation behind addressing A(C as a degradation/corrosion mechanism ² and it is
why this non-classical degradation phenomenology is important to understand so as to
overcome materials degradation and promote improved material sustainment policies.
Many materials that are involved in discussions of classical corrosion do not fall into
the A(C category because most materials· function depends on an atomic/molecular
structure composed of an astronomical number of atoms. A change in one atom·s
atomic properties is not going to impact the overall functionality of the material. <et,
as technology advances, A(C is likely to become more important in materials where a
few A(C events ZLOO degrade the material. Now, let·s address the different types of A(C
and their potential impacts.

atomic effects corrosion implications
In the remainder of this chapter, we move beyond the scientiÀc description into the
practical considerations of A(C impacts on ² and their importance to ² a variety of
DoD and other systems. :e do not mean to suggest in this section that any part of
the spectrum of corrosion/degradation has been neglected. Indeed, much physics and
chemistry research in the area of atomic effects corrosion has been completed. +owever, A(C and other corrosion mechanisms have, to date, been largely separated into
different Àelds, with little collaboration or cross-fertili]ation. :e argue that there are reasons to increase collaboration in the scientiÀc investigation of materials degradation and
material sustainment. )urther, we argue that even if the
mechanisms and effects are not causing signiÀcant
If we can understand
problems today, it is likely that (a) their importance will
the speciƂc mechanisms
of degradation and
increase in the future as technology develops, and (b)
their implications on
identifying new ways to prevent materials degradation
modern systems, then as
offers opportunities to develop more reliable, longer life
technology advances, we
systems. Chapter 3 provides recommendations in the
may be able to overcome
areas of DoD interests, and the associated research artheir effects and no longer
eas, along with policy and strategy development. /et
need to resort to building
in numerous redundancies.
us now continue with the importance of A(C.
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the increasing importance of aec
As technology and applications develop, speciali]ed systems will operate in new environments, and consequently new material sustainment requirements will be identiÀed. %y
anticipating problems that could emerge in the future, we can avoid being reactive to
materials degradation problems, and instead design new applications beforehand, with
the supporting science and policy associated with material sustainment capabilities. The
emerging A(C issues arise in part due to the scale at which systems are constructed.
:hile classical corrosion science focuses on the transfer of ions and electrons and the
associated chemistry that affects materials at the molecular level, radiation and nuclear
effects cause degradation from atoms emitting subatomic particles or radiation. These
atomic effects are in the realm of nuclear physics. As a result, as our systems become
more sophisticated, atomic effects cause various problems within varying environments.
:hen (not if) the atomic effects start affecting the functionality of our systems, we will
need to Ànd different solutions not solely based on classical corrosion chemistry. :e expect impacts in the areas of microelectronics, nuclear weapons, nuclear waste storage,
materials in radioactive environments, and materials in space.
In microelectronics, as spacing or ´feature si]esµ between processors or components get
smaller (see Àgure below), the effects of quantum events and other atomic processes
become more impactful, and the consequences of even single events might have longterm effects on system reliabilities. The impact of cumulative nuclear effects has not
been the subMect of prominent microelectronics research because to date, it has not yet
resulted in noticeably harmful degradation. This will soon no longer be the case.

Comparison of si]es
of semiconductor
manufacturing
process nodes with
some microscopic
obMects and visible light
wavelengths/Cmglee
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A great deal of research has been performed on ´single event effectsµ (S((s), which can
cause microelectronics to experience a temporary change that causes a digital error, or
permanent changes that can damage circuit components. As of 215, microelectronic
feature si]es will soon descend to single digit nanometer ranges. )ield densities will also
increase, which means that A(C is likely to become important in microprocessors and
sensor systems in the very near future.
The Àeld of modeling microelectronics reliability is well established, and has progressed
from empirical models to physics-based analysis of component reliabilities.6,7 Some of the
principle effects modeled that lead to microelectronic degradation include electromigration, hot carrier inMection, lattice degradation, dielectric breakdown, and negative
bias temperature instability (see appendix 1 for more detailed
descriptions of some of these effects). :hile these models take
Microelectronics
is the main
into account some basic quantum effects, they are based on
forum where
a macroscopic perspective and do not necessarily scale down
we currently
to feature si]es that are only a few tens of atoms in width. Many
encounter
challenges remain, including improving modeling and validananotechnology
tion of atomic-level effects, and accounting for the dependen(“nanotech”).
cies of voltage and temperature.
Microelectronics is the main forum where we currently encounter nanotechnology
(´nanotechµ). The future will bring nanotech robots, structural materials involving nanotech, nanosensors, and nanobiologics. The effects of degradation of individual atoms
due to A(C will become important in these and other, as yet unforeseen, areas.
Atomic effects corrosion is already an important consideration to the U.S. nuclear stockpile. As our nuclear weapons age, it becomes a graver issue, in terms of the costs for
maintenance and the eventual need for new designs. )urthermore, our nation does not
currently test nuclear weapons, so a new design would have to be deemed reliable,
and monitored, through ´virtual validationµ (i.e., by science based modeling instead of
direct empirical testing). :ithout testing, we cannot colAs our nuclear
lect new empirical data, meaning it is increasingly imporweapons age, AEC
tant to understand the science in depth in order to build
becomes a graver
adequate validation models. Accordingly, a detailed unissue, in terms of the
derstanding of the degradation processes, including those
costs for maintenance
due to nuclear effects in proximity to various radioactive
and the eventual
need for new designs.
elements, is critical.

6.
ϳ.

:ŽƐĞƉŚ . ĞƌŶƐƚĞŝŶ ĂŶĚ DĂƌŬ tŚŝƚĞ͕ ͞DŝĐƌŽĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ ZĞůŝĂďŝůŝƚǇ͗ WŚǇƐŝĐƐͲŽĨͲ&ĂŝůƵƌĞ ĂƐĞĚ DŽĚĞůŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ
>ŝĨĞƟŵĞ ǀĂůƵĂƟŽŶ͕͟ EĂƟŽŶĂů ĞƌŽŶĂƵƟĐƐ ĂŶĚ ^ƉĂĐĞ ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ͕ &ĞďƌƵĂƌǇ ϮϬϬϴ͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬƚƌƐͲŶĞǁ.ũƉů.ŶĂƐĂ.ŐŽǀͬ
ĚƐƉĂĐĞͬďŝƚƐƚƌĞĂŵͬϮϬ14ͬ4Ϭϳϵ1ͬ1ͬϬϴͲϬ5.ƉĚĨ.
DĂƌŬ >ĂƉĞĚƵƐ͕ ͞tŝůů ϳŶŵ ĂŶĚ 5Ŷŵ ZĞĂůůǇ ,ĂƉƉĞŶ͍͟ ^ĞŵŝĐŽŶĚƵĐƚŽƌ ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ͕ :ƵůǇ 14͕ ϮϬ14͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬƐĞŵŝĞŶŐŝͲ
ŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ.ĐŽŵͬǁŝůůͲϳŶŵͲĂŶĚͲ5ŶŵͲƌĞĂůůǇͲŚĂƉƉĞŶͲϮͬ.
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The medium and long-term storage of radioactive waste also continues to be a national
issue. Although the topic has been heavily studied, there is still no consensus on the best
policy for long-term disposition of such materials. :hether from new weapons programs
or new atomic energy production plants, the long-term storage of waste, and the effects of waste material and the containers that store them degrading over time, remain
important questions for both DoD and society.
5adioactivity and nuclear events pose degradation ha]ards in nuclear power plants. )or
example, control electronics must be protected from radiation in nuclear power plants.
)ailure to do so could result in sensor failures and in ability to properly characteri]e and
respond to nuclear reactor changes in states. 5adiolysis of water is also a serious concern
for nuclear plants. 5adiolysis is the dissociation of molecules ² a
chemical process ² caused by nuclear radiation. The radiation
A coordinated
basically breaks chemical bonds in molecules, separating them
research program
into chemically reactive pieces that readily react with their surmay offer
roundings. This is an example of a process caused by A(C that
improved solutions
results in classical corrosion. A coordinated research program
to compound
degradation.
focused on both nuclear physics and chemistry may offer improved solutions to this compound degradation process.
)inally, activities in outer space expose systems (and humans) to radiation and environments that are outside of the shielding protection of our planet·s magnetic Àeld and
atmosphere. Interest in mining asteroids and exploiting other celestial bodies for resources will almost certainly lead to expanding our use of orbital assets for beneÀts on
(arth. :e have a lot of experience with assets in space, however, degradation processes in systems and people in space will become more signiÀcant as our use of space
expands and as the microelectronics and other systems that are sent into space become more miniaturi]ed.
:hile the areas of concern for A(C may seem esoteric, these
are areas of interest for the DoD, and in the future they are
likely to be more impactful in terms of cost and national
needs. :hether addressing the lifespan of microelectronics, the reliability of our nuclear deterrent, or the longevity of
power plants fueled by nuclear materials, it is in our national
interests to do the research, develop the science and thus
have the knowledge and means to prevent and/or mitigate
degradation by A(C mechanisms.

... it is in our national
interests to do the
research, develop
the science and thus
have the knowledge
and means to prevent
and/or mitigate
degradation by
AEC mechanisms.
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current research in aec fields
There is a large and vibrant research enterprise in various speciÀc aspects of A(C, and
some of that research is classiÀed. )urthermore, the research in this area is largely separate
from other branches of corrosion and degradation research. This section surveys what is
known about A(C, based on current and ongoing research, at the unclassiÀed level.
:HEULHÁ\GLVFXVVFXUUHQWUHVHDUFKLQHDFKRIWKHIROORZLQJDUHDV8
1 5eliability of weapons due to materials degradation in nuclear environments.
2 Medium and long-term containment of nuclear waste materials
from nuclear power plants and from weapons development.
3 Degradation of components in current and future
nuclear power plant environments.
4 Degradation of materials in outer space intended for long service lives.
5 Microelectronics.

:hile various organi]ations are addressing traditional corrosion issues, we propose that
there is a need to develop a coordinated, collaborative research environment to address the multidimensional issues associated with A(C, as well as A(C leading to classical
corrosion. The goal of the coordinated research program we recommend in the next
chapter is to ensure that the Àeld of material sustainment is proactive in responding to
advancing technology and its application in different environments, as opposed to reacting to failures and sustainment surprises that show up as effects become more serious.

nuclear weapons
Nuclear weapon systems, a crucial piece of U.S. national defense, are among the most
complex systems devised by mankind. Creating fusion and Àssion reactions are simple,
compared to the task of creating systems that constitute safe and reliable weapons that
can be secured and maintained for years. All modern nuclear weapons include complex microelectronics systems, other materials, and radioactive elements that change
over time. All of these components are subMect to degradation, and thus require maintenance. The weapons in the U.S. nuclear stockpile were designed for 2 to 25 year life
spans but some are now over 4 years old.
ϴ.
ϵ.

/ƚ ŵĂǇ ƐƚƌŝŬĞ ƚŚĞ ƌĞĂĚĞƌ ƚŚĂƚ ƚŚĞ ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶĐĞ ŽĨ ŵĂŶǇ ŽĨ ƚŚĞƐĞ ĂƌĞĂƐ ŚĂƐ ďĞĞŶ ŵĞŶƟŽŶĞĚ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƉƌĞǀŝŽƵƐ ƐĞĐƟŽŶ.
ƌŝĂŶ &ŝƐŚďŝŶĞ͕ ͞^ŚĞůĨ >ŝĨĞ 'ƵĂƌĂŶƚĞĞĚ. ǆƚĞŶĚŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ >ŝĨĞ ŽĨ EƵĐůĞĂƌ tĞĂƉŽŶƐ͕͟ >ŽƐ ůĂŵŽƐ EĂƟŽŶĂů >ĂďŽƌĂƚŽƌǇ͕
ϮϬϬϳ͕ ŚƩƉƐ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ůĂŶů.ŐŽǀͬƋƵĂƌƚĞƌůǇͬƋͺǁϬ3ͬƐŚĞůĨͺůŝĨĞ.ƐŚƚŵů.
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The Do( ´Stockpile Stewardship Programµ is executed primarily by the D2( National /aboratories and administered by the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA).1.
The purpose of the program is to understand and analy]e the reliability of the nuclear
stockpile, and to ensure said reliability through analysis and experiments. The program
was developed in response to the 12 decision that the United States would cease all
nuclear detonations, including underground nuclear testing. The NNSA Stockpile Stewardship program includes the ´/ife (xtension Programsµ (/(P) for inspecting, reconditioning, and maintain our nuclear stockpile. Independent review of these efforts is conducted regularly for example, the -AS2Ns (a scientiÀc advisory group named after -ason,
the Argonaut of *reek mythology) regularly review components of the /(P for technical
and policy soundness.11 The science that has been developed to understand stockpile
degradation is extensive and complex. The scientists performing these analyses are dedicated to achieving the stewardship and maintenance of viability, and to understanding
in detail the modalities that cause degradations.
:HFDQQRQHWKHOHVVSURYLGHDIHZXQFODVVLÀHGREVHUYDWLRQV
• There have been open reports of defects and degradation within
nuclear weapons on several instances throughout their history.
• Tritium triggers must be replaced regularly, but the United States ceased production
of tritium in 188.12 Since then, replacements have been made with recycled tritium.13
• In addition to nuclear decay, nuclear pits (the Àssile material) can corrode.
Plutonium pits degrade when exposed to humidity, and other materials
and alloys employed in the Àssile pit are subMect to normal corrosion.
• 5adioactive materials can cataly]e the corrosion of surrounding materials.
• The corrosion of core material can result in the deformation of
the nuclear pit, which can rupture the storage container.
• 5adiation from the Àssile material within the device can
cause damage to surrounding components.
• Microelectronics in devices with nuclear material can
degrade due to the highly radioactive environment.

1Ϭ. ͞DĂŝŶƚĂŝŶŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ^ƚŽĐŬƉŝůĞ͕͟ EĂƟŽŶĂů EƵĐůĞĂƌ ^ĞĐƵƌŝƚǇ ĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ Ϯ1 ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬ
ŶŶƐĂ.ĞŶĞƌŐǇ.ŐŽǀͬŽƵƌŵŝƐƐŝŽŶͬŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶŝŶŐƚŚĞƐƚŽĐŬƉŝůĞ.
11. :^KE WƌŽŐƌĂŵ KĸĐĞ͕ ͞:^KE 61 >ŝĨĞ ǆƚĞŶƐŝŽŶ WƌŽŐƌĂŵ EƵĐůĞĂƌ ^ĐŽƉĞ ZĞǀŝĞǁ͕͟ dŚĞ D/dZ ŽƌƉŽƌĂƟŽŶ ;>Ă
:ŽůůĂ͕ ĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ͗ ƵŐƵƐƚ ϵ͕ ϮϬ1ϮͿ͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĨĂƐ.ŽƌŐͬŝƌƉͬĂŐĞŶĐǇͬĚŽĚͬũĂƐŽŶͬď61ͲůĞƉ.ƉĚĨ.
1Ϯ. ĞƚůŽĨ ǀŽŶ tŝŶƚĞƌĨĞůĚƚ͕ ͞ŚŽŽƐŝŶŐ Ă dƌŝƟƵŵ ^ƵƉƉůǇ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ ĨŽƌ EƵĐůĞĂƌ tĞĂƉŽŶƐ͗ ZĞŇĞĐƟŽŶƐ ŽŶ Ă ŽŶƚƌŽǀĞƌͲ
ƐŝĂů ĞĐŝƐŝŽŶ ŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͕͟ WƵďůŝƐŚĞĚ ƌƟĐůĞƐ Θ WĂƉĞƌƐ͕ ŶŽ. 3Ϯ ;ϮϬϬϵͿ.
13. /ďŝĚ.
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The interactions of radiation with matter are heavily researched. (ven so, important
questions remain. )or example, how conÀdent are we in our modeling capabilities" Assessing conÀdence levels based on failure trends requires scientiÀc understanding of the
state of analysis, but in areas where the science is not fully developed, this assessment
can also involve Mudgments based on the expertise of directors and executives in the
convoluted and difÀcult area of weapons stewardship.

nuclear power facilities
Nuclear reactors (see Àgure below) consist of relatively few components: reactor core,
control rods, heat transport system and nuclear fuel, almost all of which undergo serious
degradation due to A(C.14 The intensity and forms of radiation depend on the fuel type,
moderators, and materials used for transporting the thermal energy out of the reactor
core. Most nuclear power plants currently use enriched uranium. Some plants also use
plutonium, and the interest in developing thorium plants is increasing.

%oiling water reactor system diagram/Image credit: 5obert Steffens

The main degradation processes induced by radiation in a nuclear power plant involve
stress corrosion cracking and corrosion byproduct buildup.15 Some of these processes
are well understood, having received research attention for many years, particularly due
to the known increased likelihood of corrosion in the aqueous (meaning ´water containingµ) environments.16 +igh temperatures and pressures exacerbate the development of
14. KƐŬĂƌ EŝůƐƐŽŶ͕ ͞ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ /ŶĚƵĐĞĚ ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ŽĨ ^ƚĞĞů͕͟ ;dŚĞƐŝƐ͕ ZŽǇĂů /ŶƐƟƚƵƚĞ ŽĨ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ͕ ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ11Ϳ.
15. ZŽďĞƌƚ ,ƵŵŵĞů͕ ůƚĞƌŶĂƟǀĞ &ƵƚƵƌĞƐ ĨŽƌ ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ĞŐƌĂĚĂƟŽŶ ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͕ 46.
16. ͞&ĂĐƚ ^ŚĞĞƚ ŽŶ hŶĚĞƌŐƌŽƵŶĚ WŝƉĞƐ Ăƚ EƵĐůĞĂƌ ZĞĂĐƚŽƌƐ͕͟ hŶŝƚĞĚ ^ƚĂƚĞƐ ZĞŐƵůĂƚŽƌǇ ŽŵŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ͕ DĂƌĐŚ ϮϬ11͕
ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ Ϯ1 ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ŶƌĐ.ŐŽǀͬƌĞĂĚŝŶŐͲƌŵͬĚŽĐͲĐŽůůĞĐƟŽŶƐͬĨĂĐƚͲƐŚĞĞƚƐͬďƵƌŝĞĚͲƉŝƉĞƐͲĨƐ.Śƚŵů.
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corrosion. +owever, the corrosive effect of decay byproducts is a complex issue that is
not as well understood. The radioactive decay of the fuel results in the degradation of
metals and materials in the vicinity of the core.17 The nature of a material itself may be
altered by exposure to radioactivity.18 Research on the impact of radiation on the metals comprising the heat transport systems in nuclear power plants, in particular in light
water reactors with an aqueous environment,1 has determined that nuclear activity not
only impacts the rate of corrosion, but also the deposition of byproducts on the metal
surfaces and these byproducts must be removed. 2
Thorium fueled reactors have been touted as cleaner, safer reactors. They may become
more prevalent in the future, but as thorium reactors come on line, the ways in which
they cause corrosion will need to be studied to determine and overcome the effects.
The corrosion rate of components in a nuclear power plant generally increases with
dosage of radiation, but other conditions such as temperature and concentration of
oxygen also impact the problem.21 Corrosion from ioni]ing radiation, for example, is enhanced by elevated temperatures as well as other factors.22 Stress corrosion cracking is a
particular concern due to the physical pressures that the surrounding materials place on
the pipes and containers. The impact of radiation on carbon and stainless steel has been
studied for decades, and when exposed to even a small amount of water, corrosion is
accelerated by radiation due to radiolysis.
Degradation processes also affect the microelectronics in a nuclear power plant, which
must be able to withstand continuous exposure to a relatively highly radiation environment. The functionality of microelectronic controls is also critical in the event of a meltdown, and so they must also be able to withstand the potentially extreme amounts of
radiation such a scenario entails. As a result, the microelectronics within current nuclear
power plants are hardened against radiation and in some cases, able to survive levels
of radiation hundreds of thousands of times greater than what a human can survive.23
Due to the additional engineering demands, radiation hardened devices are often two
to four generations behind commercial electronics. As commercial designs advance,
even if power plant microelectronics are generations behind, we need to understand
the effects of A(C on the increasingly sophisticated microelectronics that will be used in
future power plants.

1ϳ. .Z.& ǌĞǀĞĚŽ͕ ͞ ZĞǀŝĞǁ ŽĨ EĞƵƚƌŽŶͲ/ƌƌĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ ,ĂƌĚĞŶŝŶŐ ŽĨ DĞƚĂůůŝĐ ŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ͕͟ ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ &ĂŝůƵƌĞ ŶĂůǇƐŝƐ
1ϴ͕ ŶŽ. ϴ ;ϮϬ11Ϳ͗ 1ϵϮ1Ͳ 1ϵ4Ϯ.
1ϴ. .. ŶŐůŝƐŚ ĂŶĚ :.D. ,ǇĚĞ͕ ͞DŝĐƌŽƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĂů ŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝǌĂƟŽŶ dĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ ^ƚƵĚǇ ŽĨ ZĞĂĐƚŽƌ WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ sĞƐƐĞů
;ZWsͿ ŵďƌŝƩůĞŵĞŶƚ͕͟ ŝŶ /ƌƌĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ ŵďƌŝƩůĞŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ ZĞĂĐƚŽƌ WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ sĞƐƐĞůƐ ;KǆĨŽƌĚ͕ h<͗ ůƐĞǀŝĞƌ >ƚĚ͕ ϮϬ15Ϳ͕
Ϯ11ͲϮϵ4.
1ϵ. <ĞǀŝŶ ĂƵď͕ ͞ ^ƚƵĚǇ ŽĨ 'ĂŵŵĂ ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ /ŶĚƵĐĞĚ ĂƌďŽŶ ^ƚĞĞů ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ͕͟ ;WŚ. ĚŝƐƐ.͕ hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ ŽĨ tĞƐƚĞƌŶ
KŶƚĂƌŝŽ͕ ϮϬ1ϮͿ͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬŝƌ.ůŝď.ƵǁŽ.ĐĂͬĐŐŝͬǀŝĞǁĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ.ĐŐŝ͍ĂƌƟĐůĞсϮ4Ϭ4ΘĐŽŶƚĞǆƚсĞƚĚ.
ϮϬ. ͞ĚǀĂŶĐĞĚ DĞŵďƌĂŶĞ ĞŐĂƐƐŝŶŐ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ ĨŽƌ ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ ^ŽƵƌĐĞ dĞƌŵ ZĞĚƵĐƟŽŶ ĂŶĚ ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ŽŶƚƌŽů ŝŶ
EƵĐůĞĂƌ WŽǁĞƌ WůĂŶƚƐ͕͟ >ŝƋƵŝͲĞů͕ ϮϬ11͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ Ϯ1 ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ůŝƋƵŝĐĞů.ĐŽŵͬƵƉůŽĂĚƐͬĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐͬ
dйϮϬϴ1йϮϬĚǀĂŶĐĞĚйϮϬĞŐĂƐƐŝŶŐйϮϬĨŽƌйϮϬZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶйϮϬ^ŽƵƌĐĞйϮϬdĞƌŵйϮϬZĞĚƵĐƟŽŶйϮϬŝŶйϮϬEƵĐůĞͲ
ĂƌйϮϬWŽǁĞƌйϮϬWůĂŶƚƐйϮϬ1ϮͲ11ͺĮŶĂů.ƉĚĨ.
Ϯ1. s£ĐůĂǀ ÎƵďĂ ĂŶĚ sŝůŝĂŵ D¼ÏŬĂ ĂŶĚ DŝůĂŶ WŽƐƉ¯ģŝů͕ ͞ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ /ŶĚƵĐĞĚ ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ŽĨ EƵĐůĞĂƌ &ƵĞůƐ ĂŶĚ DĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ͕͟
ŝŶ ĚǀĂŶĐĞƐ ŝŶ EƵĐůĞĂƌ &ƵĞů ;ϮϮ &Ğď ϮϬ1ϮͿ.
ϮϮ. /ďŝĚ.
Ϯ3. ZĂĐŚĞů ŽƵƌƚůĂŶĚ͕ ͞ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ ,ĂƌĚĞŶŝŶŐ 1Ϭ1͗ ,Žǁ ƚŽ WƌŽƚĞĐƚ EƵĐůĞĂƌ ZĞĂĐƚŽƌ ůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ͕͟ / ^ĞƉĐƚƌƵŵ͕ ϮϮ
DĂƌĐŚ ϮϬ11͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ 1ϴ ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬƐƉĞĐƚƌƵŵ.ŝĞĞĞ.ŽƌŐͬƚĞĐŚƚĂůŬͬƐĞŵŝĐŽŶĚƵĐƚŽƌƐͬĚĞƐŝŐŶͬƌĂĚŝĂƟŽŶŚĂƌĚĞŶͲ
ŝŶŐͲ1Ϭ1.
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nuclear waste disposal
The nuclear enterprise consists of nuclear power plants and suppliers to those plants,
nuclear weapons manufacture and maintenance, and research reactors and suppliers of nuclear materials for medicines and other applications. (ach of these sources
produces waste products (see Àgure above) that require handling and disposal. )urthermore, each source has previously produced waste that is in short or intermediate term
storage awaiting longer-term solutions.
Nuclear power facilities produce three types of waste: high-level waste, mill tailings and
low-level waste. This waste is currently stored in water pools at nuclear facilities or in temporary dry surface storage.24 Some of this fuel has been in storage as long as 3 years, yet
a permanent long-term storage site has not been identiÀed.25
The waste from nuclear weapons development has been accumulating for decades.
More than a hundred sites around the country contain waste products that will need eventual disposal. )urthermore, facilities are needed to cleanse contaminated groundwater.
Much of the study of nuclear waste storage degradation has focused on the impact of
ioni]ing radiation on metals in an effort to Ànd a safe and effective way to store and disϮ4. DŝĐŚŝĞů W.,. ƌŽŶŐĞƌƐ͕ ͞ƉƉĞŶĚŝǆ ͕͟ EƵĐůĞĂƌ tĂƐƚĞ ^ƚŽƌĂŐĞ ; dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐŝĞƐ >ĂďŽƌĂƚŽƌŝĞƐ͕ /E.͕ ƵďůŝŶ͕ KŚŝŽͿ͕
ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ Ϭ4 ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ĚŶǀƵƐĂ.ĐŽŵͬŝŶĂƌŝĞƐͬŶƵĐůĞĂƌǁĂƐƚĞͺƚĐŵ153Ͳ3ϳϴϴϵ6.ƉĚĨ.
Ϯ5. DĂƩŚĞǁ >. tĂůĚ͕ ͞YƵĂƌƌĞůƐ ŽŶƟŶƵĞ KǀĞƌ ZĞƉŽƐŝƚŽƌǇ ĨŽƌ EƵĐůĞĂƌ tĂƐƚĞ͕͟ dŚĞ EĞǇ zŽƌŬ dŝŵĞƐ͕ Ϯϳ :ƵŶĞ ϮϬ13͕
ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ 14 ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ŶǇƟŵĞƐ.ĐŽŵͬϮϬ13ͬϬ6ͬϮϴͬďƵƐŝŶĞƐƐͬĞŶĞƌŐǇͲĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚͬƋƵĂƌƌĞůƐͲĐŽŶƟŶƵĞͲ
ŽǀĞƌͲƌĞƉŽƐŝƚŽƌǇͲĨŽƌͲŶƵĐůĞĂƌͲǁĂƐƚĞ.Śƚŵů.
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pose of nuclear waste long-term. As we have noted, there are a variety of waste types,
including ´spent fuelµ from nuclear power plants, and the byproducts of both power
plants and nuclear weapons factories. Spent nuclear fuel and its byproducts can be
reprocessed to recover unspent fuel, or to develop new material from certain radioactive waste products such as plutonium. Reprocessing reduces the volume of waste, but
nevertheless leaves residual waste that must be handled. Similarly, waste from nuclear
weapons development and production includes materials from the enrichment of uranium or the production of plutonium, with large volumes of intermediate products and
contaminated materials.
Although long-term storage of nuclear waste has been studied for decades, there is
more to learn about the medium and long-term viability of materials for storage of speciÀc radioactive materials. 9itriÀcation (embedding the material in glass) to allow for
safe storage for thousands of years is one long-term solution being considered.26 /ongterm proposals carry certain risks, which have also been studied.27 The science suggests
that there is a high level of conÀdence in the technology for containing the radioactivity
of the waste for the time necessary to reduce it to safe levels. Containment of harmful
chemicals, however, is less certain for the thousands of years that might be required. This
is another example of A(C coupled with classical corrosion, and another impetus for a
coordinated research program.
The FXUUHQW$GPLQLVWUDWLRQKDVSXWIRUWKDUDGLRDFWLYHZDVWHPDQDJHPHQWSODQIRULPSOH
PHQWDWLRQZKLFKFDOOVIRUWKHIROORZLQJ28
• Sites, designs, and licenses, to begin operations of a pilot interim
storage facility by 221 with an initial focus on accepting used
nuclear fuel from reactor sites that have been shut down
• Advances toward the siting and licensing of a larger interim storage facility
to be available by 225 that will have sufÀcient capacity to provide Áexibility
in the waste management system and allows for acceptance of enough
used nuclear fuel to reduce expected government liabilities and
• Demonstrable progress on the siting and characteri]ation of repository
sites to facilitate the availability of a geologic repository by 248.

While comprehensive and well thought out, the plan depends upon appropriate authori]ations from Congress before it can be implemented.2
Understanding the role A(C plays in the degradation of storage containers for radioactive waste will lead to better reliability in the strategies implemented to deal with the
Ϯ6. ͞^ĂǀĂŶŶĂŚ ZŝǀĞƌ ^ŝƚĞ ŝƐƉŽƐĂů &ĂĐŝůŝƚǇ ĨŽƌ tĂƐƚĞ /ŶĐŝĚĞŶƚĂů ƚŽ ZĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŝŶŐ͕͟ hŶƟĞĚ ^ƚĂƚĞƐ ZĞŐƵůĂƚŽƌǇ ŽŵŵŝƐͲ
ƐŝŽŶ͕ Ϯ1 :ƵůǇ ϮϬ14͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ŶƌĐ.ŐŽǀͬǁĂƐƚĞͬŝŶĐŝĚĞŶƚĂůͲǁĂƐƚĞͬǁŝƌͲƉƌŽĐĞƐƐͬǁŝƌͲůŽĐĂƟŽŶƐͬǁŝƌͲƐƌƐ.Śƚŵů.
Ϯϳ. ͞^ƚŽƌĂŐĞ ĂŶĚ ŝƐƉŽƐĂů ŽĨ ^ƉĞŶƚ &ƵĞů ĂŶĚ ,ŝŐŚ >ĞǀĞů ZĂĚŝŽĂĐƟǀĞ tĂƐƚĞ͕͟ /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů ƚŽŵŝĐ ŶĞƌŐǇ ŐĞŶĐǇ͕
ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ 14 ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ŝĂĞĂ.ŽƌŐͬďŽƵƚͬWŽůŝĐǇͬ'ͬ'5Ϭͬ'5Ϭ/ŶĨŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐͬŶŐůŝƐŚͬŐĐ5ϬŝŶĨͲ3Ͳ
ĂƩ5ͺĞŶ.ƉĚĨ.
Ϯϴ. hŶŝƚĞĚ ^ƚĂƚĞƐ ĞƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ ŶĞƌŐǇ͕ ͞^ƚƌĂƚĞŐǇ ĨŽƌ ƚŚĞ DĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ ĂŶĚ ŝƐƉŽƐĂů ŽĨ hƐĞĚ EƵĐůĞĂƌ &ƵĞů ;:ĂŶƵĂƌǇ
ϮϬ13Ϳ͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĞŶĞƌŐǇ.ŐŽǀͬƐŝƚĞƐͬƉƌŽĚͬĮůĞƐͬϮϬ13йϮϬ1Ͳ15йϮϬEƵĐůĞĂƌͺtĂƐƚĞͺZĞƉŽƌƚ.ƉĚĨ.
Ϯϵ. /ďŝĚ.
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increasing amounts of nuclear waste produced by all U.S. nuclear activities. Designing
nuclear waste containers that are resistant to A(C and other types of corrosion is needed to ensure safer long term storage and transport of these materials from the sources
that generate them to the storage facilities.

outer space
The region of the atmosphere from approximately 5km above the earth·s surface to
the edges of outer space experiences much more radiation than regions beyond it (see
Àgure below). This volume includes trapped particles within the 9an Allen belts, which
are regions of intensely charged particles and radiation that collect in the earth·s magnetic Àelds. Further out, solar winds, consisting of charged and other energetic particles
that Áow continuously from the sun, contribute to increased radiation (see the Àgure on
page 55). Galactic cosmic rays contribute additional particles and radiation.3 Dr. de
RooiM, head of Materials Technology Section at the (uropean Space
Agency, notes that materials in
space are subMect to ´«atomic
oxygen, ultraviolet (U9) radiation,
ioni]ing radiation, ultrahigh vacuum (U+9), charged particles,
thermal cycles, electromagnetic
radiation, micrometeoroids, and
man-made orbital debris.µ 31
Materials subMected to outer
space also must be able to withstand extreme temperature and
pressure Áuctuations. The impact
of these extremes is further exacerbated upon exiting and
reentering (arth·s atmosphere,
where spacecraft are moving
fast enough to generate extreme
heat from friction with the atmosphere. Due to ´«synergistic or
separate interactions in this envi-

3Ϭ. :ĂŶ <ĞŶŶĞƚŚ ĞŬŬĞŶŐ͕ ͞ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ īĞĐƚƐ ŽŶ ^ƉĂĐĞ ůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ͕͟ hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ ŽĨ KƐůŽ͕ ĞƉĂƌƚŵĞŶƚ ŽĨ WŚǇƐŝĐƐ
;WŽǁĞƌƉŽŝŶƚ ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟŽŶͿ͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ 1ϴ ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ƵŝŽ.ŶŽͬƐƚƵĚŝĞƌͬĞŵŶĞƌͬŵĂƚŶĂƚͬĨǇƐͬ&z^4ϮϮϬͬŚ11ͬ
ƵŶĚĞƌǀŝƐŶŝŶŐƐŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůĞͬĨŽƌĞůĞƐŶŝŶŐĞƌͲǀŚĚůͬZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶйϮϬĞīĞĐƚƐйϮϬŽŶйϮϬƐƉĂĐĞйϮϬĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ.ƉĚĨ.
31. . ĚĞ ZŽŽŝũ͕ ͞ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ŝŶ ^ƉĂĐĞ͕͟ ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ ^ƉĂĐĞ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ ĂŶĚ ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ ĞŶƚƌĞ ;EŽŽƌĚǁŝũŬ͕ dŚĞ EĞƚŚĞƌůĂŶĚƐͿ͕
ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ 31 ƵŐƵƐƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĞƐŵĂƚ.ĞƐĂ.ŝŶƚͬƉƵďůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐͬƉƵďůŝƐŚĞĚͺƉĂƉĞƌƐͬĐŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶͺŝŶͺƐƉĂĐĞ.ƉĚĨ.
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Sources of Ioni]ing Radiation in Interplanetary Space/Image credit: NASA/-P/-Caltech/SwRI

ronment, the spacecraft materials might suffer corrosion, erosion, structure modiÀcation
and surface roughening.µ32 These effects can degrade their optical, thermal, electrical
and mechanical properties.33
The effects on humans that go into space can also be considered a degradation problem. A human in space for 1 days experiences about the same amount of radiation as
human on (arth does in 1 years. 9arious radiation-hardening technologies have been
implemented in order to shield both the astronauts and the components of the spaceship from radiation, but none of these completely eliminate the increased dosages humans receive in space.
Whether it is humans or spacecraft components, solutions to retard degradation are
needed. +umans have been in space for decades and have developed materials, such
as polyethylene shielding,34 that work well at protecting astronauts from high-speed neutrons. Cosmic rays, however, have extremely high energies, and cannot be stopped by
any reasonable amount of physical shielding.35 2ther shielding materials such as aluminum sheeting can solve one problem while exacerbating another: the sheeting is in
place to deÁect primary radiation36 but produces secondary radiation in the process.

3Ϯ. /ďŝĚ.
33. /ďŝĚ.
34. DĂƌŬ ^ŚĂǀĞƌƐ͕ ͞ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ DĞĂƐƵƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ ĂŶĚ ^ŚŝĞůĚŝŶŐ ŶĂůǇƐŝƐ ĨŽƌ /^^͕͟ sŝĞŶŶĂ hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ ŽĨ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ
;WƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟŽŶͿ͕ ^ĞƉƚĞŵďĞƌ ϴͲ1Ϭ ϮϬ14͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ŝƐƐͲĐĂƐŝƐ.ŽƌŐͬĮůĞƐͬ^/^ͺZ&WͺϮϬ13Ͳ3ͺZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶͺDĞĂƐƵƌĞͲ
ŵĞŶƚƐͺĂŶĚͺ^ŚŝĞůĚŝŶŐͺŶĂůǇƐŝƐͺĨŽƌͺ/^^.ƉĚĨ.
35. ͞ ͚ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌ ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů͛ ĚĞƌŝǀĞĚ ĨƌŽŵ ƉůĂƐƟĐ ĐŽƵůĚ ŚĞůƉ ƉƌŽƚĞĐƚ ĂƐƚƌŽŶĂƵƚƐ ŽŶ ƚŚĞŝƌ ǁĂǇ ƚŽ DĂƌƐ͕͟ E^ ^ĐŝĞŶĐĞ
EĞǁƐ͕ Ϯ5 ƵŐ ϮϬϬ5͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ Ϯϴ ƵŐ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬƐĐŝĞŶĐĞ.ŶĂƐĂ.ŐŽǀͬƐĐŝĞŶĐĞͲŶĞǁƐͬƐĐŝĞŶĐĞͲĂƚͲŶĂƐĂͬϮϬϬ5ͬϮ5ĂƵŐͺ
ƉůĂƐƟĐƐƉĂĐĞƐŚŝƉƐͬ.
36. WĂƚƌŝĐŬ DŽƌŐĂŶ͕ ͞dŽ ,ŝƚĐŚ Ă ZŝĚĞ ƚŽ DĂƌƐ͕ :ƵƐƚ &ůĂŐ ŽǁŶ ĂŶ ƐƚĞƌŽŝĚ͕͟ ŝƐĐŽǀĞƌ DĂŐĂǌŝŶĞ͕ 11 &Ğď ϮϬ11͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ
ϮϮ ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬďůŽŐƐ.ĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌŵĂŐĂǌŝŶĞ.ĐŽŵͬĚŝƐĐŽďůŽŐͬϮϬ11ͬϬϮͬ11ͬƚŽͲŚŝƚĐŚͲĂͲƌŝĚĞͲƚŽͲŵĂƌƐͲũƵƐƚͲŇĂŐͲĚŽǁŶͲ
ĂŶͲĂƐƚĞƌŽŝĚͬ.
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The impact of the irradiative environment on surface materials is particularly important
to mitigate degradation to solar cells, which are used to power most systems in space.
Photovoltaics (P9) are typically composed of crystalline structures.37 These structures are
coated with substances designed to maintain their integrity.38 +owever, as the environment degrades this coating, the efÀciency of the solar cell is reduced over time. 2ther
atomic effects on the components also degrade the photovoltaic efÀciency over long
periods in space. These effects may become even more important in the future if we
move forward with space based solar power systems.3
In space, a material·s tolerance of the wide breadth of temperatures and physical forces
it will experience must be considered as well as its ability to withstand cosmic rays, solar
wind, and radiation belts.4 For example, the surface temperature of the International
Space Station (ISS) can increase by up to 5 degrees when passing from the earth·s
shadow into the sun as it orbits the earth.41 Within spacecraft, heat can accumulate for
example, both the humans and equipment within the ISS produce heat. If there is insufÀcient air to serve as a medium for the transport and circulation of heat, temperatures
could rise enough to cause a dangerous environment for the sensitive electronic equipment on board.
Another classical corrosion mechanism in space, as mentioned at the beginning of this
section is atomic oxygen (AT2;). 2xygen usually occurs as pairs of atoms, which is a
highly stable molecule, but AT2;, an unpaired oxygen atom, is highly reactive and readily bonds with a wide range of elements and compounds. Corrosion is most likely to occur to surface coatings of spacecraft at altitudes where AT2; is concentrated: between
2 and 7km above the earth.42 Because AT2; occurs in some of the same regions
as the 9an Allen belts and solar wind, both A(C and classical corrosion, and coupled
effects between the two types of mechanisms, can and do occur.

aec in microelectronics
We now turn to an area in which A(C is expected to become more signiÀcant in the future, whether in the harsh environments of nuclear systems and space, or simply in the
milder, yet far from radiation free, environment of terrestrial (arth. In the +DQGERRNRI
6HPLFRQGXFWRU0DQXIDFWXULQJ7HFKQRORJ\, author Robert Baumann discusses the ´effects of Terrestrial Radiation on Integrated Circuits.µ43 Similarly, 3ULQFLSOHVRI5DGLDWLRQ,Q3ϳ. ͞ŚĂƉƚĞƌ 11. dǇƉŝĐĂů KŶďŽĂƌĚ ^ǇƐƚĞŵƐ͕͟ :Ğƚ WƌŽƉƵůƐŝŽŶ >ĂďŽƌĂƚŽƌǇ͕ ĂůŝĨŽƌŶŝĂ /ŶƐƟƚƵƚĞ ŽĨ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ ϵ
^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁϮ.ũƉů.ŶĂƐĂ.ŐŽǀͬďĂƐŝĐƐͬďƐĨ11Ͳ3.ƉŚƉ.
3ϴ. ͞EĞǁ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ WƌĞǀĞŶƚƐ ĞŐƌĂĚĂƟŽŶ ŽĨ ^ŝůŝĐŽŶ Ws DŽĚƵůĞƐ͕͟ ZΘ DĂŐĂǌŝŶĞ͕ Ϯ3 :ƵůǇ ϮϬ13͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ Ϯ3 ^ĞƉƚ
ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ.ƌĚŵĂŐ.ĐŽŵͬŶĞǁƐͬϮϬ13ͬϬϳͬŶĞǁͲƚĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇͲƉƌĞǀĞŶƚƐͲĚĞŐƌĂĚĂƟŽŶͲƐŝůŝĐŽŶͲƉǀͲŵŽĚƵůĞƐ.
3ϵ. ͞^ƉĂĐĞͲĂƐĞĚ ^ŽůĂƌ WŽǁĞƌ͕͟ ĞŶĞƌŐǇ͘ŐŽǀ͕ 6 DĂƌĐŚ ϮϬ14͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ 1Ϯ ^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĞŶĞƌŐǇ.ŐŽǀͬĂƌƟĐůĞƐͬƐƉĂĐĞͲ
ďĂƐĞĚͲƐŽůĂƌͲƉŽǁĞƌ.
4Ϭ. >ĞƌŽǇ͕ . ĂŶĚ WŝĞƌͲ'ĞŝŽƌŐŝŽ ZĂŶĐŽŝƚĂ͕ WƌŝŶĐŝƉůĞƐ ŽĨ ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ /ŶƚĞƌĂĐƟŽŶ ŝŶ DĂƩĞƌ ĂŶĚ ĞƚĞĐƟŽŶ͕ tŽƌůĚ ^ĐŝĞŶƟĮĐ͕
Ξ ϮϬ1Ϯ
41. ^ĂƐŚĂ sŝĂƐĂƐŚĂ͕ ͞ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ŽŶ ƚŚĞ /ŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů ^ƉĂĐĞ ^ƚĂƟŽŶ͕͟ DƵůƟ ƌŝĞĨƐ͗ ǆĐůƵƐŝǀĞ͕ Ϯϵ Ɖƌŝů ϮϬ14͕ ĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ Ϭϵ
^ĞƉƚ ϮϬ15͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĞǆĐůƵƐŝǀĞ.ŵƵůƟďƌŝĞĨƐ.ĐŽŵͬĐŽŶƚĞŶƚͬĐŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶͲŽŶͲƚŚĞͲŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂůͲƐƉĂĐĞͲƐƚĂƟŽŶͬĞŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ.
4Ϯ. . ĚĞ ZŽŽŝũ͕ ͞ŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶ ŝŶ ^ƉĂĐĞ͕͟ ƵƌŽƉĞĂŶ ^ƉĂĐĞ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ ĂŶĚ ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ ĞŶƚƌĞ͕ ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬĞƐŵĂƚ.ĞƐĂ.ŝŶƚͬƉƵďůŝĐĂͲ
ƟŽŶƐͬƉƵďůŝƐŚĞĚͺƉĂƉĞƌƐͬĐŽƌƌŽƐŝŽŶͺŝŶͺƐƉĂĐĞ.ƉĚĨ.
43. ,ĂŶĚďŽŽŬ ŽĨ ^ĞŵŝĐŽŶĚƵĐƚŽƌ DĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌŝŶŐ dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ͕ ĞĚ. ZŽďĞƌƚ ŽĞƌŝŶŐ zŽƐŚŝŽ EŝƐŚŝ ;ŽĐĂ ZĂƚŽŶ͕ &ůŽƌŝĚĂ͗
dĂǇůŽƌ Θ &ƌĂŶĐŝƐ 'ƌŽƵƉ͕ ϮϬϬϴͿ͕ ŚĂƉƚĞƌ 31.
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teraction in Matter and Detection covers “radiation environments and damage in silicon
semiconductors” and “displacement damage and particle interactions in silicon
devices.”44 These and other works have detailed analyses of the effects of radiation on
microelectronics. The impact of radioactivity in any environment can lead to errors and
also the degradation of semiconductors over time. These references speciÀcally discuss
AEC on older microelectronics with feature sizes in the range of 45-90 nm, 4 to 10 times
as large as the state-of-the-art microchips being developed today.45 In the near future,
node sizes are expected to decrease even further to single-digit nm feature sizes. As
more sophisticated designs are developed, the issues described in these two works and
related analyses are likely to become more pressing.
As feature sizes decrease, and consequently component
densities on microchips increase, these mechanisms are likely
to become much more important. In this section, we brieÁy
discuss the mechanisms by which AEC can affect microelectronics (see Àgure page 58). In this section, we merely
introduce the mechanisms. The mechanisms are well documented, and the reader interested in a greater level of detail
can Ànd detailed descriptions of some of these mechanisms
in appendix 1, a speciÀc example of an AEC mechanism
degrading microelectronics in appendix 2, or for a broader
description to any of the available textbooks (such as the two
cited in the paragraph above). The issues that remain to be
determined include the effects of these mechanisms on microelectronics as feature sizes decrease, and whether or not
this will bring about new mechanisms.

As feature sizes
decrease, and
consequently
component
densities on
microchips
increase,
degradation
mechanisms
are likely to
become much
more important.

Single Event Effects
The primary concern with radiation effects on microelectronics currently relates to “single
event effects” (SEEs). There are several types of SEEs, which include single-event upsets
(SEUs), “single event latchups” (SE/), “single event burnouts” (SEB), each of which we
brieÁy explain below.
A SEU occurs when a bit within the microcircuit is changed from its correct value. In a
memory chip, this can change the stored data. Multi-bit upsets are also possible, wherein a set of bits are changed, but the term simply describes multiple SEUs. For the most
part, SEUs are “soft errors,” also known as single event transients (SETs), meaning that the
damage is limited to the data error, and that any permanent damage is insigniÀcant
and inconsequential.
It is, however, possible for a SEE to cause a “hard error,” wherein some part of the microcircuit is permanently damaged. A “single event latchup” (SE/) can, in some instances,

44. Claude Leroy and Pier-Giorgio Rancoita, WƌŝŶĐŝƉůĞƐ ŽĨ ZĂĚŝĂƟŽŶ /ŶƚĞƌĂĐƟŽŶ ŝŶ DĂƩĞƌ ĂŶĚ ĞƚĞĐƟŽŶ (Singapore:
torld ScienƟĮc PuďliƐŚing Co., ϮϬϬϵͿ.
45. ReĨerence to SKd Ɛiǌe noǁ.
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particular component. Even more detrimental is a “single event burnout” (SEB), which
can destroy a device due to a high current in a power transistor causing the device to
fail permanently.
SEEs are becoming more signiÀcant as geometries continue to get smaller.46 A change to
the stored bit stream that programs a Àeld programmable gate array (FPGA: a programmable microchip) can cause a program error, which can result in a failure to function
upon execution. The bottom line is, whether soft or hard errors, radiation-caused events
cause degradation of the microelectronic device that goes beyond simple data errors
to device destruction.
Most of the consequences of single-event effects are due to ionization tracks from
charged particles that are emitted due to a nuclear event within the chip. External
radiation instigates these events. SEEs are typically instigated by an AEC mechanism
46. “Neutron-Induced Single Event Upset (SEU) FAQ,” Microsemi, August ϮϬ11, Accessed 31 Aug ϮϬ15, ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.
ŵicroseŵi.coŵͬdocuŵent-portalͬdocͺvieǁͬ13Ϭϳ6Ϭ-neutron-seu-ĨaƋ.
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called linear energy transfer (LET), which is separated into two categories according
to how much energy is deposited in a material: “high-LET” or “low-LET.” In either case,
energy is transferred during the AEC event to create a shower of ion charges deposited
into the microelectronics material, creating “electron-hole pairs.” In this formation, an
electron is ejected from a valence orbital. When this occurs, a positively charged ion,
aptly named a “hole,” is left behind. Generally, the electrons are much smaller than
thus more mobile than the holes and thus the electrons can move more freely through
the circuit. Both high- and low-LET events cause more or more frequent problems as
gate sizes become smaller.
SEEs can also cause “FITs.” The reliability of microelectronics is measured in Failures in
Time (FIT). One FIT is equivalent to one error (hard or soft) per billion hours of operation.
Soft error rates in microchips can vary from a few hundred to many thousands of FITs.47
At 100,000 FIT, one can expect roughly one error per year of continuous operation. For
most consumer applications, this is not a signiÀcant problem, especially given that most
consumers replace their computers, cell phones and other devices every few years.
For DoD applications, on the other hand, this could be problematic, both due to their
operating environments and the extended life cycles we expect from military systems.
Aircraft Áying at an altitude of 30,000 feet or higher are subject to neutron densities hundreds of times higher than at sea level. One can therefore expect FIT rates to increase
proportionately. For hard errors, greater scaling is possible as multiple events in the same
general area within a microchip compound problems, causing degradation that eventually results in failure.
In most terrestrial, non-nuclear system applications, radiation-induced SEEs may be relatively rare, but they can cause upsets and reliability problems, and these can become
more consequential in newer microelectronics with smaller feature sizes. Terrestrial microelectronics associated with nuclear weapons or power plants can experience higher
rates of SEEs due to the higher-radiation environments in which they operate, and potentially greater rates of hard errors, including degradation-induced failure.

Other Microelectronics Atomic-Level Degradations
The silicon on which most microelectronics are based is formed in a crystal lattice structure. When manufacturing the chip, various processes are used to create doped silicon48
that produces desirable electrical properties, and the oxides that provide electrical insulation. The result of these manufacturing processes is that the forces that hold the crystal
together are weakened. Near the edges of conducting silicon and insulating oxide, for
example, the lattice will naturally be weakened as the crystal changes from one material to another.
47. SantosŚ <uŵar, SŚalu Argarǁal, and :ae Pil :ung, “SoŌ Error Issue Iŵportance oĨ Loǁ AlpŚa Solders Ĩor Dicroelectronics PacŬaging,” Rev. Adv. Materials Science 34 (2013): 185-202.
48. “Doping” replaces atoms within the crystal with atoms of another element that either creates extra electrons or extra
“holes.” Changing the number of electrons or holes in the material changes the electrical properties of the material,
resulting in the designed behaviors of the chip
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microelectronics are small enough that the
forces, even in naturally weakened areas such as the silicon/oxide interfaces, hold the
crystal together tightly enough. As wire sizes and gates become smaller, the amount of
edge material, and thus the signiÀcance of weakening due to doping, both become
greater. In the same way that molecules of water can drift from the surface of a cup of
water into the atmosphere by virtue of the molecules’ vibrational energy (i.e., evaporation), it is possible for atoms at the edges of crystal lattices to disassociate from the lattice. The constraining forces in this case are different because the underpinning energy
levels are different, but the general effect is reducing the amount of material that makes
up the device. Whether due to manufacturing Áuctuations or the results of the atomic
effects described, when these paths or gates become narrow enough, they can result
in areas of increased resistance and, under sufÀcient conditions, the microelectronics
simply “burn up” (much like a fuse burning out) from the induced heat.
Other effects in microelectronics can involve a combination of atomic and macro effects,
and lead to gradual degradation that renders the chip less reliable. One such effect occurs in Áash memory (which has been used for years in random access memory or “RAM”
in computers). As tolerances become tighter with smaller gates in Áash memory devices,
Áash memory “wears out” as cells are repeatedly written and read.49 The mechanisms
involve atomic level changes that occur as charges are moved into and from atomic-size
devices within the chip. In short, as microelectronics become more sophisticated, effects
that were minor in older chip designs can become more prominent.

Microelectronics in Quantum Domains
As gate sizes descend to single nanometer (nm) sizes (for example, Intel is planning to
achieve a commercially viable 7 nm feature size in the near future), radiation may cause
undesired quantum effects that can lead to degradation and failure of microcircuits.50
Background radiation, cosmic rays, radioactive decay of isotopes, and other environmental effects can induce atomic effects that render microelectronic components inoperable, error prone, or cause them to exhibit greater failure rates than were observed
in older designs. In the same way that various SEEs cause different kinds of damage,
environmental conditions can cause either transient or permanent damage.
Ionization events can happen due to applied electric Àelds in the normal operation
of the microelectronic device. By design, these normally involve just a few volts, and
thus the Àeld density is relatively small. +owever, as devices become smaller, the “short
channel effects” (referring to the shorter distances charges must travel as microchip
49. CŚien, A. and s. <araŵcŚeƟ, “Doore͛s Laǁ: dŚe First Ending and a Neǁ eginning,” Computer 46, no.12 (ec
2013): 48-53.
50. :ason DicŬ, “IF 2013: Intel SŚoǁs Plans Ĩor 7nŵ CŚips͖ 22nŵ LdE Atoŵs are SŚipping,” Daily Tech, 11 Sept 2013,
Accessed 20 Aug 2015, ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.dailytecŚ.coŵͬIFн2013нIntelнSŚoǁsнPlansнForн7нnŵнCŚipsн22нnŵнLdEн
AtoŵsнareнSŚippingͬarƟcle33354.Śtŵ.
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feature sizes become smaller) of applied voltage in nanometer feature sizes can cause
“hot carrier injection” (HCI) events, meaning electrons or holes carrying charge through
the semiconductor material become more energetic due to the high electric Àeld. HCI
events are similar to ionizing radiation events.51
When combined, a nuclear event inside a region and a high electric Àeld can be the
cause of an ionic breakdown: AEC causing classical corrosion. These events will be particularly prevalent during short duration maximum electric Àeld applications common to
modern electronics such as power cycles. As carriers move from “source” to “drain” in
multichannel devices, they can develop enough kinetic energy to cause ionization. As
trapped charges accumulate, interfaces within the device can break down and threshold voltages can change, affecting the performance of the device.
Degradation caused by external radiation can also be experienced at levels as low
as simple background radiation. The severity of a total ionizing dose (TID) of radiation,
something perfectly achievable by normal background levels, will increase signiÀcantly as electronic devices shrink below the 10nm range. This is because the amount of
trapped charged material that is needed to short-circuit insulator material is reduced
when the total mass of the individual device is reduced. In this realm, small effects that
would normally accumulate over decades might have impact in months or weeks.
In addition to accumulation of charges (static electricity), microelectronics can be damaged by other defects caused by radiation. “Displacement damage” (DD) results in the
accumulation of crystal lattice defects due to high-energy radiation exposure. Proton,
neutron and electron impacts can displace silicon atoms from their proper crystal lattice
locations.52 Separate from ionizing radiation effects, DD causes changes in the electrical
properties of the components, and can result in circuit failure as the electrical properties
of the device are changed. More speciÀcally, they cause degradation of gain and leakage current in bipolar transistors. In space, this is particularly important for solar panels
because DD reduces the power output of the solar cells. DD can also adversely impact
optical detectors and light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Similar devices used in terrestrial applications can also suffer from degradation due to DD. Future technologies are likely
to employ miniature optical devices embedded in microelectronics, which will also be
subject to degradation due to DD.

51. d. entrcia F. ũeīal, D. DeguellaƟ and . Arar, “Neǁ ApproacŚ ased on ANFIS CoŵputaƟon to Study tŚe
dŚresŚold soltage eŚavior Including drap Eīects Ĩor Nanoscale G DKSFEdS,” World Congress on Engineering
ϤϢϣϥ sol // (proceedings, torld Congress on Engineering, London, U.<., :uly 3 -5, 2013).
52. Leroy, C. and Pier-Geiorgio Rancoita, Wrinciples oĨ RadiaƟon /nteracƟon in MaƩer and DetecƟon, torld ScienƟĮc,
Ξ 2012
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The impact of AEC is increasing as modern technology introduces new realms of material sustainment. While the physics and underlying causes are complex, there is a lot of
science that is well understood relating to degradation of systems due to atomic effects.
Nonetheless, to date the main approaches to address AEC involve maintenance,
redundancy, and replacement.
While we do not purport to have solutions, we have identiÀed several
application areas, both existing and future, where these concerns
could become paramount. We have focused on microelectronics because they are so pervasive in DoD systems, and in society in
general. As microelectronics’ sophistication increases, atomic effects
are likely to increasingly cause errors and permanent degradation,
and these problems are likely to become more severe earlier. We also
have noted that the harsh environments for stored nuclear weapons,
nuclear waste disposal, nuclear power plants, and outer space give rise to degradation
processes that include atomic effects corrosion, and sometimes these AEC processes
can become the underlying cause for classical corrosion. The next chapter proposes
approaches to address AEC, with the ultimate goal of offering opportunities to improve
material sustainment in the face of AEC and other corrosion mechanisms, rather than
react to its effects after the fact.
Modern
technology
introduces
new realms
of material
sustainment.

CHAPTER :
RECOMMENDATIONS
We introduced this book with the argument that in order for DoD to improve material
sustainment, a broader deÀnition than the classical, chemical environment based deÀnition of “corrosion” was required. We pointed out that there are mechanisms other than chemical corrosion that cause materials to degrade,
“Why
should
and proposed a corrosion spectrum to categorize these mechanisms
anything
and their effects. The spectrum includes classical corrosion (molecular
change?”
level), introduced a new term for macromolecular-level degradation
that we called “biological effects corrosion,” and at the atomic level,
explored the atomic effects corrosion (AEC) that is the focus of this book. In sum, chapter
1 introduced the topic and addressed the question, “Why should anything change"” in
the concept of SreYenW GeWeFW mRniWRr anG manaJe corrosion and degradation.
With chapter 1 as background, chapter 2 describes the mechanisms of corrosion and degradation, including a brief overview of
classic corrosion and a more in-depth description of AEC mechanisms. In sum, addressing the question, “What are the mechanisms
of materials degradation"” en route to recommending a broader
approach to dealing with corrosion and degradation that we
called material sustainment.

“What are the
mechanisms
of materials
degradation?”

This chapter addresses the “So what do we need to do"” question. That is, it recommends what we believe the DoD, and more speciÀcally the Corrosion Policy and Oversight OfÀce (CPO), should do about corrosion, materials degradation and material
sustainment throughout the corrosion spectrum, and why considering all mechanisms of corrosion should be included. In this vein,
“So what do
we make recommendations in the areas of strategy, policy and
we need
to do?”
research. These areas are all related (see The Corrosion Spectrum
graphic on the following page). In fact, Rur reFRmmenGaWiRnV IRr
VWraWeJ\ are all aVVRFiaWeG ZiWK SRliF\ ² essentially, we are recommending a strategic plan for identifying, organizing/prioritizing and implementing
policy across the full corrosion spectrum. Therefore, we discuss strategy and policy together, followed by the research recommendations that provide the scientiÀc underpinning for both.
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dod interests and cpo mission
Before getting into the speciÀc recommendations, it is important to answer another
question, which is “What is the basis for a DoD ofÀce delving into areas (such as nuclear
power plants) that are controlled by other agencies (such as DoE)"” The short answer is
because even though DoD does not “own” some of these areas, DoD does have interests in them. The Corrosion Spectrum graphic below provides an overview of how each
of these topics is important to the CPO ² the DoD agent for corrosion prevention and
management, even if the systems in these areas are not all controlled by the DoD. At the
top is the corrosion spectrum that affects all materials, with the three basic categories
that detract from material sustainment. On the left and right sides are DoD Interests and
Needlines, respectively, both of which CPO currently manages in the classical corrosion
arena. In the area of classical corrosion, the CPO’s mission (which we argue should be
across the spectrum) is to develop a comprehensive capability to prevent and mitigate
corrosion and its effects on DoD systems and infrastructure.

Corrosion Spectrum Diagram/Alex Taliesen
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In order to carry out its mission, any DoD organization has three levels of involvement:
control, inÁuence and interest. For example, the DoD controls conventional military systems, which are directly acquired, operated and maintained by military Services. At the
next level, DoD can inÁuence areas it does not control for example, Air Force aircraft
transport and launch the airborne weapons that comprise the aerial dimension of our
nuclear deterrence triad, and Navy ballistic missile submarines transport and launch undersea strategic nuclear weapons. In an area where two or more agencies control speciÀc aspects associated with the application of national capabilities, each is said to
have inÁuence in that area. For example, the Air Force and Navy specify the unique
conditions in which the nuclear weapons they transport/launch must operate effectively. In some areas, such as space satellites, DoD neither launches nor operates satellites,
yet DoD has direct interests in the satellites’ products, such as the imagery needed to
produce critical intelligence for our operating forces. So even though DoE controls nuclear weapons and NASA manages space systems, the DoD has interests in the application of those weapons and space systems. The point is not that DoD should have more
control over more areas, but that it needs to coordinate with other agencies to further
our national interests. As we will point out in the recommendations throughout this chapter, in the area of corrosion/degradation and material sustainment, there are areas
where this coordination needs to expand as technology continues to advance.
Furthermore, and as we’ll illustrate with a speciÀc example later
(see Objective 2, Develop a Broader Coordinated Research
The point is not
Program), we assert that cross-boundary coordination between
that DoD should
agencies can result in new and improved systems that are benhave more
control over
eÀcial to both, regardless of their particular spans of control.
more areas, but
This is a primary motivator for recommending a coordinated rethat it needs to
search program. Though listed as “DoD Needlines” on the right
coordinate with
side of the graphic, in reality all agencies with material sustainother agencies
ment requirements have the same Needlines. All agencies need
to further our
national interests.
to understand the fundamental phenomena that affect their
material systems, all need to monitor and mitigate the effects of
corrosion/degradation, and, ultimately, all would like to be able
to design systems that prevent corrosion or degradation in the Àrst place. We’ll discuss
the strategy and policy implications Àrst, and then speciÀcally address the necessity for
deeper scientiÀc understanding in the research recommendations, but the bottom line
is this: if we can understand materials and their behaviors IURPWKHERWWRPXS (i.e., from
AEC through biological effects corrosion), then rather than engineering new systems
from empirical data alone we will have the opportunity to know how their fundamental
properties translate into both micro- and macro-level performance. Coupling this basic
understanding with improved predictive models can result in a national asset that can
be applied to material sustainment across the board.
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As a simple example of what we mean by “from the bottom up,” let’s return to our
caveman, “Og,” of chapter 1. He learned that if he whacked something with a club, the
effect was greater (and less painful) than whacking it with his own Àst. That is empirical
evidence: essentially the result of trial and error. Empirical results can be a powerful tool,
as anybody without a club would have found out if he engaged in combat with Og. If,
on the other hand, Og had possessed the capacity to do the research to develop the
science to understand the fundamental properties of materials, then he would have the
opportunity to design a club that wouldn’t eventually rot (that is, Og could have accomplished bottom up FRUURVLRQSUHYHQWLRQSODQQLQJ).
To Ànish the discussion of the Corrosion Spectrum graphic, the “stoplight” colored arrows
point out where CPO stands in our proposed three areas of the corrosion/degradation
spectrum. The green arrow indicates that there is already a lot of strategy, policy and
research in the area of classic corrosion that is being coordinated and managed by the
CPO in accordance with the current Title 10 deÀnition of corrosion. The yellow arrow is
the subject of this book, in which we argue for broadening the deÀnition beyond classical corrosion, and then address one of the broadened areas, AEC. The red arrow simply
indicates that biological effects corrosion is currently lacking research and policy recommendations (the next book in this series will address this topic).
With the above as context, and the interrelationships between strategy, policy and research, we could start with recommendations in any of the three areas. We start with
strategy and policy, then address research. The recommendations we address in the
remainder of this chapter are summarized below.

AREA

RECOMMENDATIONS
1 Develop a comprehensive strategy
for the corrosion spectrum.

Strategy/Policy
Objectives

2 Establish a broader coordinate research program
that crosses boundaries in the corrosion spectrum.
3 Identify and make speciÀc policy changes
based on research outcomes.

Research Directions

1 Build for Reliability
2 Identify thresholds where AEC matters

strategy and policy
Given an expanded deÀnition of corrosion as described by the corrosion spectrum
(though we prefer the term “degradation” spectrum to distinguish between the classical
deÀnition of corrosion as involving chemical reactions, we will stick with “corrosion” for
the sake of consistency), it makes sense that to address the broadened spectrum effectively, the CPO needs a strategy and accompanying strategic plan to organize and
prioritize the policy implications.

CHAPTER 3: RECOMMENDATIONS
There are numerous methods for developing strategy and strategic plans. The military
Services use the concept of ends, ways and means. Conceptually, strategy describes
the relationship among ends, ways, and means.1 (QGV are the objectives and goals
sought. Means are the resources available to pursue the objectives. And :D\V are how
(i.e., methods) one organizes and applies the resources. Each of the components addresses a related question: What do we want to accomplish (ends)" With what resources
(means)" How do we apply resources to achieve ends (ways)"
The CPO is the OSD ofÀce charged with achieving the end of reducing materials degradation so that our military material systems sustain their functionality and effectiveness. CPO’s goal is to reach this end via the ways of prevention, detection, prediction
and management of materials degradation. The ultimate end for the CPO is to ensure
that DoD assets and infrastructures are always in a state
of readiness so that Service personnel can complete their
Ends are the objectives
and goals sought.
mission without unexpected or unmitigated materials
Means are the resources
degradation reducing their effectiveness. In the current
available to pursue the
budget arena, with reduced resources, the Services are
objectives. And ways
planning to keep equipment ² particularly major systems ²
are how (i.e., methods)
in operation for longer periods, simply because they canone organizes and
not afford to replace it. The CPO mission becomes even
applies the resources.
more important in such circumstances.
A key element of the CPO’s strategy for ensuring that DoD assets and infrastructures
achieve this End is to promote the philosophy of material sustainment, or ensuring materials are functional throughout their life cycle and degrade on timescales that are predictable. In order to properly do this, a deep understanding of degradation processes is
needed. Limiting the development of this understanding to classical corrosion only limits
the ways and reduces the ability to assemble the means to achieve this end. It should be
clear that the CPO needs to address the full spectrum of corrosion in order to maximize
our material sustainment capabilities.
For this reason, we recommend that the CPO needs a strategic plan that addresses the
full spectrum of corrosion, and that identiÀes ways to keep equipment ready and operating for longer periods. It is not unusual for military systems to remain in operation beyond
their design limits, and in the current budget environment, we expect that even more
systems will have their service lives extended. Certainly, the recommended strategic
plan will address classical corrosion along with the other elements of the spectrum, including AEC and biological effects. -ust as certainly, even though the focus of corrosion
policy and research has been on classical corrosion, by no means have all the problems
in that arena been solved. In short, we are not recommending a change in focus, but an
expansion to include the other components of the corrosion spectrum.
With an expanded corrosion spectrum, obviously the CPO will need to seek new ways
and means for achieving the ends of material sustainment. Updated policies (ways) addressing the full spectrum of corrosion are needed, and the resources (means) that will
1.

Roďert ,. orī, “A Priŵer in Strategy evelopŵent,” in U.S. Arŵy tar College Guide do Strategy, eds. :osepŚ R.
Ceraŵi and :aŵes F. ,olcoŵď, :r., (Carlisle arracŬs͖ Strategic Studies InsƟtute, Feďruary 2001), 11.
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be available to the CPO are limited. As a result, we suggest that a carefully constructed
strategy that addresses issues of both policy and research within the available means
(to include leveraging other means ² see Objective 2, Develop a Broader Coordinated
Research Program) is critical. The Àgure below depicts the complexity of strategy development, and thus emphasizes the importance of carefully constructing such a strategy.
Note that the military deÀnition of End includes both goals and objectives. It is often
useful to break down the overarching goal into more closely deÀned objectives that,
together, improve the chances of reaching the desired end goal.
:HUHFRPPHQGWKUHHVSHFLÀFREMHFWLYHVIRUWKH&32VWUDWHJLFSODQWRDFKLHYHmaterial
VXVWDLQPHQW
1 Develop a comprehensive strategy for the corrosion spectrum.
2 Develop a broader coordinated research program that crosses the
boundaries in the corrosion spectrum, especially in areas where corrosion
mechanisms in different parts of the spectrum are coupled.
3 Identify and make speciÀc policy changes within the
comprehensive policy based on research outcomes.

ra2studio /www.shutterstock.com
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Clearly, these objectives are all related. The comprehensive policy will identify areas
where research is needed, including coordinated research. By the way, when we use
the term “coordinated research” we mean research that crosses traditional boundaries
between the sciences (e.g., chemistry and physics), or between speciÀc research areas
within those sciences (e.g., between the physics of statistical mechanics and organic
chemistry). By extension, coordinated research also includes crossing traditional boundaries between government agencies such as DoD, DoE and NASA. Let’s describe each
objective in turn.

Objective 1: Develop Comprehensive, Full Spectrum Corrosion Strategy
A key element of the CPO strategic plan is developing a comprehensive strategy
that expands from classical corrosion by adding the other elements of the corrosion spectrum: atomic effects corrosion and biological effects corrosion (we remind the reader that this book only introduces the idea of biological corrosion,
and the next book will address the associated mechanisms in detail). As far as
the structure of the comprehensive policy, we believe a model for it already exists in the CPO’s existing policy. For example, DoD Instruction (DoDI) 5000.67, 3UHYHQWLRQ DQG 0LWLJDWLRQ RI &RUURVLRQ RQ 'R' 0LOLWDU\ (TXLSPHQW DQG ,QIUDVWUXFWXUH
addresses Title 10 authority and provides the associated deÀnitions, policy and
responsibilities.2
7KLV,QVWUXFWLRQGHOLQHDWHVÀYHSROLF\DUHDVVXPPDUL]HGEHORZ
• Address corrosion prevention and mitigation in trade-off decisions
involving cost, useful service life, and effectiveness.
• Implement corrosion prevention and control (CPC) programs and preservation
techniques throughout the life cycle of all military equipment and infrastructure.
• Review and evaluate corrosion plans for acquisition category (ACAT) I3
programs, and raise issues to the Defense Acquisition Board.
• Assess military equipment logistics and Ànancial systems for corrosion-related
information to address CPC and related logistics and readiness issues.
• Submit information (each of the Military Departments) on
proposed corrosion programs and corrosion-related research,
development, test, and evaluation (RDT E) funding to CPO.

To assist in implementing policy, research and solutions in these areas, the CPO-sponsored
www.corrdefense.org website provides easy access to a wide range of resources targeted to both corrosion professionals and others (such as DoD program managers) in
2.
3.

Kĸce oĨ tŚe Undersecretary oĨ eĨense Ĩor Advanced decŚnology and LogisƟcs, US(AdΘL), oI 5000.67,
PrevenƟon and DiƟgaƟon oĨ Corrosion on o Dilitary EƋuipŵent and InĨrastructure, Feď 2010.
ACAd I, or Daũor eĨense AcƋuisiƟon Prograŵs (DAPs), are idenƟĮed ďy tŚeir cost and ŵilestone decision
autŚority (DA) levels. See, Ĩor eǆaŵple, ŚƩp:ͬͬacƋnotes.coŵͬacƋnoteͬacƋuisiƟonsͬacƋuisiƟon-category.
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different disciplines who need corrosion related information. The website is constantly updated with new information and resources, and links to other corrosion-related websites.
Currently, CPO policy authority is limited to classical corrosion. Therefore, our Àrst recommendation addresses expansion of this deÀnition to include atomic and biological effects corrosion. The focus of discussion for this book is on AEC because the research and
subsequent recommendations associated with biological effects is our next research
task, and the subject of our next book. Regardless of the corrosion mechanism (classical, atomic or biological), these existing policy areas must apply in order to achieve
the mission of Àghting corrosion and improving material sustainment so that our Service
personnel have ready, functional and effective equipment. So the question becomes,
“What more should be done to improve material sustainment as corrosion policy expands across the spectrum"”
We recommend there are two additional areas that should be incorporated into the
expanded policy: (1) increased coordination and cooperation with other Federal and
state government agencies, and (2) a broader investigation and coordination of corrosion mechanisms in the areas of coupled and multi-mechanism corrosion. Let’s describe
what each of these areas entails.
The Àrst area is increased coordination and cooperation with other Federal and state
agencies. We have discussed the need for DoD to prevent, detect, monitor and manage corrosion and degradation in all systems associated with control, inÁuence and
interests. For example, DoD is interested in the sustainment of not only DoD, but also
national, infrastructure. When the Services need to mobilize and deploy for military operations in our national interests, they need access to capable state and Federal infrastructure so that military forces can move from garrison locations to sea and air ports to
deploy to the objective areas. In a large conÁict, before deploying from garrison, the
Services need to activate reserves and assemble them at military facilities, and those
reserves need functional roads, bridges, railroads and airports to get to their assembly
areas. Because many of the infrastructure corrosion mechanisms are indeed classical
corrosion, CPO is already addressing the sustainment of national infrastructure, and has
reached out to both Federal and state agencies in order to foster collaborative efforts
to prevent corrosion and sustain our national infrastructure.
As AEC is further investigated, researched and identiÀed, increased coordination and
cooperation will be needed in the areas where AEC is likely to be most signiÀcant. These
areas are primarily nuclear weapons, power and waste (DoE) space systems (NASA)
and microelectronics (which have proliferated throughout the globe as well as our nation). We pointed out in chapter 2 that DoE has and continues to conduct research in
a range of AEC mechanisms associated with nuclear systems. Furthermore, NASA has
researched mechanisms of AEC in space systems. Both agencies’ research tends to be
focused on speciÀc mechanisms and effects of interest speciÀcally to them. We recommend that because DoD has interests in both these areas, it makes sense for CPO to
coordinate more with both agencies to identify AEC mechanisms that have implications
for multiple agencies, and also mechanisms that may become more important in broad
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applications such as AEC in microelectronics. Where can DoE research into AEC associated with nuclear systems be applied to space systems, and vice versa" Which mechanisms DoE or NASA have researched may become important in non-nuclear, terrestrial
microelectronics applications" We understand that there are highly classiÀed speciÀcs,
particularly with nuclear weapons, but the underpinning basic science can be more
broadly applicable. We recommend that CPO, with a broad focus on material sustainment in general, is ideally positioned to be the agent of increased coordination and cooperation with Federal agencies that specialize in a single area, such as DoE and NASA.
The need to improve coordination in AEC research is particularly acute as microelectronics incorporate reduced feature sizes and increased component densities. As increasingly sophisticated microchips are produced, we believe that AEC is going to become increasingly important. The commercial realm is driving the state-of-the-art in
microelectronics, so in this area the task is more complex than direct interaction with
other Federal agencies associated with nuclear and space systems. We believe that as
microchip technologies improve, and AEC becomes more impactful, there will be more
opportunities to address DoD interests in material sustainment of microelectronics. We
recommend that CPO can lead this interaction, coordination and cooperation. In short,
as CPO has improved classical corrosion mitigation, by applying the same general approach and developing speciÀc AEC methodologies, CPO is ideally positioned to be the
agent of increased coordination and cooperation with both the commercial microelectronics community and other DoD microelectronics-speciÀc organizations such as the
Defense Microelectronics Activity (DMEA).
To accomplish both these functions, CPO needs a comprehensive, full-spectrum corrosion policy along with a strategic plan for coordinating and cooperating with Federal,
State and commercial activities. The CPO’s history of coordination and cooperation in
the classical corrosion arena provides a model that can be adapted to the broader
roles associated with prevent, detect, monitor and manage corrosion in pursuit of material sustainment across the corrosion spectrum.
In association with a comprehensive policy and strateThe need to improve
gic plan for coordinating, it is reasonable to ask, “What
coordination in
needs to be coordinated"” in the corrosion spectrum. We
AEC research is
believe there are two answers to that question. The Àrst
particularly acute
is to expand the types of cooperation among different
as microelectronics
agencies addressing the same kinds of problems, as CPO
incorporate reduced
already does in the classical corrosion arena. So our recfeature sizes and
increased component
ommendation here is to simply broaden the kinds of coordensities.
dination initiatives CPO already promotes. The second is to
promote and manage research into what we call coupled
or multi-mechanism corrosion that crosses the boundaries of the spectrum. As illustrated
in the cancer example in chapter 2, things that happen in one area of the spectrum
can cause effects in another for example, an AEC effect can be a cause of classical
corrosion. Recall our observations on research: speciÀcally, there is a lot of excellent
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research that has been completed and that is still underway, but this research tends to
focus on a speciÀc effect, and research projects tend to be of relatively short duration.
Such research must continue, but we recommend that CPO’s mission to understand all
corrosion mechanisms should include the task of developing and implementing policy
for a coordinated research program to address the broader issues of cross-boundary
coupled, multi-mechanism corrosion. This research would build on existing and on-going
research into speciÀcs, explore how causes in one area of the spectrum may produce
effects in another, take a longer-term view of reviewing speciÀc research and identifying
areas where one agency’s results can apply to another agency’s problems, and also
foster cooperative, multi-disciplinary research to address “wicked hard” problems such
as tin whiskers (which we’ll discuss more in the research recommendations section).
In sum, the only issue with the current CPO policy is that it is currently limited (by Title 10)
to classical corrosion. CPO needs the authority to expand beyond that limitation, into
atomic and biological effects corrosion. Of course, that is easier said than done ² and
dependent on obtaining results in the other objective areas of coordinated research
and speciÀc policy updates. On the other hand, it is not necessary to start from scratch in
this endeavor. As we described in chapter 2, there is a lot of science already completed
on AEC, and we suspect we will Ànd the same in biological effects corrosion when we
research that area in detail. What is needed, and is the topic of the next strategic objective, is better coordination of research in speciÀc areas, and in determining the coupled
and related mechanisms associated with AEC and classical corrosion (and, by extension, biological effects corrosion). So let’s move on to that topic.

Objective 2: Develop a Broader Coordinated Research Program
We have deÀned coordinated research as research that crosses traditional boundaries
between the sciences, between speciÀc research areas within those sciences and, by
extension, coordination crossing traditional boundaries between government agencies. Perhaps a historical example will help explain what we mean before we describe
this objective.
Before the Àrst microchip was developed, it was well known that space is a high-radiation environment. When microchips were Àrst introduced into space systems, radiation hardened or “rad hard” microchips were built in small foundries based on custom
designs using exotic materials and components to harden the chips from the effects of
radiation. In short, rad hard was achieved by custom designs, and rad hard chips were
built in small quantities. Because these designs were so speciÀc and so limited, the cost
per chip was much higher than commercial microchips with broad applications that
were manufactured in the millions. In the 2000s, scientists at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) with a commercial manufacturing background wondered if they could meet the need for radiation hardening by commercial microchip
manufacturing along with specialized processing methods such as circuit mitigation
and error checking techniques. They found that it was indeed possible, which allowed
advanced commercial designs to provide the required radiation hardening without
the need for specialized, custom, exotic materials fabrication targeted to single, spe-
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ciÀc uses. Though this development was not without controversy (particularly from the
specialized foundries), the point is that by FURVVLQJWKHERXQGDU\ between specialized
microchip foundries and commercial designs hardened by processing, commerciallydesigned chips (the hardware) plus processing (the software and techniques such as
circuit mitigation) could withstand the high radiation environment of space, and could
do so more cost effectively.
The above is just one example, but a trend we have noticed in our research for this
book ² especially (and understandably) in the very sensitive and highly-classiÀed areas
associated with nuclear weapons ² is that it is very easy for scientists to become pigeonholed into very speciÀc areas, and the cross-fertilization between results in one area
and their potential application in another is lacking. Why is this important" Let’s return
to our cancer example from chapter 2: diseases like cancer remind us that when things
degrade on the smallest scale, the result can have a serious impact on our daily lives.
A cancer that begins in an individual cell degrades the nucleus of that cell, which can
spread to other cells, which collectively degrade the tissue or organ, which degrades
the human being that is made up of cells, tissues and organs. Fundamentally, the same
cascading effect can happen via AEC if, for example, a neutron collision degrades a
material lattice, which degrades a transistor, which degrades the chip, which degrades
the computer, which degrades the weapon system.
Somewhere between the neutron that degrades the material lattice and the degraded
chip, we transition from AEC to classical corrosion. The point is that the excellent but
very specialized science being developed for speciÀc applications is not sufÀcient.
Therefore, we need a FRRUGLQDWHGUHVHDUFK SURJUDP that seeks potential cross-boundary implications and coordinates the scientiÀc investigation to determine the causes
and effects of observed degradation effects at all scales (atomic/sub-atomic, molecular, macromolecular). It is certainly understandable that scientists involved in specialized
investigations are focused on the specialized problem they are trying to understand
and resolve. As science has grown more sophisticated, it is natural for increased specialization to occur simply because a single mind cannot comprehend it all at the detailed level. However, it is not necessary to understand all the details to identify areas
where results can cross boundaries.
For this reason, we recommend that CPO develop a coordinated
research program not to investigate the science per se, but to
identify problem areas where coordination of different scientiÀc
investigations is needed. That is, CPO’s role is not to do the science, but to coordinate its investigation and “cross-pollination”
between the very specialized Àelds, communities and organizations. In simple terms, what we are recommending is that CPO
should, in concert with a broader deÀnition that includes the corrosion spectrum, seek out areas where the materials degradation
problems are or could be crossing boundaries. Obviously, crossboundary problem identiÀcation includes coordination with other
government agencies such as DoE and NASA. Equally obviously,

The point
is that the
excellent but
very specialized
science being
developed
for speciƂc
applications is
not sufƂcient.
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there will be some areas where the investigation and implications of research in speciÀc
areas such as nuclear weapons sustainment will be so sensitive that they are classiÀed
and compartmentalized. But we believe that at the basic science level, those will be
relatively few, and the potential gains from coordinating research on common problems
are tremendous. In sum, the recommended coordinated research program includes
both identiÀcation of cross-boundary research and also cross-agency coordination.
One additional, much-simpliÀed example (addressed in more detail in the research section) supporting coordinated research is the tin whiskers that occur when lead-free solder is used (by the way, “tin” is not the only metal that can result in “whiskers,” just the
most commonly observed “metal ;” whiskers are possible, and have been observed, in
multiple lead-free solder applications). Tin whiskers, because they are metal, are electrically conductive structures that grow from surfaces where tin is used they can occur in
both terrestrial and space applications. If they grow in the wrong places, they can short
out electronic circuits, and as the node sizes of microelectronics decrease, their effects
are likely to become more pronounced. Tin whiskers were Àrst observed in the vacuum
tube era in the 1940s and 1950s.4 <et to date, there is no single accepted explanation of
the mechanisms that cause tin whiskers. Generally, they are recognized as being initiated by atomic effects (they grow atom by atom), but they have effects (e.g., circuit
shorting) commonly attributed to classical corrosion. With the multiple physical phenomena potentially underlying the cause of tin whiskers, it seems logical that coordinated
research addressing the problem from multiple perspectives might have a better chance
of succeeding where individual research efforts to date have not succeeded.
One Ànal recommendation on a coordinated research program: a focus on longer-term
problems and complex mechanisms that combine multiple individual causes and their
effects is needed. As science has specialized, it is only natural that scientiÀc investigations would specialize, too. The results of our investigation of degradation mechanisms
have resulted in identiÀcation of a trend toward investigating speciÀc, specialized cause
and effect mechanisms in short-term projects. Doing
this science is without doubt a good thing and has ad...we need a component of
vanced our scientiÀc knowledge, but we need a comthe coordinated research
ponent of the coordinated research program that also
program that also looks
looks at broader, longer-term effects and the scientiÀc
at broader, longer-term
effects and the scientiƂc
investigations that need to be conducted to connect
investigations that need to
individual mechanisms. Again, our cancer analogy
be conducted to connect
applies: we need to identify those areas in which one
individual mechanisms.
cause results in an effect, and that effect becomes the
cause of another effect, and so on. As our scientists
rightly pursue the speciÀcs, we need to identify the longer-term chains of mechanisms
that start at AEC, move “up” to classical corrosion, and ultimately result in biological
degradation effects.

4.

NASA asic InĨoͬFAQ: ŚƩp:ͬͬnepp.nasa.govͬtŚisŬerͬďacŬgroundͬindeǆ.Śtŵ.
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Objective 3: Enact Specific Policy Changes Based on Research Results
A comprehensive policy is a starting point that provides context to the investigation and
resolution of problems within the corrosion spectrum, including both single mechanisms
and the impact of cross-boundary mechanisms. Because we address research mechanisms in more detail in the following section on research ² including both general research directions and speciÀc examples, and because the impacts of speciÀc research
remain to be determined, we do not yet know what those speciÀc policy changes will
be. We do know, however, that speciÀc changes will be needed as we uncover more
degradation mechanisms and related connections. The Àgure below shows a researcher
in a laboratory ² as she achieves research results, the policy implications need to be examined, too.
Therefore, we recommend recognition that as science develops, its policy implications
also develop. This is true in a broad range of arenas for example, Einstein’s research
leading to the theory of relativity, and the subsequent development of atomic weapons
and their use in World War II, certainly led to policy and strategy changes in both the military and political arenas. Though we expect few implications so impactful as Einstein’s
discovery, we also recognize that as science develops, so also must policy. And as policy
develops, strategic plans need to adjust to policy changes.
Fineart1/www.shutterstock.com
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The point is that as research continues, including coordinated research, there will be speciÀc policy implications, and therefore the need to develop (and thus change) policy,
will undoubtedly occur. As a result, we recommend that as research results emerge,
the CPO should be prepared to alter speciÀc policies that implement the results of that
research. CPO has certainly done so in the past in the area of classical corrosion, so to
them this is not a new idea. We simply point out that scientiÀc progress also results in
policy changes. Therefore, corrosion (degradation) policy will evolve as the science to
prevent, detect, predict and manage materials degradation evolves to improve material sustainment. Now let’s move on to the area of research.

research
We have already touched on research in association with discussions of strategy
and policy: the three areas are closely intertwined and it is impossible to discuss any
one area effectively without reference to the others. Strategic plans propose policy
changes that result in new research requirements. Policies direct research that results in
changes to strategy. New research can lead to policy changes that update strategies.
In this section, we recommend general research directions, and also provide some
speciÀc research examples, in order to illustrate the importance of research throughout the corrosion spectrum in providing the foundational science for good corrosion
strategy and policy.
The goal of this section is to “prime the pump” for research in support of potential speciÀc
strategy and policy changes. The Àrst topic is what we call “build for reliability.” What
we mean by this term is conducting research that enables understanding of physical
phenomena and interaction mechanisms throughout the spectrum of corrosion. The intent of this research is to identify opportunities to change how we design systems from
the “bottom up.” That is, rather than engineering from empirical data, study material
properties and interactions at the fundamental level, identify how those properties and
mechanisms translate into both micro- and macro-level properties, and then design systems founded on the basic science of materials. For example, a 0DWHULDOVWRGD\ paper
on nuclear reactor materials argues:5
´0LQLPL]LQJWKHUDWHVRIPDWHULDOVGHJUDGDWLRQZLOOEHSRVVLEOHRQO\
LI WKH PHFKDQLVPV E\ ZKLFK LW RFFXUV DUH XQGHUVWRRG $WRPLF
VFDOHH[SHULPHQWDOSURELQJDVZHOODVPRGHOLQJFDQSURYLGHVRPH
DQVZHUVDQGSUHGLFWLQVHUYLFHEHKDYLRUµ
In this paper, the authors argue that the investigation of atomic-scale degradation ²
which we call AEC ² can allow understanding of how atomic interactions affect the
macro behaviors of materials used in nuclear reactors. What this means is that they
recognize that AEC mechanisms, once understood, are critical to selecting materials
for designing improved nuclear reactors. By extension, improved designs to prevent or
mitigate degradation are possible if we can understand the underlying mechanisms
that produce them. As we discussed earlier, Og the caveman selected a club based
5.

DarƋuis, Eŵŵanuelle A. et al. “Nuclear reactor ŵaterials at tŚe atoŵic scale.” Materialstoday 12, no. 11 (2009):
30-37. ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.sciencedirect.coŵͬscienceͬarƟcleͬpiiͬS1369702109702962.
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on empirical evidence that he could whack things harder when he used that club. But
Og had no scientiÀc evidence of what causes the degradation mechanism (rot) that
eventually resulted in that club becoming useless. Even with our advanced science, we
still design systems today based on empirical results: we have observed over time that
material A works better or lasts longer than material B, so we use material A to build our
system. When the science of those materials and how they degrade is better understood, we have the opportunity to select or design better materials and apply them to
improved designs a priori rather than after extensive experience ² in short, this level of
understanding allows us to pro-actively “get ahead of the game” rather than reacting
based on experience.
The second topic is what we call “identify thresholds.” What we mean by this is determining when AEC matters in terms of both numbers of events and time. Chapter 2 has
already pointed out multiple AEC mechanisms, and for some of them the numbers of
events are sufÀciently low that at least in current systems, they don’t have a noticeable
impact during their design life cycles. We anticipate that as the nodes decrease in size
and component densities increase, AEC in microelectronics will become more important, and we recommend research to identify the thresholds and service life expectancies for which AEC will matter in the future.
Let’s look now at each of these areas in turn, along with a few illustrative examples, in
order to understand how research is fundamental to improving material sustainment.
Inevitably, one can argue that an example included in Identify Thresholds can affect
Build for Reliability, or conversely, and the argument is valid. So the organization of our
examples is somewhat arbitrary. We include the examples where we do simply to indicate how speciÀc research can contribute to general research directions.

Examples: Build for Reliability
The basic tenet of build for reliability is contained in its name: the desire to build systems
that are as reliable as possible throughout their life cycles. Supporting this desire is the
need to understand the basic science associated with materials and material degradation so that HDFKDQGHYHU\ component of a system contributes maximally to the system’s reliability. As we explained in the introduction to this section, developing the science to understand the fundamental properties and degradation mechanisms of
materials at all levels enables a “bottom up” design that is based on sound science, not
the trial and error of empirically based engineering. The goal is to understand ZK\ materials behave as they do, not just recognize that material A works better than material B
based on experience.
The Àrst research example is WLQZKLVNHUV The Àgure on page 78
shows the growth of tin whiskers on a circuit board. This phenomenon, which is the growth of electrically conductive tin
structures on surfaces, can cause havoc in electronic circuits
by posing a signiÀcant reliability risk in electronic assemblies
where tin solder is used. Considered by many the best alterna-

The basic tenet of
build for reliability
is contained in its
name: the desire to
build systems that
are as reliable as
possible throughout
their life cycles.
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tive to environmentally caustic lead-based solder, tin solder is becoming more prevalent
in electronics. NASA has a website6 devoted to tin (and other types of metal) whiskers
that notes that tin whiskers can cause both long-term and transient short circuits, metal
vapor arcs, and contamination in electronic circuits. Tin whiskers are a signiÀcant problem in building reliable electronic assemblies, whether for use in the harsh environment of
space or in terrestrial applications ² tin whiskers have been observed in both.
Tin whiskers were Àrst observed in the vacuum tube era of the 1940s and 1950s, yet to
date NASA’s website notes ² in large red text for emphasis ² that “A single accepted
explanation of the mechanisms has NOT been established.”7 The website points out
that existing theories of tin whisker formation hypothesize that they occur by one of two
mechanisms: (a) they grow in response to a mechanism of stress relief, or (b) they result
from recrystallization and abnormal grain growth processes affecting the tin structures. In
short, tin whiskers have been around for roughly seven decades, yet we still do not know
what causes them.
We hypothesize that perhaps a build for reliability approach that investigates multiple
mechanisms, or combinations of mechanisms, might produce more positive results in investigating the causes of tin whiskers. It could be that each of the two theories has merit,
and maybe tin whiskers are the result of multiple AEC mechanisms (no one seems to
seriously dispute that tin whiskers are initiated by atomic effects, even if they eventually
cause other effects). Therefore, we recommend that a broad spectrum, cross-boundary,
6.
7.

“din tŚisŬer (and KtŚer Detal tŚisŬer) ,oŵepage,” EASA.gov, 8 Day 2012, Accessed 25 Sept 2015, ŚƩp:ͬͬ
nepp.nasa.govͬǁŚisŬerͬindeǆ.Śtŵl.
“asic InĨorŵaƟon Regarding din tŚisŬers,” EASA.gov, 8 Day 2012, Accessed 25 Sept 2015, ŚƩp:ͬͬnepp.nasa.
govͬtŚisŬerͬďacŬgroundͬindeǆ.Śtŵ.
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multidisciplinary approach may yield better results than adherents of the two basic theories working separately. Could it be that stress relief mechanisms result in recrystallization
and abnormal grain growth" We don’t know, but we recommend that the topic of tin
whiskers is important in research investigating AEC.
Tin whiskers cause problems in electronic circuits and microchips, but they are not the
only AEC mechanism that needs further research. We have already pointed out, in the
section describing the development of a broader coordinated research program, an
example where cross-boundary investigation led to a more cost-effective approach
to developing radiation tolerant, “rad hard” microchips. In this approach commercial
foundry methods plus processing techniques resulted in rad hard chips without having to
resort to small, boutique foundries using exotic materials to source these chips. The result
was microchips with equivalent rad hard performance at lower cost. It was accomplished by a cross-boundary approach: commercial foundries employed manufacturing
techniques developed for other types of chips plus processing techniques to a specialized, space application. The commercial methods crossed the boundary between highvolume consumer microchip development into what had previously been the highly
specialized Àeld of designing microchips speciÀcally for operation in the harsh environment of space.
While the rad hard example demonstrates commercial techniques crossing the boundary into space techniques, we believe it could be useful to cross that boundary in the opposite direction. Commercial microchip manufacturers are concerned about reliability,
even in the lower-radiation terrestrial environment. Developers of space systems require
chips that must last for years in the higher-radiation environment of space, and in which
you cannot simply replace a chip that goes bad to repair a system. Getting space system designers together to discuss lessons with the commercial reliability community is
almost certain to result in identifying techniques from space systems that can be applied
to terrestrial applications. CPO, with the mission of improving reliability for all DoD systems
and infrastructure, could help coordinate these useful interactions. The image below
and the diagram on page 80 depict areas where CPO can help coordinate interactions
across boundaries.
Nuclear power plant/www.pixabay.com
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geralt/www.pixabay.com

Similarly, scientists investigating failure mechanisms and reliability in the nuclear weapons, power and waste areas have a problem similar to one space system designers
have: both communities’ systems must work in a high-radiation environment for long
periods of time. Many of the details of nuclear systems, particularly nuclear weapons, are
highly classiÀed. The basic science discoveries associated with investigating and overcoming failure mechanisms should for the most part not be classiÀed. If they are, then
government-to-government information exchanges can be conducted at the classiÀed
level. Scientists in the nuclear power arena are already working on better understanding
of the fundamental mechanisms associated with designing nuclear reactors for reliability: their goal is to develop bottom-up designs based on rigorously-developed science
rather than continuing to rely on empirical data derived from experience (which can be
a harsh teacher: as the old aphorism says, “experience is what you get when you survive
your mistakes” ² source unknown).
Combining what we learn from continued research with better predictive modeling (another goal of the nuclear weapons community in an age where the U.S. no longer tests
nuclear warheads) might result in cross-boundary applications developed from the exchange of information between the nuclear and space communities. Some results can
probably also be applied to improving commercial microchip reliability, especially as
the feature sizes in microchips decrease. Because the commercial foundries are driving
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smaller feature sizes, all these communities could beneÀt from appropriate exchanges of
information about basic science and predictive modeling.
We have already said that as science continues to develop, the scientists at the leading
edge are growing more specialized. The body of knowledge has grown large enough
that specialization is necessary ² no one scientist can possibly “know it all.” The CPO can
monitor developments and broker interchanges in the AEC arena that promote build for
reliability in the same way that the CPO already does this in the arena of classical corrosion. All that would be needed is for CPO to expand an already-working approach for
classical corrosion into AEC.

Examples: Identify Thresholds
The other general research direction we have recommended is “Identify Thresholds.” As
designs become increasingly sophisticated, AEC mechanisms that are not causing problems today may well do so in the future. At the macro level, we do not worry much about
the effects of cosmic radiation on construction equipment, for example. The total doses
are so low that other corrosion and wearout mechanisms result in the failure of these machines long before ionizing radiation results in any observable problems. The same is true
of older-model microchips with relatively large feature sizes. AEC was certainly observed
in these chips, but they were designed such that the radiation effects would be unlikely
to cause a problem during the design life of the chip.
As feature sizes decrease and component densities increase in modern microchips, that
may no longer be the case. The intent of Identify Thresholds is to promote research to
determine when AEC is likely to become a problem, and develop methods to overcome
it. Current design techniques, such as redundancy, are used to ensure that if AEC damages one critical part of the circuit, there are (usually multiple) backups for that function.
Of course, having to include multiple backups for critical components obviates some of
the advantages of increased component densities. If research could identify other techniques to overcome AEC in microchips, it would be possible to regain the advantages
of advanced designs. To date, however, there are no known mechanisms by which
high-energy radiation can be completely shielded, and for this reason we recommend
coordinated research into Identify Thresholds, both in terms of understanding how AEC
is caused and to develop ways to detect, predict, and manage it. In short, we need to
know when AEC mechanisms are going to cause signiÀcant damage as microchips with
smaller feature sizes are developed.
High-level descriptions of AEC mechanisms affecting microchips are described in chapter 2, and more scientiÀc detail is available in appendix one. Examples of microchip AEC
mechanisms include single event upsets, single event latchups, single event burnouts,
hot-carrier injection, total ionizing dose, lattice displacement damage, electro-migration
and dielectric breakdown. The effects of these mechanisms can be transient, such as
changing the value of stored data, or can cause permanent damage. Currently, most
of these effects are mitigated by empirically derived design features: redundancies,
moving critical nodes further apart, and error correction processing techniques such
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as parity checks. All of these introduce a penalty in microchip designs. As feature sizes
become smaller and component densities increase, many of these effects may cause
signiÀcant degradation to the microchips’ function, requiring more redundancies or
other features, and thus incurring an additional penalty that reduces the advantage of
increased component density. As more modern microchips are developed, research is
needed to Identify Thresholds at which AEC becomes signiÀcant.
The macro effect of corrosion from any mechanism on microchips is seen in microchip
reliability and wearout. The graphic below illustrates experience in microchip life cycles.
Early in a “new” microchip design, the primary concern is early life failures (ELF). Microchip foundries devote a lot of resources to mitigating ELF because they do not want to
deliver defective microchips to their customers. Once the initial ELF issues are resolved,
a given microchip design moves into the bottom of the “bathtub” depicted in the chart
below. Once the initial “bugs” are resolved during ELF testing, a microchip becomes
relatively stable and that style of chip is put into production. At that stage, a manufacturer is sufÀciently conÀdent in offering that particular model microchip for sale. Failures
certainly occur, but they do so at much lower levels.

Experience in microchip life cycles/
Alex Taliesen

Later in their design lifetimes, wearout mechanisms increase the failure rates in microchips, if for no other reason than entropy (the label scientists have assigned to the natural
tendency toward more disorder). Nothing lasts forever, and all systems, including microchips, eventually wear out. Recognition of this fact is a major contributor to establishing
the expected design life for any system. If, however, AEC is having signiÀcant effects,
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microchips may experience premature wearout due to corrosion. Research is needed
to identify the points, the causes and the timeframes at which AEC becomes signiÀcant
in modern microchip designs to ensure that chips are not failing early due to corrosion
instead of normal wearout mechanisms.
Microchips are not the only designs where AEC may occur. As Micro-electro-mechanical
systems (MEMS) continue to develop, these orders-of-magnitude smaller machines may
be damaged signiÀcantly by AEC. Nanotechnologies (“nanotech”) manipulate matter
at atomic and molecular levels in order to fabricate macro-scale products. Nanotechnologies are designed at the scale where quantum mechanical effects are important.
Unlike a macro machine that will fail from classical corrosion or component wear long
before radiation damage becomes signiÀcant, MEMS and nanotech may be damaged
by much smaller doses of radiation. Research is needed to identify thresholds applicable
to areas in which the radiation environment causes signiÀcant AEC in all areas where
MEMS or nanotech are applied: space, nuclear and terrestrial applications may all be
affected by AEC.
The CPO manages DoD’s interests in all these arenas, and
therefore can become the coordinating agent for research
into the effects of AEC as microchips, MEMS and nanotech
continue to develop. One purpose of coordinating research is
so that as signiÀcant AEC thresholds are identiÀed, the results
can be shared with other communities. It may be that signiÀcant effects in one area are not so signiÀcant in another, but
CPO can coordinate the research and make scientists and
engineers in all arenas aware of signiÀcant results ² as CPO
does for classical corrosion today.

Nanotechnologies
are designed
at the scale
where quantum
mehanical effects
are important.

summary: corrosion at the atomic scale represents
one area on a spectrum of corrosion effects
that spans from the nanoscale to macroscale
The goal of the OfÀce of Corrosion Policy and Oversight (CPO) is to help ensure that
DoD assets and infrastructures remain in a state of readiness so that Service personnel
employing them can successfully complete their missions. To do so, DoD assets and materials need to be reliable, technologically superior, and affordable. Part of the CPO’s
strategy for ensuring that DoD assets and infrastructures are secure is to promote the
philosophy of material sustainment, which is intended to ensure materials are functional
throughout their life cycles and degrade on timescales that are predictable. In order to
properly do this, DoD needs scientiÀc understanding of degradation processes. Traditionally, this understanding of degradation has focused on “classical corrosion,” referring
to speciÀc material structures degrading due to bulk chemical effects caused by environmental forces that evidence themselves in macro structures such as bridges, aircraft
and military vehicles. Corrosion in the classical sense deals with degradation events that
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Corrosion Spectrum Diagram/lex Taliesen

metals rusting. There was no other broadly applied consideration of the way that materials could degrade. The results of this study shown in
The Corrosion Spectrum graphic above indicate that this is an incomplete vision of the
corrosion problem.
We have recommended that the corrosion spectrum, including AEC, classical corrosion
and biological effects corrosion, requires studying degradation mechanisms and effects
at all relevant scales. Matter has different properties at different scales, and the events
that cause matter to degrade occur through different mechanisms and phenomena at
different scales. For example, an aircraft is made up of many different parts, the parts
include many different types of materials, materials incorporate different components
that perform various functions, and “size matters” for many of those components to continue to function throughout their design life cycles. This is particularly true for DoD systems
that are often retained in service beyond their original design life cycles. The metal that
makes up the aircraft wing needs to have a certain type of composition, be a certain
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thickness, and exhibit speciÀc properties in order for the wing to perform as needed in
the conditions in which the aircraft will be Áown. The materials that make up a transistor
that is part of a microchip that runs the internal computer system also need to be of a
certain composition, be a certain thickness, and exhibit speciÀc properties in order to
perform as needed in the conditions in which the aircraft will be Áown. The important
distinction here is that the degradation mechanism that leads to the failure of the wing
is different than the degradation that leads to failure of a transistor. The environment
that the wing needs to be designed to endure is different then the environment that the
transistor is designed to endure. This is because the wing and the transistor have different
purposes and different designs, and are constructed at different scales, all contributing
to the continued function of the aircraft.
Thus, considering a material sustainment strategy for an aircraft requires identifying the
role that each component part plays in ensuring the overall function of the airplane. This
means identifying the operating environment to which each part will be exposed, and
identifying the different types of phenomena in each environment that can lead to the
degradation. Because the parts of an airplane range in scale from nanometers to meters, the sources and mechanisms of degradation will be different for the different parts.
-ust as humans cannot “step on” bacteria to kill them, the mechanisms that degrade
some materials may not affect others because they act at different scales.
This atomic effects corrosion (AEC) study revealed that a spectrum of corrosion effects
exists. Attempting to categorize degradation events in the nucleus of an atom in chemical terms only, such as the energy required to disrupt a molecular bond, is incorrect.
Therefore, limiting corrosion to the classical effects that occur at the scale of chemical
interactions between molecules is insufÀcient. Recognizing this fact is not a new idea,
but characterizing corrosion as the degradation effects at multiple scales throughout
the corrosion spectrum offers increased opportunities to prevent, detect, predict and
manage corrosion. It is important to note that the corrosion spectrum concept needs
to be studied further and better deÀned. Our description here provides a starting point
for AEC, and in the next phase of our study we will address biological effects corrosion.
What matters most in material sustainment is being able to understand the ways that
materials can degrade. We contend that as materials become more complex, there are
going to be more ways in which materials can degrade. The goal of material sustainment is to identify as many of the degradation pathways as possible for all materials,
then develop strategies for detecting and preventing degradation, and Ànally to develop solutions for material degradation. Researching how degradation pathways work
together to create failures in materials through processes that are not yet thoroughly
understood offers opportunities to develop new solutions. Materials degrade through
combinations of spontaneous degradation, high-energy, low-energy, and Àeld effects.
Focusing on single mechanisms of effects is important, and we applaud the body of re-
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search that has been amassed to date, but we assert that understanding how combinations of effects cause degradation is also important. Studying the full spectrum of degradation pathways and developing solutions to them such as “bottom up design” can
increase the conÀdence our Service personnel have that the systems and infrastructure
they depend on are reliable and functional.

The point of this book has been to make the case to decision-makers and stakeholders in the design, acquisition and sustainment of material systems that materials degradation should be considered as a spectrum of degradation pathways
dependent on several factors:
• The nature of materials
• The types and sources of degradation events
• The thresholds of degradation events that compromise
a material’s function or reliability.

The classical deÀnition of corrosion worked well in the industrial age, but is insufÀcient
in the modern age. For this reason, we proposed the corrosion spectrum that includes
atomic level (AEC), molecular level (classical corrosion), and macromolecular level
(biological) effects. To ensure that DoD systems and infrastructure are ready when our
Service personnel need them, corrosion mechanisms and effects across this spectrum
need to be determined so the CPO can SUHYHQW GHWHFW SUHGLFW DQG PDQDJH corrosion in all forms, and thereby promote material sustainment. Investigating the corrosion spectrum requires new
What matters most in
research to identify new mechanisms and combinations
material sustainment
is being able to
of mechanisms resulting in materials degradation, thereby
understand the
enabling science-based policy changes, managed with a
ways that materials
strategic plan for developing and coordinating solutions
can degrade.
that increase system and infrastructure reliability, and reduce sustainment costs.

APPENDIX 
science of materials
This appendix discusses the science of materials. We also discuss the importance of understanding how a material’s composition and structure are interconnected, and how
these interconnections lead to the properties that give materials their capabilities. To
demonstrate this point, we collect and overview science related to atomic effects corrosion (AEC). This appendix is not intended as a “textbook” ² there are many textbooks
and other resources available that delve deeply into various topics synopsized here, and
several of these resources are referenced. Rather, its purpose is to provide the scientiÀc
rationale for thinking about materials at all scales, considering all structures, and relating
this information to their properties. Thus, this appendix brieÁy describes the foundational
scientiÀc concepts required to understand AEC mechanisms. This discussion is intended
to demonstrate that AEC is a largely ignored area of degradation in corrosion prevention and control (CPC) strategies, and to illustrate how understanding AEC mechanisms
can enable a more thorough investigation of materials degradation in order to prevent,
detect, predict and manage corrosion across the spectrum.

the scientific principles of aec
A material is deÀned as “the elements, constituents, or substances of which something is
composed or can be made.”1 The Àeld of materials science and engineering attempts
to understand the intricate details of the forms of matter (materials) we use to build
technologies and structures.2 Until the invention of instruments like the scanning probe
microscope (such as the example in the Àgure on page 88), a “top-down” science approach has been used to study the properties of materials.3 Materials have mostly been
studied with little information available about the precise arrangement of atoms. This
new ability to study the underpinning science, and apply it to engineer materials at the
nanoscale is revolutionizing our understanding of materials and their capabilities.4 In the
very near future we will see materials with new properties that outperform older materials. In addition, these materials will provide economic and environmental efÀciencies
as processes such as additive manufacturing mature.5 These new materials offer the
potential for new capabilities that can be applied to improve society and better protect
the United States of America.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“Daterial,” MeriamͲWeďster, Accessed 09 Sept 2015, ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.ŵerriaŵ-ǁeďster.coŵͬdicƟonaryͬŵaterial.
“Daterials Science,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 20 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬDaterialsͺscience.
“Scanning proďe litŚograpŚy,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 13 :uly 2015, Accessed 25 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.
orgͬǁiŬiͬScanningͺproďeͺlitŚograpŚy.
DarƋuis, Eŵŵanuelle A. et al. “Nuclear reactor ŵaterials at tŚe atoŵic scale.” Materialstoday 12, no. 11 (2009):
30-37.
“Coŵpany to Eǆplore Nanocarďon as torŬing Daterial,” EanoǁerŬ Eeǁs, 07 Kct 2013, Accessed 25 Sept 2015,
ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.nanoǁerŬ.coŵͬneǁs2ͬneǁsidс32643.pŚp.
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Overview of the main types of Scannig Probe Microscope types/Kristian Molhave/
Opensource Handbook of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology

The emergence of new technologies requires an increased understanding of their scientiÀc foundation so as to identify and mitigate mechanisms of degradation. Planning
for a material’s life cycle requires approaching material structures from the “bottom
up.” A bottom-up approach means understanding how the atomic structures of materials at the nanometer scale lead to the properties we observe at the microscopic and
macroscopic scales. If we do not understand how a material is put together, how can
we plan to mitigate the ways it may fall apart" For certain materials, the uses do not
require a precise understanding of a materials underlying atomic structure because
the engineered macrostructures serve their purpose without this knowledge. For example, steel beams have been around for decades, and we can conÀdently say it is
not necessary for every atom to be placed perfectly because we have experience
in the application of steel beams. But as nanoscale devices such as microelectronics and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) continue to advance, to maintain
technological superiority, the DoD will need to consider new materials with optimized
atomic structures to create macroscopic properties that support the development of
new technology-enabled capabilities.
The periodic table categorizes the known elements, which are generally segmented into
metals and non-metals. Materials are typically classiÀed into four categories known as
metals, ceramics, polymers, and composites.6 Metals include all the metallic elements,
such as iron (Fe), aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), and titanium (Ti), and these are always
found in orderly atomic arrangements. Ceramics are typically ionic (sometimes covalent) compounds composed of non-metals and metals. These include metal oxides,
6.

“General Daterial ClassiĮcaƟons,” EDT Resource Center, Accessed 08 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬǁǁǁ.nde-ed.orgͬEducaƟonResourcesͬCoŵŵunityCollegeͬDaterialsͬIntroducƟonͬclassiĮcaƟons.Śtŵ.
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nitrides, and carbides.7 Silica is an example of a ceramic that is composed of a molecule containing a metal silicon (Si) atom bound with two non-metal oxygen (O) atoms.
Polymers are typically associated with organic molecules (i.e., containing carbon (C),
hydrogen (H), oxygen (O) and other non-metals). Plastic and rubber materials are polymers. Polymers are distinct from metals and ceramics in that they have large molecular
structures that contain a backbone of covalently bounded C atoms.8 Composites are
hybrid materials that contain elements of metals, non-metals, and polymers. Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of metals, ceramics, polymers and composites.

Table 1: Comparison of material classiÀcations.
ATOMS
INVOLVED

BONDING TYPE PROPERTIES

Metals

Metals

Metallic and
Covalent
(occasionally)

Strong, High electrical
and thermal conductivity,
malleable, ductile,
sensitive to corrosion.

Ceramics

Non-metals
Metals

Ionic
Covalent

Brittle, insulating, resistant
to heat and corrosion,
Properties range widely
from hard to soft, brittle to
elastic, usually insulating,
and resistant to corrosion

MATERIAL

Polymers

Non-metals

Covalent

Composites

Longevity of
Non-metals
Metalsharsh
Environments

Combinations of the
previous three material
Metallic, Ionic,
types. Properties range
Covalent
widely based on materials combined.

Each of these material types is classiÀed according to certain chemical and physical
properties. Those properties are dependent on their atomic and molecular structures.
The relationships between the atomic structures of materials and the properties they
exhibit are what materials scientists and engineers study. To develop new technologies
or systems, material scientists and engineers need to understand the intended capabilities, and the associated underpinning chemistry and physics that provide the desired
properties to achieve those capabilities. This requires understanding the fundamentals
of the elements and the forces that control their behaviors and structures. -ust as a
painter’s ability to create beautiful works of art depends on his/her knowledge of paints,
a material scientist or engineer is limited to the kinds of materials he/she can create by
the knowledge of atoms and molecules in essence, a material scientist’s or engineer’s
paints are the elements on the periodic table.
7.
8.

“Ceraŵic,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 13 Aug 2015, Accessed 23 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬCeraŵic.
“Polyŵer,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 24 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬPolyŵer.
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With the complete understanding of the chemistry and structures that give materials
their capabilities, the properties of materials can be Àne-tuned to meet speciÀc requirements. The Àeld of materials science and engineering breaks down material properties
into six categories: mechanical, electrical, thermal, magnetic, optical, and deteriora
tive.9 A material’s capabilities depend on the types of elements that make it up and the
ordered arrangement (i.e., structure) of these elements (as atoms, ions, or molecules).
From a material sustainment standpoint, it is important to understand exactly how the
fundamental properties of materials come into existence and why. The answer to “why”
allows the material scientist or engineer to design a material for a speciÀc function and
understand how that same arrangement could degrade. It is important to recognize
all the possible characteristics of a material rather than those required for a particular
capability: this knowledge makes it possible to predict and understand how a material
might degrade in different environments or when used in manners different than originally designed.

thermodynamics of materials
Thermodynamics is the study of energy Áow between a system and its corresponding
surroundings. The mathematics that explain thermodynamics are available in numerous
textbooks here, we provide a generalized description of the principles that matter follow.10 In order to understand the basic driving forces that explain why materials conform
to certain conÀgurations and take on speciÀc properties, it is important to understand
the forces that affect the behavior of those materials.
There are four laws of thermodynamics, as depicted in the Àgures on page 91, that describe the behaviors of matter and energy.11 They also deÀne the fundamental physical
quantities known as temperature, energy, and entropy that characterize all thermodynamic systems. The “zeroth” law of thermodynamics states that any two systems that
are in thermal equilibrium with a third system are also in thermal equilibrium. This law is
critical to a proper understanding and derivation of the concept of temperature. The
Àrst law states when energy passes into or out of a system, either as work, heat or matter, the internal energy of the system must change in accordance with the law of conservation of energy. This means it is impossible to invent a machine that runs without
added fuel (energy): perpetual motion machines of the Àrst kind are not possible. The
second law of thermodynamics states that it is impossible for a system to undergo a
cyclical process where its sole effect is the Áow of energy into the system from a heat
reservoir and the performance of an equivalent amount of work by the system on the
surroundings.12 Another way to say this is that any exchange of energy between a system
and its surroundings must result in an increase in disorder of the universe. This concept is
known as entropy, which is one of the fundamental laws that applies to the science of
degradation. Materials represent ordered arrangements of matter, and the second law

9.

. tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
10. For a ŵore detailed descripƟon see: dŚoŵas Engel and PŚilip Ried, PŚysical CŚeŵistry (Pearson EducaƟon, Inc:
2006).
11. /ďid.
12. dŚoŵas Engel and PŚilip Ried, PŚysical CŚeŵistry (Pearson EducaƟon, Inc: 2006).
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0. Three atomic systems in thermal equilibrium
with each other demonstrating the zeroth law.

1. Energy (E1) is added to a system with an
internal energy (E 2) to give a new system
with an energy that is the sum of E1 and E 2
demonstrating the 1st law of thermodynamics.

2. A system deÀned by an ordered lattice structure
becoming more disordered as time increases
demonstrating the second law of thermodynamics.

3. An atomic system that demonstrates the
3rd law of thermodynamics by showing
that as the temperature approaches 0K
the atoms in the system stop vibrating.

Four Laws of Thermodynamics./Alex Taliesen

of thermodynamics essentially says that even the most stable arrangements of matter
are temporary in the grand scheme of things all things degrade and return to a more
disordered state. The third law of thermodynamics states that the entropy (i.e., level of
disorder) of a system is well deÀned when it holds the minimum amount of energy it can.
This minimum energy state is then deÀned as an absolute zero temperature a system
does not “move” at absolute zero. The third law is not directly relevant to the discussion of materials degradation, beyond establishing a temperature scale and giving that
scale a Áoor.
In order for any system to change spontaneously, the system must enter a more stable
state.13 What this means is that the potential of a system to change is a reÁection of the
stability of the energy distribution of a system.14 If there is a more stable way to distribute

13. /ďid.
14. Note: Śere energy oĨ a systeŵ encoŵpasses tŚe energy oĨ Śeat, ǁorŬ, and ŵaƩer.
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the energy in the system, then the system will do so until it reaches a state known as
equilibrium.15 At equilibrium, the net exchange of energy between the system and its
surroundings is zero. The spontaneous transition of a system from one state to another
results in the release of energy from the system to the surroundings. This phenomenon is
mathematically expressed in thermodynamics as Gibbs free energy, shown in its simplest
form below:
¨*

¨+ - 7¨6

For any potential process involving matter and energy change/Áow, the change in
Gibbs free energy (¨G) can be approximated using this equation (or more complex
variations of it16) with various known constants and measurements. The change in Gibbs
free energy is the difference between the change in a term known as enthalpy (¨H),
which describes the change in internal energy of a system, and a term that describes
the change in the entropy (¨S) of the system at a particular temperature (T). In order
for a system to change spontaneously
this difference has to result in a negative Gibbs free energy. If a system does
not change, then it does not contain
enough energy to overcome either
an enthalpic and/or entropic energy
barrier. If a system does change it is
because a more stable future state
became possible, or because energy
has been added to the system (e.g.,
by heating) such that the system can
overcome imposing energetic barriers. The degradation of a material at
any scale can therefore be viewed
as the result of a thermodynamic process, and the laws of thermodynamics
state at least two things: materials will
degrade naturally over time due to the
driving force of entropy, and materials
can degrade when phenomena cause
energetic changes to that system (or
the surroundings act on the system).

ClipartOf.com/
Tonis Pan

15. dŚoŵas Engel and PŚilip Ried, PŚysical CŚeŵistry (Pearson EducaƟon, Inc: 2006).
16. /ďid.
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All atoms can spontaneously degrade over time, though for many it is highly unlikely. For
those that do (e.g., 234U or 214Pb),17 this phenomenon can create a problem when the
decaying atoms are a part of or near certain types of materials. The decay of an atom
results in the spontaneous release of energy, which can cause changes to the atomic
properties of neighboring atoms. Such changes could, for example, help facilitate the
diffusion of atoms within crystal lattice structures of a material. A change in the lattice
structure could be all that is needed to ensure a loss of desirable capabilities of that
material. -ust as a tower of blocks can fail if one block is removed, materials can fail
because a single atom moves. Atomic effects corrosion (AEC) happens when material
failure begins at the atom. Understanding the phenomena that cause degradation to
the atomic and molecular structures of materials is at the core of what is important when
it comes to AEC.18

properties of materials
We introduced the six commonly referred to materials properties in the Àeld of materials
science: mechanical, electrical, thermal, magnetic, optical, and deteriorative. In this
section, we discuss each property as it relates to atomics effect corrosion. Deteriorative
properties are referred to throughout this discussion.

Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties refer to a material’s ability to remain in a particular atomic, micro,
and/or macro conÀguration when a particular load or force is applied to that material
for a speciÀed amount of time, in a particular environment, and in a particular way. For
mechanical properties, there are standardized measures used to communicate relative
magnitudes of effects when discussing them. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is one of the more active organizations in cataloguing the results of many
standardized tests made to materials to determine their mechanical properties.19
There are many mechanical properties that are considered
in selecting materials for an intended design, and we do not
propose to explore each in depth here. BrieÁy, the most important mechanical properties refer to a materials strength,
stiffness, hardness, ductility, plasticity, and toughness.20 These
are measured in several standard ways, including fracture
toughness, tensile strength and Poisson’s ratio. The fracture
toughness measures how much energy a material can absorb

The most
commonly used
material properties
are mechanical,
electrical, thermal,
magnetic, optical
and deteriorative.

17. “RadioacƟve ecay,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 24 Sept 2015, Accessed 09 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬ
RadioacƟveͺdecay.
18. Eŵŵanuelle A. DarƋuis, “Nuclear reactor ŵaterials at tŚe atoŵic scale,” Materialstoday 12, no. 11 (2009): 30- 37.
19. “Aďout ASdD InternaƟonal,” ASTM /nternaƟonal, Accessed 28 Sept 2015, ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.astŵ.org.
20. For a ŵore detailed descripƟon oĨ tŚese properƟes see: tilliaŵ . Callister :r. and avid G. RetŚǁiscŚ, &undaͲ
mentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated Approach (,oďoŬen, N:: :oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc,
2012).
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per unit area before it fractures tensile strength measures how much stretching stress a
material can withstand before it fails Poisson’s ratio is simply the ratio of lateral to axial
strain. These properties reÁect the resiliency of material to change when different types
of stresses are applied.
For example, if you wanted to test the mechanical properties of steel beam you could
try to crush the beam (compression test), you could apply a load in the middle of the
beam to see how much weight it can support, or you could try to elongate the beam.
Materials engineers conduct various tests based on the intended usage of the material.
The goal in determining a material’s mechanical properties is to simulate the environment in which it will be used in order to learn how those mechanical properties might
hold up or degrade over time.
What is important from the perspective of AEC is understanding how these mechanical properties emerge from the atomic structures of materials. For example, for plastic
deformation, which is the permanent deformation of a material after release of an applied load, we know that bonds of the atomic structure are broken between neighboring atoms and then reformed with new neighbors.21 This means atoms have been
displaced from their original position to occupy a new position within the material. These
new atomic arrangements can result in the loss of the original mechanical properties
and the establishment of a new set of mechanical properties the new properties may
not be suitable for the needs of that material.
From a design perspective, it should be obvious that not all atom displacements are
equal, and that altering the location of atoms in a large crystal lattice will have different
impacts depending on the criticality of those atoms to the overall desired mechanical
properties of the material. This is why it is important to study mechanical properties at
the atomic scale.22 For example, mechanical properties are often observed to degrade
through “wear and tear.” Discovering that a single atomic displacement could be the
catalytic event to total system collapse of a particular mechanical property could be
a major advance in designing materials that withstand
wear and tear for much longer. Current research is exWhat is important from
ploring how certain nanomaterials such as graphene can
the perspective of AEC
reduce the wear on materials23 and how understanding
is understanding how
nuclear reactor materials at the atomic scale could lead
mechanical properties
to stronger, more reliable nuclear infrastructures.24 If meemerge from the atomic
chanical properties are understood from the bottom up,
structures of materials.
then the predictive models for failure and additional deg-

21. /ďid.
22. yiadong ,an, et al. “In situ atoŵic scale ŵecŚanical ŵicroscopy discovering tŚe atoŵisƟc ŵecŚanisŵs oĨ plasƟcity in nano-single crystals and grain rotaƟon in polycrystalline ŵetals,” hltramicroscopy 151 (April 2015): 94-100.
23. Evan Lerner, “NanotecŚ tear and dear, Atoŵ ďy Atoŵ,” hniversity oĨ Wennsylvania, 4 Feď 2013, ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.
Ĩuturity.orgͬnanotecŚ-ǁear-and-tear-atoŵ-ďy-atoŵͬ.
24. Eŵŵanuelle A. DarƋuis, “Nuclear reactor ŵaterials at tŚe atoŵic scale,” Materialstoday 12, no. 11 (2009): 30-37.
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radation pathways (such as traditional corrosion) can be made more accurate. These
models can then be used to create better, longer lasting materials, and reduce the
incidence of unexpected failures.25
Technologies such as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)26 and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS)27 systems paired with visualization technologies such as the
scanning probe microscope28 allow materials scientists to study the atomic properties
of materials more precisely. Materials scientists and engineers thus learn how the atomic
properties of materials translate into the micro- and macroproperties of materials.29 This
kind of bottom up understanding can also improve our ability to predict failures.30 As
technology evolves the need for smaller materials on the nano- and microscales is going
to increase. MEMS and NEMS will have materials that act as sensors, actuators, electronics, and as structural elements to create the capabilities needed for new technologies.
The environmental forces that act on materials at these scales are different, and thus the
properties of such materials will be different than the properties observed at the macro
scale. The decay, diffusion, or displacement of an atom through some force or process
can result in serious consequences to the mechanical properties of materials at much
smaller scales. With better bottom-up understanding applied in the design approach,
such atomic effects can be predicted and prevented to ensure materials perform reliably and effectively.

Electrical Properties
The electrical properties of materials depend on their composition and structure.31 As
with other properties, standardized measures are used to describe electrical properties,
such as electrical conductivity or resistance.32 Electrical properties are characteristic of
how the material’s atoms respond to an applied electric Àeld. An important property
for many solid materials is its ability to transfer an electrical current over some distance.
This property is described by Ohm’s Law, which states that the product of the current (I
in Coulombs/second) through a material and the resistance of that material through
which the current is passing (R in Ohms) is equal to the applied voltage (9 in -oules/
Coulomb) causing the current.
V = IR
From this relationship, it is possible to determine the electrical resistivity and electrical
conductivity of a material, both of which depend on the conÀguration of the underly25. /ďid.
26. “tŚat is DEDS decŚnology͍” MEMS Θ Eanotechnology Eǆchange, Accessed 30 Aug 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬǁǁǁ.ŵeŵseǆcŚange.orgͬDEDSͬǁŚat-is.Śtŵl.
27. “NanoelectroŵecŚanical Systeŵs,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 1 Sept 2015, Accessed 08 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬ
en.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬNanoelectroŵecŚanicalͺsysteŵs.
28. Sergei s. <alinin, Sergei, et al, “Nanoscale ElectroŵecŚanics oĨ Ferroelectric and iological Systeŵs: A Neǁ
iŵension in Scanning Proďe Dicroscopy” Annual Revieǁ oĨ Materials Research 37 (August 2007): 189-238.
29. Andreas <leŵenǌ, et al, “Atoŵic Scale DecŚanisŵs oĨ FricƟon ReducƟon and tear ProtecƟon ďy GrapŚen,”
EanoleƩers 14, no. 12 (2014): 7145-7152.
30. DarŬ tŚite and :osepŚ . ernstein, “Dicroelectronics Reliaďility: PŚysics-oĨ-Failure ased Dodeling and
LiĨeƟŵe EvaluaƟon,” :et Wropulsion >aďoratory (Feď 2008), ŚƩps:ͬͬnepp.nasa.govͬĮlesͬ16365ͬ08ͺ102ͺ4ͺй20
:PLͺtŚite.pdĨ
31. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
32. /ďid.
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ing atomic structures of the material.33 As materials move from the nanoscale to the
macroscale, like other properties, their electrical properties change because size creates new emergent properties.34 A simple example is the electrical resistance of a wire:
though the same materials are used, a wire with a smaller diameter will have more resistance than a larger wire made of the same material (e.g., copper and other alloyed
metals). The electrical parameters of a material like silicon at the macroscale do not
predict the electrical properties of a silicon transistor that exists at the nanoscale. In order
to properly gauge the electrical properties of a material it is necessary to study these
properties on the scales that apply to their speciÀc designs.
Materials are able to conduct electricity because their atomic arrangements allow for
the delocalization of electrons.35 Depending on the type of material, different types of
bonding structures hold the material in its particular atomic and electronic geometries.
These geometries orient themselves such that the valence electron orbitals are in the
most stable conÀguration according to thermodynamic predictions. Forcing atoms into
dense spaces, for example, can lead to the creation of unique orbital conÀgurations
that allow for the delocalization of electrons (see Àgure below).36

Forcing atoms into dense spaces can lead to the creation of unique orbital conÀgurations that allow for the delocalization of electrons/Alex Taliesen

In metals, the atomic bonding scheme is metallic, which means that there are minimal
restrictions to the number and positions of neighboring atoms.37 Consequently, there are
many different packing schemes for metallic crystal structures and each has its own
unique properties as a result. Additionally, different metals with the same basic lattice-

33. /ďid.
34. “tŚat͛s So Special aďout tŚe Nanoscale,” Eano.gov, Accessed 07 Aug 2015, ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.nano.govͬnanotecŚ-101ͬspecial.
35. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
36. d.t. GraŚaŵ Soloŵons and Craig . FryŚle, Krganic Chemistry͗ Eighth EdiƟon (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc.,2004).
37. E. CatŚerine ,ousecroŌ and G. Alan SŚarpe, /norganic Chemistry (Pearson EducaƟon Liŵited, 2001).
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packing scheme (e.g., face-centered cubic) will have distinct electrical properties due
to different atomic properties such as electronegativity. Because the electrical properties of metals depend on the precise arrangement of the crystal structures of the material, any impurities, vacancies, self-interstitial atoms, dislocations, or other types of defects
in the lattice structure of a material will alter that material’s electrical properties.38 The
smaller the material, the more one of these defects will impact the electrical properties
of that material. These defects, for example, change energy band gaps, which are the
energy gaps between where an electron is currently occupied in an orbital and the
energy it would need to participate in a conduction process.39
For materials whose capabilities heavily rely on their ability to conduct, insulate, or partially conduct electricity, ensuring the integrity of the atomic structures is important. For
example, microelectronics rely on materials with speciÀc electrical properties that must
be stable over time to function effectively. The materials in modern microelectronics are
nanomaterials such as transistors or interconnecting wires, which means that even a single-atom change in the atomic structures of these materials can alter their electrical
properties, and thus result in loss of designed capability. The gate is a critical component
of modern day MOSFET transistors current gate sizes are less than 22 nm in size.40 At this
scale, the behavior of materials is governed more by quantum mechanical than bulk
mechanisms certain materials, such as the quantum tunneling diode,41 rely on incredibly
Àne-tuned band gaps to operate precisely. As technology becomes more dependent
on nano- and micromaterials with speciÀc electrical properties, it is becoming imperative to develop new solutions to ensure their integrity in operation. The inner workings of
a personal computer are always in a relatively “safe” environment. However, computational technologies are being employed in weapons in much harsher battleÀeld environments weapon-control computers are therefore exposed to very different types of
stresses than personal laptops.42
The basic science underpinning materials’ electrical
properties is well understood from the atomic scale up.
As materials engineers design new materials with unique
electrical properties, and these proliferate in technologies with advanced microelectronics, we need to ensure
they can function throughout their design life cycles. This
will require developing better understanding of how AEC
degradation that acts on individual atoms can be mitigated or prevented.

As technology becomes
more dependent on
nano- and micromaterials
with speciƂc electrical
properties, it is
becoming imperative
to develop new
solutions to ensure their
integrity in operation.
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40. “22 Nanoŵeter,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 10 Sept 2015, Accessed 14 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬ22ͺ
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Thermal Properties
Thermal properties refer to how a material responds when heat is applied.43 These
properties are typically described with measures such as heat capacity, coefÀcient of
thermal expansion, thermal stress, and thermal conductivity. Heat is a thermodynamic
expression for energy transfer through non-directional mechanisms. Heat’s counterpart,
work, is the transfer of energy with a vector component, meaning it is typically the Áow
of energy against or in the direction of an applied Àeld. As materials absorb heat, the
overall temperature of the material rises. The energy added to the material can be absorbed to excite vibrational, translational, and electronic energy levels characteristic of
the atoms in the material and their bonding scheme. The amount of heat that a material
can absorb before the material’s temperature rises by a particular unit of temperature
is known as the material’s heat capacity and is typically expressed in units of -/mol-K.
The heat capacity of a material refers to the tolerance of that material to added heat.
High heat capacities (e.g., silica molar heat capacity 42.2 -/mol-K)44 mean the material can absorb a lot of heat before the temperature of the material begins to rise the
opposite is true for low heat capacity materials.
One of the reasons the temperature rises in heated materials is because the added heat
causes the atoms within the material’s crystal lattice to vibrate more. The science that
describes this phenomenon is quantum mechanics.45 All atoms in any lattice structure
regardless of composition are vibrating at high frequencies with low amplitudes. This
is the reason instruments such as infrared (IR)-spectrometers can identify various functional groups within molecules.46 This instrument detects these vibrational, rotational,
and translational frequencies, and a trained chemist can discern the various functional
groups based on the spectra produced from the spectrometer. The vibration of atoms
in a material causes them to radiate heat. If something is room temperature, it means
that the atoms have reached thermal equilibrium with the room, and are vibrating such
that heat they give off is equal to the heat they are absorbing. Added heat causes the
vibrations to increase, or occur faster, leading to more heat being given off and the
temperature of the material rising. It is important to realize that these are not random,
but coordinated, vibrations in a material such that the lattice vibration is almost wavelike (i.e., as phonons see Àgure on page 99). As the vibrations become more intense, the
material begins to experience more stress to its underlying lattice structure. When the
added heat becomes to great, the lattice can begin to slip or fall apart.47

43. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
44. “,eat Capacity,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 17 Sept 2015, Accessed 20 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬ
,eatͺcapacity.
45. dŚoŵas Engel and PŚilip Ried, Whysical Chemistry (Pearson EducaƟon, Inc. 2006).
46. /ďid.
47. ragica sasilesŬa, <aterina Raleva, and StepŚen D. GoodnicŬ,” ,eaƟng Eīects in Eanoscale Devices, ŚƩp:ͬͬcdn.
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9ibrations of atoms/Alex Taliesen

The ability of a material to maintain its structure upon the addition of heat is dependent on the composition and atomic structure of that material. These two factors are
responsible for the micro and macro properties observed as materials are scaled up
from the atomic level. In addition to potentially melting, most materials expand upon
the addition of heat because the spacing between atoms in the lattice structures gets
larger.48 This occurs because the added heat increases the vibrational energies of those
atoms. For each type of material, the greater atomic bonding energy associated with
its atomic structure will give rise to an increase in interatomic separation for a particular
rise in temperature. The continued heating and cooling of a material can, therefore,
result in mechanical stresses being applied to the material. These stresses can create
the same types of defects normally associated with mechanical stress. The continued
thermal expansion and contraction of a material can cause that material to warp,
fracture, or elongate.
The response of a material to applied heat can also be similar to what is observed when
an electric Àeld is applied to a material. Materials can transfer heat through bond vibrations or through the transfer of electrons. The size of the material affects the impact

48. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
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that single atomic changes (for example, transfer of an electron) will have. Scientists
and engineers use knowledge of how the atomic underpinnings of a material lead to its
thermal properties to design materials with improved capabilities. Knowing how environmental heat cycles can accelerate mechanisms such as decay, diffusion, displacement
or other atomic changes will become increasingly important as we design smaller-scale
technologies such as nanomaterials.

Magnetic Properties
Magnetic properties refer to the response of material when subjected to an applied
magnetic Àeld. Certain materials exhibit magnetic properties regardless of whether or
not a magnetic Àeld is applied. These properties are described and measured in terms
such as magnetization, magnetic Áux density, and permeability. Magnetic properties are a consequence of the composition of the atom.49 Magnetic Àelds arise when
charged particles move through space, so in an atom an electron can generate two
potential magnetic Àelds, as shown in the Àgure, page 101. Because the electron is
charged and orbiting the nucleus (note that the descriptions in this paragraph are simpliÀcations the actual behavior is more complex at the quantum mechanical level)50
it can be thought of as a small current loop that creates a very small magnetic Àeld in
which the magnetic moment is oriented along its axis of rotation. Additionally, each
electron spins around its own axis, so this magnetic moment is directed along the corresponding spin axis. An easy comparison is to imagine the earth is an electron and
the sun the nucleus. The earth revolves (spins) around the sun creating a magnetic
moment, and the earth also rotates (spins) on its own axis creating another, different
magnetic moment. Every electron in an atom acts like a small magnet: each electron
has both a permanent orbital and spin magnetic moments.51
Magnetic moments from electrons in an atom tend to cancel: every spin “up” that is
paired with a spin “down” electron cancels the pair’s net magnetic moment. The same
is true for orbital moments. An atom’s net magnetic moment is the sum of the orbital and
spin magnetic moments of all its electrons pair cancellations reduce the overall net moment. Thus, different magnetic properties will manifest depending on the electron conÀgurations of atoms. Furthermore, as atoms form molecules or become parts of larger
aggregate structures, such as in a crystal lattice, new magnetic properties characterize
those structures.52 This gives rise to the phenomena of diamagnetism, paramagnetism,
ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism, and ferrimagnetism.53

49. dŚoŵas Engel and PŚilip Ried, Whysical Chemistry (Pearson EducaƟon, Inc. 2006).
50. “oŚr-van Leeuǁen dŚeoreŵ,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 3 :an 2015, Accessed 18 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬ
ǁiŬiͬoŚrʹvanͺLeeuǁenͺtŚeoreŵ.
51. “Spin DagneƟc Doŵent,” Whysics &orums, 2 Kct 2014, ŚƩps:ͬͬǁǁǁ.pŚysicsĨoruŵs.coŵͬtŚreadsͬspin-ŵagneƟcŵoŵent.773970ͬ.
52. Roďin F.C. Farroǁ, et al. MagneƟsm and Structure in Systems oĨ Reduced Dimension, (Plenuŵ Press, Nz: 1993).
53. “DagneƟsŵ,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 10 Sept 2015, Accessed 28 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬDagneƟsŵ.
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At the micro scale, structures known as magnetic domains exist. Regardless of whether
or not the material has a permanent magnetic dipole, the various domains of the microstructure can be aligned differently, and this alters the magnetic properties of the
material.54 An applied Àeld can align the domains. How strong the Àeld needs to be in
order to achieve alignment is a function of the magnetic properties of the particular material. This property is important in the function of devices such as soft magnets because
the applied Àeld might reorient the domains with little heat loss. Hard magnets, on the
other hand, require much stronger Àelds and when their domains are reoriented there is
greater heat loss. For these reasons, materials with either soft or hard magnetic properties
are selected for speciÀc purposes.
Magnetic properties are utilized in microelectronics for information storage.55 In hard disk
drives or magnetic tapes, information is stored by creating unique patterns of magnetized grains in materials such as cobalt-chromium alloy. Storage typically requires a common magnetization of about 100 grains.56 This encompasses many atoms, but technology advances are making it possible to store information on structures that are smaller.57
54. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
55. “DagneƟc Storage,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 12 Sept 2015, Accessed 24 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬ
DagneƟcͺstorage.
56. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
57. ,ua zuan and avide E. LaugŚlin, “Grain Siǌe ReducƟon Ĩor Perpendicular DagneƟc Recording Dedia Using an
Ar-ion EtcŚed Ru Seedlayer,” Applied Whysics >eƩers 93 (2008).
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The smaller these structures get, the more sensitive they will become to changes in the
underlying atomic structures of the materials that make up the storage medium. The
magnetic properties of materials thus play an important part in the electronics domain,
as well as other domains where electronic information needs to be safely and permanently stored.
Understanding the impact changes in the atomic structures and composition might have
on these properties is critical in ensuring the reliability of designs using magnetic materials. Ferrimagnetic materials typically rely on unique conÀgurations of atoms to ensure a net magnetic moment and
Understanding the
lower cancellations. The degradation of materials through
impact changes in the
atomic effects can change such conÀgurations, and poatomic structures and
tentially result in the failure of that material. Materials exist
composition might
today for which magnetic properties at the nanoscale are
have is is critical in
important the use of such materials is going to increase in
ensuring the reliability
of designs using
the future. Understanding the degradation that can occur
magnetic materials.
through AEC will be key in ensuring these existing materials
are reliable.58

Optical Properties
Optical properties of materials are those that cause a material’s property to change due
to interaction with electromagnetic radiation, or cause electromagnetic radiation to
change upon interaction with the material in the “light” regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum (infrared, visible, ultraviolet). If a material has optical properties it means it can
alter, be altered, or do both upon interacting with electromagnetic radiation. The ability
of a material to reÁect, refract, absorb, transmit, or change via interaction with electromagnetic radiation depends on the composition and atomic crystal lattice structure of
a material. The particular nature of the lattice and the atoms, ions or molecules contained within it will determine the various quantized energy levels for the matter’s ability
to interact with light.59 When absorption occurs, it is because an electron has absorbed
the energy of a photon that is equal the energy difference between its ground state
and a quantized excited state. When light passes through a material it is because it did
not contain the right energy needed to match the ground to excited state energy band
gap. The type of atom and its atomic conÀguration determines these quantized energy
levels for the optical properties of materials.
Metals are for essentially opaque to all electromagnetic radiation on the low end of the
electromagnetic spectrum and transparent to high frequency radiation such as gamma. Metals are able to absorb most photons in the regions of the electromagnetic spectrum called “light” because of the wide range of excitable electron energy states they

58. Pui-ta Da, C. ,. too, and S.L. udarev, “Spin-Laƫce ynaŵics SiŵulaƟons oĨ FerroŵagneƟc Iron,” Whysics
Revieǁ 85, No.18 (1 Day 2012).
59. dŚoŵas Engel and PŚilip Ried, Whysical Chemistry (Pearson EducaƟon, Inc. 2006).
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have available. Changes to the atomic structures of metals that alter the energy band
gaps for absorption change their optical properties. Most metals are highly reÁective
their ability to reÁect light with nearly the same frequency and number of photons as the
incident light is an important property for systems designed to transmit light. Non-metals
tend to be more transparent to light due to the nature of their energy band distributions.
Thus, materials containing non-metals absorb, reÁect and transmit light differently.
Optical phenomena are important to materials scientists and engineers looking to create new technologies.60 The concept of photoconductivity combines knowledge of
the atomic properties of materials such as semiconductors with the knowledge of how
electromagnetic radiation can change those properties to create technologies like the
solar cells.61 Understanding the electroluminescence properties of materials allows for
the development and use of light emitting diodes.
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The rubies we use in lasers are a ceramic composed of sapphire (Al2O3) and around
0.05 Cr3+ ions. Doping sapphire with chromium +3 ions provides speciÀc electron states
to the ruby lattice that are critical to its ability to act as a laser (see Figure 7).62 Once
the ruby laser has been appropriately processed, the excitation of electrons within the
ruby lattice is achieved via a xenon Áash lamp. At that point, two things happen: Some
Cr3+ electrons get excited and decay back directly to their ground state, and some Cr3+
electrons decay to a metastable state that exists for approximately 3 ms. The result is
that many electrons in the ruby occupy this metastable state simultaneously.63 This metastable state eventually avalanches, and due to the design of the apparatus containing
the ruby rod crystal, results in the emission of a high-intensity, coherent laser light beam.
There are many other types of materials used for lasers, and the same principles apply.
Such technologies rely heavily on the precise nature of the atomic lattice structures of
materials to provide useful optic properties.
60. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
61. Darco D. FurcŚi, et al., “DecŚanisŵs oĨ PŚotoconducƟvity in Atoŵically dŚin DoS2,” Eano>eƩers 14, no. 11
(2014): 6165-6170.
62. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
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Changes to the atomic lattice structures of materials used for their optical properties can
be impacted by AEC. Optical properties are a consequence of quantum mechanical
phenomena that depend on the atoms and their atomic conÀgurations that make up
a material. Many optical properties that require absorption depend on speciÀc energy
band gaps that exist between ground state electrons and unoccupied atomic/molecular orbitals within the material. AEC can directly impair such energy band gaps through
disruption of the crystal lattice. AEC can also accelerate the degradation of optical
properties by acting as a catalyst for the loss of order within a structure (e.g., help catalyze diffusion).

metals
Basics of Metals
Metals make up the majority of the elements on the periodic table (see Àgure page
105).64 The alkali earth metals are found in columns IA and IIA on the table. The electron
conÀguration for these elements puts the valence electrons in an s-orbital at one energy
level higher than the last full valence shell. The chemical properties of these elements
reÁect this situation, and they often ionize to take on noble gas electron conÀgurations.
This allows them to form stable salts with non-metals in columns 9IA and 9IIA.
The transistion metals and the metals/metalloids in columns IIIA and I9A are also important materials. The transistion metals’ electron conÀgurations put their valence electrons
into a d-orbital, and the chemical properties of the transistion metals reÁect this valence
structure. Transistion metals are good conductors because the valence d-electrons are
loosely bound, making it easier for the electrons to delocalize. For the same reason these
metals have low ionization energies in general, allowing them to take on multiple oxidation states relatively easily.65 They are generally electropositive, meaning willing to give
up electrons. This ability allows them to form a range of ionic or partially ionic compounds. Most of the transistion metals mix well because they all have similar atomic sizes
(although relatively large) making it easier to replace one another in a crystal lattice.
When pure metals are mixed with another metal or non-metal they are called alloys,
and experience different properties than pure metals ² the periodic table shows some
of the properties of metals and non-metals. Brass is a mixture of copper (Cu) and zinc
(=n) for example. Metals typically pack into high densities, are malleable, and ductile.
They exhibit different levels of strength, hardness, and other mechanical properties.
The transistion metals experience a range of magnetic properties due to the nature of
their available valence structures. Most metals are optically reÁective. Certain metals

64. Steven S. uŵdaŚl and Susan A. uŵdaŚl, Chemistry͗ &iŌh EdiƟon (,ougŚton DillĮn Coŵpany, 2000).
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Periodic Table of Elements

exhibit totally different properties simply because the particular temperature and pressure favors one crystal structure over another. Gray and white tin are an example of this
phenomenon. A major problem with the transistion metals from a material sustainment
standpoint is that they easily oxidize, or corrode. Thus, if metals are needed in their pure
form or in a particular oxidation state that is not their highest oxidation state, materials
engineers have to take precautions to achieve the desired form or state.
The electron conÀguration of the metals and metalloids of columns IIIA and I9A have
their valence electrons in a p-orbital. Due to the nature of these valence structures,
these metals tend to display intermediate properties between metals and non-metals,
depending on the speciÀc conÀgurations of their valence electron structure. In general,
though, they exhibit many of the same properties as transition metals. Table 2, page 106
contrasts metal and non-metal properties.
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Table 2: Metal and non-metal properties.
PROPERTY

METALS

NONMETALS

Appearance

Shiny

Dull

Density

High (metals feel
heavy for their size)

Low (metals feel
heavy for their size)

Strength

Strong

Weak

Pliability

Pliable

Brittle

Ductility

Ductile

Not ductile

Electrical conductivity

Good

Poor

Heat conductivity

Good

Poor
“Metals v non-metals,” BBC, 2014, Accessed 30 Oct 2015.

Structures
Metals are crystalline materials, meaning that they are solid and exhibit order over a
wide range of atoms.66 Consequently, solid metals are arranged in repetitive three-dimensional patterns in which each atom is bonded to its nearest neighbors. Any material
that does not form such regular order can be either non-crystalline or amorphous: in
these materials, without the ordered arrangement of atoms, there is no underlying atomic structure to create a solid material. Some pure metals actually arrange themselves
into more than one ordered arrangement depending on temperature and pressure
these are known as allotropes. The particular arrangement of atoms in a metal crystal
lattice gives the material speciÀc properties that can vary dramatically with scale.67
The crystal lattice structures of most metals are described using an atomic hard-sphere
model where atoms (or ions) are considered to be spheres that touch their nearest neighbor atom.68 Within any lattice structure there is a repeating unit of symmetry known as
the unit cell. For most crystal structures, parallelepipeds are used to describe the unit cell.
The properties of a unit cell help explain why other properties of a material manifest.69
For example, closed-packed crystal structures are able to form denser materials than
body-centered cubic structures. Understanding the relationship between a material’s
lattice structure and its properties can help explain why impurities that distort the lattice
structure lead to changes in the material’s properties. To determine the impact of AEC,
then, it is necessary to understand the connection between the crystal lattice structure
of a material and the properties it displays.

66.
67.
68.
69.

E. CatŚerine ,ousecroŌ, and G. Alan SŚarpe, /norganic Chemistry (Pearson EducaƟon Liŵited, 2001).
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Metals such as gold, lead, aluminum, copper and silver all tend to be found in face-centered cubic geometries with atoms located at the corners of the lattice and the centers
of each face on the cube, as shown in the Àgure to the right. This type of lattice has a
coordination number of 12 (one atom sees 12 other atoms) and an atomic packing factor of 0.74. The atomic packing factor is the ratio of the volume of
Examples of crystal
atoms in a unit cell to the total unit cell volume.70 This represents
lattice structures.
the maximum packing possible for spheres of the same diameter in a particular lattice conÀguration. These dense packing
patterns make it easier for metals to facilitate the delocalization
of electrons that gives these metals their excellent conductive
properties and also provides shielding for their nuclei.
Chromium, iron, tungsten, and molybdenum tend to pack in
what is known as body-centered cubic crystal structure. For this
type of packing, there are atoms at each of the eight corners
of the cubic structure and a single atom in the center. This gives
a coordination number of 8 and an atomic packing factor of
0.68, less than the face-centered cubic crystal structure.71. This
type of packing tends to be the favored packing style for metals
at high temperatures, even when the cooler temperature style
is close-packed. This packing style tends to lead to harder microstructures and macrostructures, that are less malleable than
close-packed metals.
The last common type of unit cell packing is the hexagonal
close-packed, shown in the Àgure. Metals such as cobalt, titanium, zinc, and cadmium tend to pack this way. This packing,
although not cubic, gives the same coordination number (12)
and atomic packing factor (0.74) as the face-centered cubic
structure.72
These lattice structures repsresent the atomic arrangements of
pure metals and are good approximations of the actual packing patterns. Their packing structures are key determinants of
many mechanical, electrical, thermal, magnetic, optical, and
deteriorative properties observed in metals. Mechanical engineers understand the importance of these lattice structures and
their relationships to micro and macro material properties. By
manipulating these structures through the introduction of impurities, material properties can be Àne tuned for speciÀc needs.
In the same way, a material’s property, especially at the nanoscale, can be fundamentally altered by atomic effects. An

Image Credit:
Alex Taliesen
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atomic interaction that fundamentally alters the state, composition, or position of a single atom in lattice can have signiÀcantly greater impact73 than a single or small-number
event in bulk materials.
Packing structures also give rise to single crystal or polycrystalline micro- and macrostructures. Single crystals are critical to modern technologies such as microelectronics, where
single crystals of silicon and other semiconductors are utilized. In a single crystal, all the
unit cells are interlocked so as to be in the same orientation, and thus the arrangement
of atoms is repeated throughout the crystal. Current bottom-up approaches to building
some nanomaterials are designed to build perfect single crystals to support the development of advanced technologies.74
Although single crystals can be found in nature, most crystals are termed polycrystalline,
meaning they are the combination of two or more small crystals that joined during solidiÀcation. The consequence is that the material becomes made up of speciÀc domains
called grains, and these grains are separated by a grain boundary.75 Within each grain it
appears as though the atoms are arranged in a single crystal, but at the grain boundary,
this order is lost. These grain boundaries are important factors in determining the properties of a material and the potential ways it might degrade76 In a sense, these boundaries
are “chinks” in the material’s “armor.” Certain atomic effects that lead to this displacement of atoms at the grain boundary may facilitate or catalyze unique phenomena like
the initiation of tin whiskers in microelectronics (according to the electrostatic theory
for tin whiskers).77 We need better understanding of the atomic structure at these grain
boundaries, and how atomic effects change the atomic structure at grain boundaries,
to develop better designs and corrosion preventative measures for metals.

Specific Metals and Their Properties
Metals exhibit a wide range of properties and have many different uses. A thorough
discussion of every metal of interest is well beyond the purpose of this work that level
of comprehensive treatment is contained in material science textbooks. In this section,
we use an exemplar to explain the scientiÀc rationale for the importance of AEC. To illustrate the point, we have chosen steels: metals that are essentially ubiquitous in society
and familiar to virtually everyone. ClassiÀcations of steel alloys are depicted in Figure 11.
The point we will demonstrate is that materials are impacted by AEC, AEC affects the
material properties of their underlying atomic structures, and at smaller scales a few AEC
events can have an observable deleterious impact.

73. Eŵŵanuelle A. DarƋuis, et al., “Nuclear reactor ŵaterials at tŚe atoŵic scale,” Materialstoday 12, No.11 (2009):
30-37.
74. :. Darc Dadou, &undamentals oĨ MicroĨaďricaƟon and Eanotechnology solume ϣϣ͗ ManuĨacturing TechniƋues Ĩor
MicroĨaďricaƟon and Eanotechnology. ϥrd EdiƟon (CRC Press, 2011).
75. Pavel LeũecŬ, 'rain oundary SegregaƟon in Metals (Springer, 2010).
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ClassiÀcations of steel alloys.

Ferrous Alloy Steels
An alloy is a combination of two or more metals some alloys are comprised of a metal
with a non-metal impurity. The ferrous alloys, which are alloys in which the primary component is iron, are the most manufactured type of alloy today.78 Iron is abundant in the
earth’s crust, is easy to work with, and is versatile depending on the alloy, designers can
achieve a wide range of mechanical and physical properties. A major problem with
ferrous alloys, though, is the that the iron atoms undergo oxidation easily in the presence
of a strong oxidizing agent such as oxygen. Everyone is familiar with the result, which we
call rust.
Steels are a mixture of iron with different concentrations of carbon.79 There are low, medium, and high-carbon steels, each of which displays unique properties. In addition to
carbon, in certain alloy steels, impurities (such as low concentrations of manganese)
are added purposefully to create unique properties. In current steel manufacturing processes, getting the right combination of ingredients combines both art and science. The
techniques rely on an empirical approach to engineer these alloys, and then reproduce
those that have been proven to work.80 To date, it has not been possible to obtain the
exact same atomic conÀgurations of iron and its impurities in the production of steel. If
we can determine how to manufacture materials atom-by-atom, that may change.

78. “Ferrous Detals and Iron Alloys InĨorŵaƟon,” ,/S Engineering, Accessed 21 Sept, 2015, ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.gloďalspec.
coŵͬlearnŵoreͬŵaterialsͺcŚeŵicalsͺadŚesivesͬŵetalsͺalloysͬĨerrousͺŵetalsͺironͺalloy.
79. “Steel,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 22 Sept 2015, Accessed 24 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬSteel.
80. StepŚen . Craŵer, ed., ASM ,andďooŬ solume ϣϥC͗ Corrosion Environments and /ndustries (ASD InternaƟonal,
2006).
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Low-carbon steels generally contain around 0.25 (by weight) of carbon the microstructures of these steels typically consist of ferrite and pearlite. Ferrite has a body-centered
cubic crystal structure, while pearlite is a mixture between cementite (a face-centered
cubic crystal structure) and ferrite.81 Low-carbon steels are the most highly produced
steels despite being relatively weak and soft, they are extremely ductile, tough, malleable, and inexpensive to produce. These types of steels are found in numerous applications such as automobiles, structural beams (i.e., I-beams), pipelines, buildings and
bridges. These steels can be made into what are called “high-strength, low-alloy” steels
through the addition of copper, vanadium, nickel, and molybdenum to add strength.82
Medium-carbon steels contain between 0.25 and 0.6 (by weight) of carbon. These
steels have microstructures of tempered martensite, in which the iron atoms pack into a
close-packed structure. The mechanical and thermal properties of these steels can be
adjusted through the additions of alloying agents such as chromium, nickel, and molybdenum. As a result of their increased strength, these steels are less ductile but are very
tough. Typical uses of medium-carbon steels involve crankshafts, railway car wheels,
and other applications requiring materials with high strength and wear resistance.
High-carbon steels contain between 0.6 and 1.4 (by weight) of carbon and have
microstructures that are entirely pearlite,83 thus giving their atomic structures a facecentered cubic crystal lattice. These are the hardest and strongest types of steels, which
means they are also the least ductile. The increased strength and hardness results in
improved thermal and mechanical properties: they are more heat resistant than other
carbon steels and less susceptible to wear. For example, high-carbon steel knives can
hold a sharp edge longer than medium- or low-carbon knives. High-carbon steels can
also be made harder and more wear resistant by adding chromium, vanadium, tungsten, and molybdenum into the mixture. These kinds of steels are used for tools, blades,
springs, and high-strength wire.
The different carbon steels are all susceptible to classical corrosion, but there is a fourth
class of carbon steel that is much more resistant to these effects: stainless steel. Stainless
steels are low-carbon steels with a high concentration of chromium added (at least
11 by weight), along with other elements such as nickel and molybdenum. The speciÀc mixes depend on the desired application. Stainless steels can be manufactured
to have predominately three different microstructures: martensite, ferrite, or austenite.
Their different microstructures give the stainless steels the different thermal and mechanical properties needed for different applications.84 Of all stainless steels, the austenite is the most corrosion resistant, but austenite steels lack the magnetic properties
that the ferrite and martensite derivatives have. Stainless steels have a wide array of
applications, including gas turbines, aircraft, missiles, nuclear power-generating units,
and heat-treating furnaces.
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Steels are not single crystals they are characterized by polycrystalline microstructures.
As a result, all steels consist of various grains and corresponding grain boundaries (see
Àgure above). The grain boundaries reÁect areas with lattice defects, and such defects
include vacancies (an iron atom is missing from a lattice point) and dislocations (linear
defects in the lattice). The atoms in metal lattice structures have a tendency to diffuse,
and the vacancies act as a diffusion facilitator because they represent areas of “low
concentration.”85 AEC can facilitate the displacement of atoms at any point in a particular microstructure of steel, but those that occur at grain boundaries are the most signiÀcant. Because AEC can create vacancies within a lattice, AEC can initiate diffusion
that might not have taken place in the absence of the atomic effect. When such steels
are used on the micro- or nanoscale, these effects can have much greater impacts on
the rate of degradation of the steel material through other, more classical mechanisms
of corrosion. Recent insights into the impact of AEC on materials such as steel in environments such as nuclear power plants have revealed the importance of understanding
how AEC mechanisms accelerate the degradation of macroscopic properties.86
In polycrystalline metallic materials, the smaller the grain size, the smaller the grain
boundary, and therefore the more strength and toughness the metal will have. This
phenomenon illustrates the importance of creating small grains when producing steels.
Even so, the nature of typical high-energy AEC processes can have important impacts:
by causing corrosion at grain boundaries, AEC may create the Àrst crack in a lattice,
thereby creating a grain boundary where was none. Limited study of atomic effects
on materials such as steels has been completed because steel use typically occurs at
85. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
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the macroscale, so many AEC events would have to occur before noticeable impacts
arise. If, on the other hand, we better understood AEC effects, it might be possible to
improve lifetimes and reliabilities by designing ways to reduce their negative impacts87.
As technology development reaches into smaller scales, fewer AEC events are needed
to cause an observable impact.

ceramics
Basics of Ceramics
Ceramics are compounds of metals and inorganic non-metals. Unlike metals, which
develop their atomic, micro, and macro properties through the various structures and
chemistries possible as a result of metallic bonding, ceramics develop their properties
through a range of bonding schemes88. Ceramics form their structures and develop
their properties through a combination of ionic, covalent, and secondary bonding (e.g.,
dipole interactions) mechanisms. The phenomena that must occur in order to create
the fundamental properties of ceramics were poorly understood for most of humanity’s
experience with them. Ceramics got their name from the Greek word NHUDPLNRV, which
roughly translates into “burnt stuff.” This name was associated with the fact that ceramics
were made from heating substances such as clay to very high temperatures (i.e., Àring).
The solidiÀcation process that occurs after heating ceramics to such high temperatures
allows the ceramic molecules and ions to crystallize into the atomic conÀgurations that
give them their unique properties.89 Ceramic crystal structures are held together by ionic
and/or covalent bonds and are less prone to deformation: generally, fracture occurs
before deformation.90 In part, the reason ceramics are so brittle compared to a metal is
because unlike metallic bonds, ionic and covalent bonds don’t “bend.”
The metals in ceramics are described in the previous section. The non-metals are located
in columns I9A, 9A, 9IA, and 9IIA of the periodic table (refer to the Periodic Table on
page 105 for speciÀc elements in these columns). Non-metals tend to have electronegative atoms, and they tend to participate in chemical and physical phenomena that increase the density of electrons surrounding their nuclei. This contrasts to most metals that
are more electropositive, and therefore less “needy” when it comes to particular electron density requirements. The electronegativity property of non-metals is related to the
fact their valence electron orbitals are at a point where it is more energetically favorable
to acquire electrons to Àll their valance shells, rather than give them up, as many metals
do. Thus, these atoms tend to involve themselves in bonding schemes that give them the
desired “octet” in the s and p orbitals of their highest valence shell.91 For example, nitro-
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gen tends to orient itself into geometries that favor three covalent bonds, oxygen tends
to favor two, and the halogens only desire a single covalent bond. Complex electronic
geometries are possible with non-metals. Halogens only need one bond because they
only need a single electron to complete their octet. The other 3 electron pairs (i.e., lone
pairs) occupy unique electronic geometries that allow them to take on various geospatial shapes. For the second energy level, for example, these typically consist of tetrahedral geometries. At the third energy level, the unoccupied d orbitals become important,
and atoms can in certain circumstances surround themselves with more than eight valence electrons. The 9alence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (9SEPR) theory describes the
types of possible electronic geometries possible with the non-metals that participate in
covalent bonds.92 The Àgure on page 114 shows the various electronic bond geometries
that are possible.
The unique atomic properties of the types of atoms that make up the class of materials
called ceramics explain why the structures of ceramics are more complex than those of
metals. With structures dependent on bonds dedicated to strict sharing (i.e., no delocalization) of electrons, ceramics tend to make excellent insulators. Certain ceramics are
able to take on a mixed property of electric conductivity known as semi-conductivity.
These ceramic-based semiconductors are critical to the microelectronics industry.93
Recent advancements in understanding the science behind the atomic conÀgurations
of ceramics, and how these conÀgurations give them their unique properties, has led
to new understanding of the kinds of materials that can be made from ceramics.94
Modern day ceramics can be made more fracture resistant, and have found wider
uses than the “traditional ceramics” used for bricks, china, porcelain, and glass. Today,
ceramics are used in varied applications, from cookware to computers. The relatively
recent breakthrough is at least partly attributable to the ability to understand ceramics
at the atomic level. This understanding spurred new ceramics
to take advantage of the properties induced by changes or
The unique atomic
deformities in their atomic structures. Some deformities are
properties of
ceramics explain
therefore useful, but unintended deformities are not likely
why the structures
to be so. Ceramics in environments where phenomena can
of ceramics are
cause changes in the properties or locations of individual
more complex than
atoms will be subject to AEC. Unlike chemical oxidationthose of metals.
reduction reactions, which require speciÀc types of atoms,
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ions and molecules in order to occur, high-energy collisions from gamma radiation or
high-speed neutrons that cause AEC do not discriminate when it comes to what types
of materials can be degraded.

Bond geometries associated with valence-shell electron-pair repulsion theory (9SEPR). (CC B<-SA 3.0)

Structures
Basic ceramic structures come in two types, depending on the bond structures: those
that are strictly ionic, and those that are a mix between ionic and covalent.95 The difference in the bonding types determines the atomic structures of different ceramics.
Ionic bonds are the strongest chemical bonds because they occur between two atoms
separated by at least one complete charge.96 All other bonds occur because of charge
separation, but only ionic bonds occur because of the attractive force stimulated by
total charge separation. For ceramics, the cations (positive ions) are metals and the
anions (negative ions) are non-metals. The crystal structures of ceramics are a function of
the magnitude of the electrical charge on each ion and their relative ionic radii. In order
for a ceramic solid to form, the charges within the unit cell of the crystal lattice must bal95. “ScienƟĮc Principles,” hniversity oĨ /llinois, Accessed 14 Sept 2015, ŚƩp:ͬͬŵatse1.ŵatse.illinois.eduͬceraŵicsͬ
prin.Śtŵl.
96. E. CatŚerine ,ousecroŌ and G. Alan SŚarpe, /norganic Chemistry (Pearson EducaƟon Liŵited, 2001).
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ance, so the net charge on that cell is neutral. This requirement has a large impact on
the nature of the atomic orientations observed within the unit cell. Because cation nuclei
have a greater pull on their remaining valence electrons, their atomic radii tend to be
smaller than those of the corresponding anions. This geometry creates a fundamental
difference between ceramic and metal crystal lattice structures. In metals, the atomic
radii are similar in ceramics the unit cell consists of different sized ions, and thus different
structures are possible. The most stable ceramic structures are those where all cations
and anions are “in contact” within one another “in contact” means there is overlap
between bonding orbitals (see the Àgure below).97

Critical Radius Ratio/Matthew Rollings

The coordination numbers of ionic compounds are also different than those of metals. Coordination number is typically greater for ions with larger ionic radii, and less
with smaller radii. The coordination number has the same effect, though: the larger the
coordination number, the more tightly packed the unit cell is.98 Because ionic crystal lattice structures must balance, there are several variations that commonly exist amongst
ceramics.99 The lattice designations are typically denoted Am;p, where A is the cation,
; is the anion and the subscripts m and p denote the ratio of each in the unit cell. For
a 1:1 ratio, m and p are 1 and these types of lattice structures are denoted A;-type
crystal structures.
Lattice structures for ionic compounds are typically determined by the anion packing
style. For A; structures, the anions typically pack in face-centered cubic or simple cubic
arrangements. The compounds sodium chloride (NaCl), cesium chloride (CsCl), and zinc
sulÀde (=nS) have coordination numbers of 6, 8, and 4, respectively. Even though the ratios in the unit cell are equal, the different coordination numbers arise from the different
charge magnitudes and relative sizes of the ions. Other ceramic ionic compounds have
97. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
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ratios different from 1:1, such as CaF2, and these lead to different properties. One of the
more interesting ionic structures is composed of two different cations, typically referred
to as AmBn;p. BaTiO3 is a ceramic ionic compound in this category, and this ceramic
takes on what is known as a SHURYVNLWHcrystal structure. This atomic structure gives rise
to some unique electromagnetic properties, such as colossal magnetoresistance and
superconductivity.100
Ceramics are capable of forming close packed structures. These ceramic structures consist of closely packed planes of ions. The packing of the planes leads to interstitial sites
that can take on particular geometries such as tetrahedral and octahedral. The factors
that inÁuence these geometries are the close-packed anion layers and the manner in
which cations occupy the interstitial sites. Whether a particular ceramic lattice structure
tends to surround the cations with four or six anions depends on which orientation provides the structure with the most thermodynamically stable conÀguration. For example,
in the crystal structure of sodium chloride (i.e., table salt) the most stable conÀguration is
to occupy sodium atoms in an octahedral conÀguration, such that each sodium cation
is “touching” six other chloride ions.
While many ceramics take on these stacking behaviors, some do not. The perovskite
crystal structure, for example, has unique properties associated with it. There is a spinel
structure associated with the AmBn;p lattice structure (see “Spinel structure” Àgure, page
117). MgAl2O4 for example (a ceramic used in structural, chemical, optical and electrical
industries)101 has the O2- anions packed in a face-centered cubic arrangement.102 This
arrangement creates both tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial sites. For this particular
material, the Mg2+ occupy the tetrahedral sites and the Al3+ occupy the octahedral sites.
Many magnetic ceramics take on variations of such spinel lattice structures, and their
magnetic properties are determined by the nature of the cations that occupy the tetrahedral and octahedral sites.103
100. “Ferroelectric ProperƟes oĨ a adiK3,” Materials Design, /nc., 2009, Accessed 29 Sept 2015, ǁǁǁ.ŵaterialsdesign.
coŵͬsysteŵͬĮlesͬappnotesͬadiK3ͺ1.pdĨ.
101. Liŵ Rooi Ping, Aďdul-Daũeed Aǌad, and deng tan ung, “Dagnesiuŵ aluŵinate (DgAl2K4) spinel produced via
selĨ-Śeat-sustained (S,S) tecŚniƋue,” Material Research ulleƟn 36 (2001): 1417-1430.
102. A.R. Dolla, C.R. <esavulu, R.P.S. CŚaŬradŚar, A. daraĨder, S.<. DoŚanty, :.L. Rao, . <arŵaŬara, and S.<. isǁas,
“Dicrostructure, ŵecŚanical, tŚerŵal, EPR, and opƟcal properƟes oĨ DgAl2)4:Cr3+ spinel glass-ceraŵic nanocoŵposites,” :ournal oĨ Alloys and Compunds 583 (15 :an 2014): 498-509. 509.
103. Raul salenǌuela, MagneƟc Ceramics ;Chemistry oĨ Solid State MaterialsͿ, (Caŵďridge University Press, 2005).
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Spinel structure/Perditax

Silicates are another important category of ceramics.104 Silicates consist of silicon and
oxygen. Given that these are two of the most abundant elements in the earth’s crust,
silicates tend to be major components of soils, rocks, clays and sand. Silicate ceramics
can have either crystalline or amorphous structures (see the two Àgures at the top of
page 118). For structures that are amorphous, AEC is less relevant because the major
impact of atomic effects is the introduction of disorder into ordered atomic structures.
Therefore, our discussion of silicate ceramics will focus on the structure of the more ordered varieties.
The various silicate geometries arise from the covalent character of the Si-O bonds. Silicon has 4 valence occupancies and a tetrahedral electronic geometry.105 This means
that each silicon atom in a silicate exists in an oxidation state of +4, and each oxygen
atom exists in an oxidation state of -2. The SiO4-2 tetrahedron makes up the basic structure
in which silicates exist. The different 1, 2 and 3-dimensional structures it forms determine
the type of silicate and its properties. The Si-O bonds within silicates are covalent, and
the different structures that silicates manifest are consequences of secondary bonding
schemes such as van der Waals forces.
Silica, SiO2, is the simplest silicate. It is comprised of an arrangement of SiO4-2 tetrahedrons,
but the crystal structure that forms has an overall ratio of 2 oxygen atoms for every silicon
104. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
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Chemical structure of 4uartz/Wimmel

The amorphous structure of glassy Silica
(SiO2) in two-dimensions/Wimmel

atom. 4uartz is a well-known silicate important for several applications, such as oscillators for frequency and timing. In addition, despite the fact that silicates have relatively
open atomic structures, and are less densely packed than metals and other ceramics,
they can withstand high temperatures. This makes silicates useful in the construction of
space ship hulls and engine components.106
Silicates can form complex atomic arrangements due to the fact that one, two, or three
of the O atoms in the SiO4-2 tetrahedrons can be part of another tetrahedron. Silicate
structures can also incorporate other ions such as Ca2+, Mg2+, and Al3+ in order to achieve
crystal neutrality, and these ions further strengthen the structure by bonding ionically to
the tetrahedra. For example, akermanite (Ca2MgSi2O7) is a silicate mineral that has potential biomaterial applications (one application is as a biodegradable coating used in
biomedicine) it has a complex structure dependent on the Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions.107
Layered silicates have meta-atomic structures that occur when three oxygen ions in
the silicate tetrahedra are shared. For example, kaolinite clay is a layered silicate with
the formula Al2(Si2O5)(OH)4. The U.S. Naval Medical Research Institute used a kaolinitederived aluminosilicate nanoparticle to infuse gauze and develop 4uickClot Combat
Gauze that facilitates the rapid clotting of wounds.108 Kaolinite’s silica layer is made neutral by a layer of Al2(OH)42+. This two-layered sheet is held together through strong ioniccovalent bonds, and adjacent sheets are held together through secondary bonds (e.g.,
van der Waals).
Although the structures of various ceramics are more complex and less ordered than the
structures of metals, ceramic structures arise through strong bonds that are both ionic
106. UlricŚ ScŚuďert, ed., Silicon Chemistry (Austria: Springer-serlag tien, 1999).
107. “ Ŭerŵanite,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 3 DarcŚ 2013, Accessed 12 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬ Ŭerŵanite.
108. d Gegel, et al. “An evidence-ďased revieǁ oĨ tŚe use oĨ a coŵďat gauǌe (QuicŬClot) Ĩor ŚeŵorrŚage control,”
American AssociaƟon oĨ Eurse AnestheƟsts :ournal 81, No. 6 (2013): 453-458.
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and covalent in nature. Defects in the structures of ceramics (see Àgure below) therefore
tend to result in atomic conÀgurations that promote diffusion, which ultimately results
in lattice deformations and degradation of the ceramic’s material properties. Because
ceramics are typically comprised of ionic substances, they need to retain their electroneutrality to ensure their structures. As with metals, the atomic structures of ceramics can
experience both vacancies and interstitials. A major difference between metals and
ceramics is that in ceramics, the atomic point defects can occur with two different types
of ions rather than just a single type metal atom. The nature of a vacancy or interstitial
defect will differ, depending on whether a cation or anion is at the center of the defect.

Crystal Lattice Point Defects

9acancy

Interstitial impurity

Self-interstitial

Substitution impurity

Frenkel defect

Crystal Lattice Point Defects/Alex Taliesen
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Atomic effects can displace atoms from their lattice structures, and can thereby lead to
defects in the atomic structure of ceramics. Frenkel defects occur in ceramics when a
cation migrates from its normal lattice position to an interstitial site within the lattice,
causing deformities.109 This migration can also cause a change in the lattice polarity,
potentially creating a charge gradient that facilitates further ion migration within the
ceramic. In metals, such events may lead to problems such as tin whiskers. In ceramics,
these events can also result in adverse effects such as fracturing. In A; type ceramics, for
example, Schottky defects occur when both a cation and anion vacate their interior
lattice positions. In instances where a defect causes a change in the charge stoichiometry, substitutions can be made as long as the replacement ion is of similar relative size
and charge.110 Still, such replacements will distort lattice structures. Non-stoichiometric
degradation events can occur through other mechanisms, such as when one of the ions
within the lattice structure is capable of taking on multiple oxidation states. Iron oxide is
such a material, and if an iron ion (Fe2+) undergoes a further oxidation event, a charge
of +1 will arise within the lattice. The most likely correction of this imbalance is creation of
an Fe2+ vacancy to retain the thermodynamically stable electroneutral structure. These
moves result in changes to the ceramic’s properties. The likelihood of a Frenkel or Schottky defect is a function of the energy required to form the defect, the number of lattice
sites, and temperature.111
Impurities in ceramics lead to different material properties. In a sense, impurities can be
a two-way street for defects in ceramic lattice structures. They can be the root cause
of lattice defects, or they can be the solution to lattice defects (see Àgure page 120).
The introduction of impurities tends to be facilitated by the need to maintain electrical neutrality in the ceramic lattice structure. When vacancies arise in ceramics they
create opportunities for diffusion. Diffusion is the natural tendency of atoms, ions, and
molecules to move to areas where their concentrations are lower. If a material depends
on its atomic structure, diffusion represents a mechanism that requires an initiating event, such as a vacancy. The displacement
Ceramic
of an atom from a lattice will create not only a temporal concenstructures arise
tration gradient, but also a temporal charge gradient. There are
through strong
many natural mechanisms that can create such displacements
bonds that
and trigger the onset of diffusion-induced degradation. Atomic
are both ionic
effects can also be the culprit. These diffusion defects are not
and covalent.
always immediately apparent, and thus the root cause of a deleterious effect may be overlooked. Damage to atomic lattice
structures leads to the eventual breakdown of microstructures, which changes macro
material properties. Understanding the role that atomic effects play in creating vacancies will become more important as ceramic structures are increasingly applied in micro- and nanomaterial designs.
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Ceramics Properties
Ceramics are used for different purposes in various systems, components and technologies. Ceramics are typically more brittle than metals, but are also often stronger, harder,
and more heat resistant. They are typically poor conductors because their atomic structures depend on bonding schemes that do not favor delocalization. Ceramics are therefore good insulators, and have been used as such for many years. Ceramics can take
on magnetic properties (e.g., Fe3O4), and those properties depend on speciÀc lattice
conÀgurations.112
Traditional ceramics are typically made from processed silica and clay. These create
glass and cement-like ceramics. Newer ceramics are designed differently and manifest
a wider range of properties, such as more ductility. Although not strictly ceramics, the
properties of silicon and carbon are normally discussed in the context of ceramics. These
two substances play important roles in microelectronics and nanotechnologies.
Ceramics such as those used for piping and high-temperature conditions are likely less
sensitive to a few individual AEC events than other types. Due to the nature of their
bonding schemes, their lattice structures are stronger, and a single displacement defect
on the lattice will have less of an immediate impact on their macroproperties. Other
properties though, such as their electrical and magnetic properties, can be affected by
AEC, especially in materials used for microelectronics and nanotechnologies. AEC certainly play a role in initiating events that in turn can lead to the degradation of ceramic
microstructures, and the concomitant loss of macroscale properties, through classical
corrosion mechanisms. As with metals, AEC can couple with classical corrosion to degrade ceramics.

Traditional Ceramics

traditional ceramics/ SciELO.org
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Traditional ceramics (see Àgure 121) make good insulators (both heat and electricity)
and thus are frequently used to insulate other materials. Although the properties of common insulators depend on their crystal lattice conÀgurations, AEC is seldom a “direct”
problem because it has to affect the connectivity of hundreds of thousands of atoms
to be noticeable. These are the cases where AEC may act to accelerate other forms
of corrosion. Traditional ceramics are strong, hard, heat-resistant and brittle. They are
utilized by DoD and society for structural purposes.
The important properties of traditional ceramics used in cement, piping, and other structural applications are not likely to be signiÀcantly degraded due to AEC at the macroscale. This is not to say that AEC does not matter at the macroscale: as mentioned
before, AEC caused by ionization or displacement can lead to atomic point defects
that create lattice defects, which can ultimately result in microfracturing. In structural
ceramic applications, microfracturing can lead to structural failure.

Advanced Ceramics
Advancements in material science have enabled scientists and engineers to understand the relationships between the atomic makeups of ceramic materials and how
they manifest into the material properties that make ceramics useful in modern society.
With the invention of new manufacturing and processing technologies, ceramics have
found new applications that take advantage of the underlying phenomena that give
them their structures and properties.
MEMS are small, “smart” technological systems that integrate micron sized mechanical
systems with electrical elements mounted on a silicon substrate (see Àgure 123).113 These
systems incorporate precisely engineered microstructures that act as sensors and actuators. The sensor materials have speciÀc atoms, ions, or molecules in speciÀc crystal lattice
structures that collectively demonstrate predictable behaviors in response to mechanical, thermal, chemical, optical and/or magnetic stimuli. For example, an increase in a
microsensor’s temperature might cause a change in the packing within the lattice unit
cell that change is detected by an adjacent microsystem connected through a pathway that allows for allosteric communication. Thus, changes in the material properties
of the microsensors can be processed by microelectronic components of the MEMS,
which in turn generate another atomic change to signal to activate a microactuator. In
this sense, MEMS can form an environmental signal/response system, where the atomic
substructures of their microsystems respond to various stimuli, these stimuli are processed
through materials capable of mathematical operations and information processing
(e.g., transistors) and then a desired response from the MEMS actuator is produced.
These responses can perform functions such as moving, Àltering, pumping, regulating,
or positioning. Thus, MEMS can be micron-sized versions of machines such as gears or
motors, or other structures such as membranes.

113. “DicroelectroŵecŚanical systeŵs,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 28 Sept 2015, Accessed 12 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬ
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MEMS microcantilever resonating in an SEM./PcÁet01

MEMS are produced with the same processes used to create silicon-based integrated
circuits. These include photolithographic, ion implantation, etching, and deposition
technologies, as well as other micromachining techniques. There are limitations with relying heavily on silicon for MEMS, due to silicon’s low fracture toughness, its low softening
temperature, and its reactivity in the presence of water and oxygen. For these reasons,
materials such as silicon carbonitrides (silicon carbide-silicon nitride alloys) are being
considered for use in MEMS.114 There are already uses for MEMS today, and likely to be
more applications of MEMS in the future. For example, MEMS may be used as chemical
detectors for hazardous materials,115 microsystems for DNA ampliÀcation,116 and data
storage.117 The working parts of MEMS are microstructures that depend on the integrity
of the underlying atomic structures to work. -ust as classical corrosion can lead to degradation of modern day macromechanical equipment, AEC can be a key player in the
degradation of MEMS.
Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS), which are the nano equivalent of MEMS, are
the next scale step in this technological evolution: from macro, to micro, to nano.118 Cur-
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rently, NEMS materials rely heavily on the science of various allotropes of carbon, such as
diamond and graphene. These allotropes contain the necessary mechanical properties
needed for NEMS to function, and the metalloid characteristics of carbon allow for the
desired metallic and semiconductor electric behavior required in NEMS. NEMS will be
highly susceptible to AEC as their nanometer scaled structures will be sensitive to a few
atomic changes. At this scale, their material properties depend on the correct conÀguration of atoms, and the disruption of a few atoms may cause NEMS to fail.
Piezoelectric ceramics have been used for some time for both commercial and military
applications, and their use continues in modern day technologies due to their electromechanical behavior. The piezoelectric property (see Àgure page 125) arises in ceramics with crystal lattice structures that contain a low-degree of symmetry.119 The word
piezoelectricity basically translates to “pressure electricity.” When a mechanical stress
is applied to the crystal structure of a piezoelectric ceramic, a voltage is induced between the parts of the crystal lattice that are stressed. Conversely, if a voltage is placed
across a piezoelectric ceramic crystal lattice, a mechanical stress will result. Ceramics
that demonstrate this property include Pb=rO3, NH4H2PO4, BaTiO3 and quartz (SiO2). PiezoelectricsÀrst made a “practical” name for themselves in submarine sonars.120 The British
navy developed a sonar that used two piezeoelectric materials, one for emitting a signal and one for receiving a return signal. The piezoelectric emitter would have a voltage applied to it and subsequently emit a high-frequency121 mechanical vibration that
would travel through seawater. When the vibration wave hit an underwater object, the
return signal would strike the piezoelectric receiver, which would interpret the vibrational
energy signature into an electrical signal that could be analyzed to reveal the approximate location of that object. Aside from sonar, piezoelectric ceramics have found their
way into many different technologies and systems. For example, they can be found in
automotive wheel balancers,122 air bag sensors,123 as microactuators in hard disk and
notebook computer transformers,124 smoke detectors,125 and ultra-sound equipment for
medical diagnosis.126
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The effect of applied voltage on piezoelectric materials/Creepin475

Piezoelectric ceramic materials provide the ability to transduce mechanical energy into
electrical energy. The trend, as in other areas, is using smaller structures in future applications. The piezoelectric property depends on the complex nature of the crystal lattice in
piezoelectric ceramics. As a result, only a very small number of atomic changes to the
crystal lattice have to occur before the material’s properties begin to degrade. As future
applications trend toward smaller structures, the displacement of a single atom due to
interaction with a high-energy gamma ray or fast neutron may be all that is needed to
degrade the piezoelectric property of that material to a level that no longer meets the
material design requirements.
Silica is Ànding a new use as an optical Àber in the communications sector.127 “Ultrapure
silica” is virtually free from any impurity or defect that may cause absorption, scatter,
or attenuation of light. Processors are being developed that use silica Àbers that are
approximately the diameter of the human hair to transmit information with improved
information density, reduced error rate and increased transmission distance. Given the
importance of communications within the DoD and the reliance on technologies that
increase information density, Àberoptics will seek to create smaller silica cores that can
be packaged to transmit more information faster. As with any submicron structure, the
impact of AEC will be more destructive if its mechanisms and the resultant effects on
these structures are not well understood.
Although not “true” ceramics, carbon allotropes and silicon currently play (and will play
in the foreseeable future) a large role in the capabilities of modern day microelectronics.
These elements are a mix between metals and non-metals (i.e., metalloids) and thus tend
to experience properties of both within a single material. One such property displayed
in both graphene and silicon is the property of semi-conducting. Silicon has become
ubiquitous in microelectronics. The silicon transistor played a major role in bringing about

127. “,ard-clad silica opƟcal Įďer,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 20 DarcŚ 2013, Accessed 28 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.
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the digital revolution.128 Transistors are nanometer crystals of silicon doped with elements
such as phosphorus or boron to create polarized regions within the material that provide
the desired functionality. A typical MOSFET transistor is shown in the Àgure below.
Silicon crystals are comprised of a large lattice of tetrahedral silicon atoms, and these
atoms are covalently bonded.129 The electrical properties of a pure silicon crystal can
be altered dramatically by the introduction of a few dopant atoms. For example, the
addition of phosphorus brings an added electron that can be delocalized in the 3 dorbitals of silicon and phosphorus.130 The network of orbitals in which electrons can be
delocalized within the silicon lattice is typically referred to as the “conduction band.” The
energy difference between the conduction band and the valence orbital an electron
normally resides in is known as the energy gap. By using different semi-conducting materials or precise doping of silicon substrates, the energy gap can be modiÀed to meet
speciÀc needs. For example, the quantum tunneling diode works by creating an energy
band gap that promotes the phenomenon of quantum tunneling. This is accomplished
by precisely doping the silicon lattice at the p-n junction (an area 10 nm or less wide)
to create a conduction band gap in which the n-side conduction band states are essentially equal to the p-side valence hole states.131 These properties only exist within these
materials at the atomic scale. Many argue that no other material is more important
to technological superiority in the digital age than the materials used to transmit, pro128. “dransistor,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 26 Septeŵďer 2015, Accessed 28 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬ
dransistor.
129. “Silicon,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 29 Sept 2015, Accessed 1 Kct 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬSilicon.
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Basic structure of an n-channel MOSFETs in cross-section (planar)/Hennig
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cess, and analyze information signals. And as these materials become smaller in scale
in micro- and nanoelectronic technologies, they also become more susceptible to the
impacts of AEC.
One of the mechanisms used to create n-type silicon is called neutron transmutation
doping this process literally uses atomic effects to create a desired property. The absorption of a high-speed neutron by 30Si converts the silicon to 31P through the nuclear
reaction:

One way in which this can be accomplished is by placing a pure silicon crystal near a
nuclear reactor to absorb neutrons.132 Although not as widely used as diffusion or ion
implantation, neutron transmutation doping has the added characteristic of creating
uniform dopant distribution. The neutron transmutation doping procedure takes advantage of an environment that produces the phenomena (e.g., neutrons) capable of producing atomic effects. This leads to changes in the atoms within the lattice structures
of a material, and fundamentally alters the materials properties in a way that is clearly
distinguishable (i.e., changing from insulator to conductor). Both DoD and the world in
general are becoming more reliant on devices like the transistor, and new materials are
being designed that utilize different electrical, magnetic, and/ quantum properties to
create new capabilities.
The use of doping to create new material properties is a form of AEC that is beneÀcial,
but other AEC mechanisms are not. Developing science makes it clear that we need to
understand the phenomena that degrade the lattice structures of materials as well as
those that lead to desirable design features. Otherwise, we may realize, after the fact,
the impact and costs of AEC are signiÀcant. This recognition occurred in the classical
corrosion arena in 2002: a report by NACE133 informed DoD of the true cost of classical
corrosion, which was considerably higher than expected.
Carbon nanotubes are another pseudo-ceramic nanostructure that offers the potential
to revolutionize the nanotechnology world in ways that may parallel what silicon has
done for microelectronics.134 Carbon nanotubes obtain their unique mechanical and
electrical properties due to the very precise lattice orientations that form upon their creation. Carbon nanotubes are essentially a single plane of graphite (i.e., graphene) rolled
onto itself and capped with a C60 fullerene. This gives the nanotubes a roughly 100-nm di132. “Neutron dransŵutaƟon oping oĨ Silicon at ResearcŚ Reactors,” /nternaƟonal Atomic Energy Agency (sienna,
Austria: 2012), ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ-puď.iaea.orgͬDdCͬPuďlicaƟonsͬPFͬdEͺ1681ͺǁeď.pdĨ.
133. GerŚardus ,. <ocŚ, DicŚiel P.,. rongers, and Neil G. dŚoŵpson, “Corrosion Costs and PrevenƟve Strategies in
tŚe United States,” EACE /nternaƟonal, 2002, ŚƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.nace.orgͬuploadedFilesͬPuďlicaƟonsͬccsupp.pdĨ.
134. “Carďon Nanotuďe,” WiŬipedia, DodiĮed 30 Sept 2015, Accessed 1 Kct 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬ
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ameter. Nanotubes are covalently bonded, making them an extremely large molecule:
essentially a cross between a ceramic, a metal, and polymer. This phenomenon allows
the nanotubes to be extremely strong (it is the strongest known material) and stiff while
also being fairly ductile.
By changing the connectivity of the lattice that holds the nanotube together, different
properties result, such as the ability to change from a conducting material to semiconducting material (see Nanotubes Àgure below). The orientation of the hexagonal subunits of the graphene motif relative to the tube axis determines the electrical conductance properties of the material. The impact these types of materials are going to have
in the near future with regards to materials and technologies could be huge. Given their
size and reliance on the integrity of their lattice structures for their unique properties, it is
important to comprehend the impacts AEC could have on such materials.

Nanotubes: armchair or zigzag/W2raphael
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polymers
Basics of Polymers
Polymers are another class of materials used to engineer systems with desirable properties and behaviors.135 The Àgure below shows the different classiÀcations of polymers.
Compared to metals and ceramics, polymers differ in their material properties due to
the nature of the molecular structures that hold them together. Polymers may be natural
or synthetic. All polymers are deÀned by the fact their connectivity consists of a series of
linked subunits, normally termed “repeating units,” bound by covalent bonds. Most polymers are hydrocarbon based, meaning that the repeating unit of the polymer is made
up of covalently linked carbon atoms that are bound to at least one hydrogen atom.
Different types and classiÀcation of polymers.

Polymers can comprise several linked repeating units (as in hydrocarbon fuels), or millions of repeating units (as in DNA). Useful natural polymers include cotton, wool, and
silk. From an engineering standpoint, synthetic polymers are of greater interest because
these polymers can be chemically altered or synthesized in controlled ways to have
desirable properties.136 Polymers can form crystalline structures, and also exist in liquid,
amorphous, or a cross between amorphous and crystalline phases. By controlling the
chemical nature and number of repeating unit(s), the properties of a polymer can be
changed. Thus, the underlying molecular structures determine polymer properties.

135. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
136. . tilliaŵ, Callister, G. avid RetŚǁiscŚ, &undamentals oĨ Materials Science and Engineering͗ An /ntegrated ApͲ
proach (:oŚn tiley Θ Sons, Inc, 2012).
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Polymers tend to exist in more disordered forms than either metals or crystalline-state
ceramics. The covalent nature of polymers gives their molecules great Áexibility. Many
of the macroscopic uses of polymers are the result of emergent properties that form as
polymer molecules attempt to maximize bonding interactions, such as van der Waals
forces (e.g., the hydrophobic effect). For materials at this scale, AEC is only signiÀcant
when those materials Ànd themselves in highly irradiative environments such as a nuclear
reactor. Some special polymers, like graphene, have important properties that change
depending on their actual molecular conÀguration. These polymers, like with any other
material whose properties depend on the integrity of their atomic/molecular structures,
are susceptible to only a few instances of AEC.

Polymer Structures

Tetrahedral bond geometry for the most simple hydrocarbon methane/Alex Taliesen

Common polymers are typically composed of hydrocarbon backbones, though there
are other types of polymers with different backbones. DNA, for example, utilizes a phosphodiester backbone in order to achieve its polymerization of the component deoxyribonucleic acids. Organic polymers (with hydrocarbon backbones) occur naturally, but
some of the more useful polymers are synthesized. For organic polymers, knowledge of
the chemistry that describes their structures makes synthesis possible and controllable.
Hydrocarbons are molecules composed of carbon and hydrogen that have a string of
connected carbons (i.e., carbon backbone) linked through covalent bonds. Carbon
is located in the p-block within column I9A of the periodic table, and has 4 valence
electrons. Carbon is small and relatively electronegative compared to most other metals
and non-metals. The four valence electrons of carbon assume a tetrahedral geometry
where the bond angle is 109.5, as shown in the Àgure above. When carbon forms covalent bonds with hydrogen or other non-metals in this geometry, the 2-s and 2-p atomic
orbitals hybridize into four sp3 orbitals that position the valence electrons in the tetrahedral geometry, as this is the most thermodynamically stable conÀguration. Rotation can
occur around any of the four sp3 orbitals. This rotational Áexibility allows long chains of
hydrocarbons to have many bends and twists. The bending and twisting of long chain
hydrocarbons can result in a random “folding” of hydrocarbons where sections of the
chain are held together through a collective force derived from secondary bonds (e.g.,
van der Waals interactions). The degree of folding or aggregation in a hydrocarbon is
a delicate balance between obtaining energetic gains (i.e., enthalpy) and the entropy
of the polymer’s structure. The major factors that inÁuence this structure are the polymer
chain length, the connectivity of the repeating unit(s), and the chemical makeup of the
repeating unit.

APPENDIX 1
To better understand the chemical nature of polymers, let’s start by looking at how
simple hydrocarbons are put together. The compound ethane consists of two carbons
covalently linked, and each of these carbons are bound by three hydrogens (see Àgure
“Ethane three dimensional bonding structure,” below). The bonding occurs between the
hydrogen 1-s orbital and the carbons four sp3 orbitals. In this conÀguration the carbon
can rotate freely around the C-C or a C-H bond, and will assume the conformation that
minimizes steric hindrance between neighboring C-H bonds (see Àgure “Differing ethane
rotational orientations,” below). In ethane, this conformation is staggered. If a few other
²CH2 groups are added to ethane, hexane can be made. Hexane has more degrees
of rotational freedom and thus can assume more conformations. However, it is unable
to form enough secondary bonds to formulate any type of amorphous or crystalline
structure at normal temperatures.
The hydrocarbon backbones are not restricted to bonding schemes that force them into
tetrahedral geometries with sp3 hybridized orbitals. The repeating units of hydrocarbons
can also include carbons linked through double or triple bonds. Here the single bonds
are formed with sp2 or sp hybridized orbitals, and the double and triple bonds are made
through unhybridized p-orbitals. The introduction of double and triple bonds into polymers does two things: it creates more rigidity in the hydrocarbon backbone, and it provides a mechanism for delocalization of electrons (i.e., resonance), which is important
for the electrical conductivity properties a polymeric material exhibits.

Ethane three dimensional bonding structure/Alex Taliesen

Staggered ethane

Eclipsed ethane

Differing ethane rotational orientations/Alex Taliesen.
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The introduction of double and triple bonds to a polymeric backbone creates order
within the molecular structure. Such bonds can establish “kinks” in the backbone that
allow the polymer to retain a speciÀc molecular orientation. The placement, frequency,
and nature of the kinks thus can inÁuence the material properties of a polymer. Additionally, carbons do not have to bond exclusively to other carbons and hydrogens.
Part of any polymer or repeating unit within a polymer can consist of functional groups
deÀned by covalent bonds with carbon and other non-metals such as nitrogen, oxygen,
or the halogens. Because these functional groups contain non-metals, this formation
creates polarization in the molecular structures. This polarization inÁuences the material
properties and chemical reactivity of the polymers. Different repeating subunits can be
utilized in the construction of a polymer, and such polymers are typically referred to as
copolymers because they are combinations of either different repeating units or smaller
polymers of various lengths and composition (see Àgure below).

Alternating co-polymer:
monomer units alternate.
Random co-polymer:
monomer units arranged randomly.
Block co-polymer:
blocks of homopolymer units.
Graft co-polymer:
homopolymer chains joined.

Different linkages of copolymers/Alex Taliesen

Considering their different structures and material compositions, polymers can take on
a wide spectrum of properties. Many of the properties attributed to synthetic polymers
depend on the unique mix of disorder and order within their molecular structures. Unlike
other materials like metals and ceramics, science has not yet determined how to create polymers with speciÀc molecular conÀgurations rather, properties are engineered
through empirical processing techniques founded in chemical theory. Bulk properties of
polymers can be fairly Ànely tuned, but getting a polymer to aggregate into a precise
three-dimensional orientation every time is a very difÀcult and complicated task. To date,
science can barely explain how an enzyme manages to fold into the same orientation
during its synthesis, and enzymes are polymers whose end structure is precisely known.137

137. <en A. ill, S. anu KǌŬan, D. ScoƩ SŚell, and dŚoŵas R. teiŬl, “dŚe Protein Folding Proďleŵ,” Annual Revieǁ oĨ
iophysics 37 (2008): 289-316.
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There is still a lot of science to be developed in the Àeld of understanding the precise
nature and mechanisms of how large polymers obtain stable orientations.
For more ordered polymers though, (i.e., those that have more crystalline structures) a
great deal is known about how the atomic properties of the substances translate into
the observed atomic structures. In general, the more “links” in a polymers chain, the
more likely it will be that it can take on a solid-state structure. The principles behind this
phenomenon explain why certain fats are liquid (e.g., oils) or solid (e.g., lard) at room
temperature: the longer the hydrocarbon chain, the more secondary bonding interactions can take place that allow the different polymeric chains to stack into ordered
structures. These are typically termed hydrophobic interactions. When hydrocarbons
contain functional groups with electronegative non-metals, stronger dipole interactions
between adjacent polymers can help create more rigidity within the material. Polymers
can also have their chains covalently linked together in a process known as cross-linking.
Order can also be established when polymers form networks utilizing a repeating unit
with three active covalent bonds. It is important to remember, though, that unlike a
metal the order established in polymeric networks and systems is somewhat random in
nature. The same types of bonding patterns and structures form when polyvinyl chloride
(P9C) is made, but each sample of P9C is unique in its precise network of atomic/molecular connectivity.
The atomic structures of metals and ceramics are made from atoms and ions, while
polymeric molecular structures are made from molecules. This makes the nature of those
polymers that do crystallize much more complex than other materials. The polymeric
chains pack in unique ways to create vast atomic arrays, and some of these have useful emergent properties at the micro- and macroscales. Typical polymer crystals consist
of regions that contain both amorphous and crystalline regions (see Àgure below). The
amorphous regions of polymeric chains are twisted, coiled or kinked and the crystalline
regions are more ordered structures held in place through various bonding patterns. The

Crystalline
e

Amorp
phous

Polymer with both amorphous and crystalline structures/Alex Taliesen
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more complex the chemical properties of the repeating unit in the polymer, the less likely
it will crystallize. Cross-linked polymers are also less likely to obtain crystalline structures
because the covalent linkages prevent the necessary rearrangements needed for crystalline formation. The differences between crystalline and non-crystalline polymers are
similar to those of ceramics. A crystalline polymer is typically stronger, less ductile, and a
better conductor of heat and/or electricity.
The impact of AEC on polymers such as plastics is distinctly different than what occurs
in other materials. Polymers are generally used for to their macroscopic properties, and
those properties tend to depend on the length of the polymeric chains that make them
up. Atomic effects on polymers can result because interactions with, for example, highenergy gamma photons can break the covalent bonds in the polymer’s backbone.
This in turn reduces the average molecular weight of the polymeric chains and allows
the polymeric system to take on more disorder. Plastics in radioactive environments are
known to degrade this way, essentially being “cut” into smaller polymeric pieces by
high-energy particles.138 Additionally, polymers are Ànding new uses in more high-tech
applications such as organic semiconductor materials. As with metals and ceramics,
when a material’s property (e.g., information storage/processing) depends on the speciÀc orientation of its underlying atomic/molecular structure, AEC is a serious concern.

Polymer Properties
The majority of synthetic polymers have properties characteristic of plastics and rubber.
Generally, synthetic polymers are not very strong or stiff, are ductile, are easily formed
into complex shapes, are relatively inert chemically, and are resistant to traditional
electrochemical corrosion. These polymers Ànd applications from structural materials, to
coatings, to Àlms. Normally the structures of polymers lack the necessary arrangements
needed for delocalization electrons to conduct electricity. However, recent advancements in polymer science have enabled the study of polymer properties at the atomic
scale making it possible to synthesize polymers that have more desirable properties such
as semi-conductivity. This bottom-up science approach is likely to lead to expanding the
use of polymer materials, and also to a new reliance on properties that are more characteristic of the individual polymer chains than their macroscale properties.

138. “dŚe Eīect oĨ Nuclear RadiaƟon Eǆposure to Rdͬduroid PdFE-ased Coŵposites,” Rogers CorporaƟon, 2015,
ŚƩps:ͬͬǁǁǁ.rogerscorp.coŵͬdocuŵentsͬ753ͬacsͬdŚe-Eīect-oĨ-Eǆposure-oĨ-Rd-duroid-PdFE-ased-Coŵpositesto-Nuclear-RadiaƟon.pdĨ.
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Plastics and Other Polymers

Structures of different types of monomers for plastics/Alex Taliesen

Plastics (see Àgure above) such as polyvinyl chloride (familiarly known as P9C), polystyrene, polyesters and epoxies all exhibit a range of material properties. These properties
manifest from the degree of crystallinity these materials form at various scales. Linear,
branched, cross-linked, and networked assortments of polymeric chains will exhibit different properties because their molecular arrangements determine the ways in which
these chains can pack and crystallize. Ordered structure is necessary for electrical
conductivity and strength, but this degree of order is not important to a material’s ability to be molded into any shape. Plastics such as polystyrene are used in applications
that require a material with optical transparency this property is actually dependent
on the amorphous nature of these structures. Amorphous or Áuid-like materials have a
disordered microstructure and are less susceptible to the impacts of a few occurrences
of AEC because the phenomena that tend to cause atomic effects create disorder
in an ordered system. What matters in these materials is the frequency at which they
experience AEC: there is a threshold at which enough AEC can accumulate to make a
discernible difference in a polymer’s behavior. If that threshold is not reached during a
material’s design life-cycle, then what matters is the extent AEC aids other degradation
phenomena (i.e., classical corrosion).
Elastomers are polymers that give us materials such as rubber. The elastic properties of
these materials depend on the molecular structures formed during processing procedures such as vulcanization.139 Arguably one of the most important elastomers is styrene139. “sulcaniǌaƟon,” Wikipedia, DodiĮed 15 Sept 2015, Accessed 28 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬsulcaniǌaƟon.
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improved with the addition of carbon black to have increased tensile strength, wear
and tear resistance, and stiffness.140 Silicone elastomers possess a high degree of Áexibility
and are resistant to the damage induced by wear and tear, making them potentially
useful materials in things such as automobile engine components. All elastomers are by
nature cross-linked, and their elastic properties depend upon the degree to which they
can form ordered molecular structures. Elastomers, just as steels used in nuclear reactors,
can be better designed to withstand both the direct and indirect effects of AEC.
The other important polymer category is polymeric Àbers. These Àbers are used mainly
in textiles, which means they have important roles in the material properties of DoD
systems such as tents and clothing. The use of polymers as fabrics requires that they
posses properties that allow for deformation, elasticity, high-tensile strength, and limited
chemical reactivity. These properties are determined by the chemical nature of the
polymer chains and the degree of crystallinity in the polymer structure. The properties
of Àbers will deteriorate in the presence of phenomena that cause AEC, just as will any
other polymer.
Polymers are used as coatings, adhesives, Àlms, and foams, among other things. The
many different uses of polymers reÁect the degrees of crystallinity that can form with
polymeric chains of varying sizes and chemical compositions. For the different types of
materials derived from polymeric hydrocarbon chains, the mechanical properties are
the manifestation of their molecular structures. Changes to their structures will have
varying degrees of impact on the materials’ capabilities. If science can achieve the
ability to understand how material properties manifest from the “bottom-up,” then we
can custom design new polymers and polymeric materials. Learning how the properties
of polymers emerge from their molecular underpinnings will also reveal how AEC can
cause the degradation of these materials. By investigating the mechanisms of AEC in
polymers from the bottom up, new information about the causes of failures can be identiÀed and incorporated into predictive models. These models can then be used to more
accurately determine a material’s reliability.

Advanced Polymers
As polymers are understood in greater detail at the atomic scale, new techniques are
being invented to control the assembly of various polymeric molecular architectures,
and thus create advanced polymers that have desirable properties. For example, ultrahigh-molecular-weight polyethylene (see Figure 31) has molecular weights on the order
of 4x106 g/mol.141 This material is currently being utilized as a component of bulletproof

140. “Styrene-butadiene,” Wikipedia, DodiĮed 5 Sept 2015, Accessed 12 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬen.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬ
Styrene-butadiene.
141. “Ultra-ŚigŚ-ŵolecular-ǁeigŚt polyetŚylene,” Wikipedia, DodiĮed 7 Aug 2015, Accessed 2 Sept 2015, ŚƩps:ͬͬ
en.ǁiŬipedia.orgͬǁiŬiͬUltra-ŚigŚ-ŵolecular-ǁeigŚtͺpolyetŚylene.
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vests and military helmets. It is also used in valve gaskets, golf-ball cores and other technologies. This form of polyethylene is versatile, but due to its high molecular weight it is
sensitive to phenomena that can cause covalent breakage of its long polymeric chains.
Such phenomena can include heat or radiation (i.e., AEC).

Schematic of an organic Àeld effect transistor/Materialscientist

Recently, polymers have been explored for their use as organic semiconductors.142 In
silicon, the crystal lattice structures are virtually perfect, and it is relatively easy to manipulate the physical environment around silicon crystals to move electrical charges.
Therefore, silicon based semiconductors are currently the backbone of microelectronics.
The problem is that silicon semiconductor manufacturing requires complex, multi-layer
processes, and developing efÀcient manufacturing processes is becoming increasingly
difÀcult as feature sizes decrease. Organic semiconductors offer the advantage of realizing complex electronic circuits with a single semiconducting layer, deposited by simple
coating techniques. The problem is that organic polymers’ crystal lattice structures are
far from perfect, and constructing polymeric materials that have semiconducting properties efÀciently has been a huge challenge. If this challenge can be overcome, polymers that are much simpler to manufacture can be used in microelectronics and other
advanced technologies.143
The problem with polymers is that in order to have a useable semiconducting property,
the conjugated pi-electron orbital systems of organic polymeric molecules must exist
in a state that can mimic the delocalization network of traditional inorganic semiconducting materials like silicon. The rates of current transfer through conjugated pi-electron
systems currently lag the rates possible with silicon-based semiconductors. However,
manufacturing organic electronic materials is much simpler and less costly than traditional silicon/metallic materials. Furthermore, organic materials can be used to create
what is known as “Áexible electronics,” which have many potential uses.144 For example,
142. Giorgio ell͛Erba, Alessandro Luǌio, ario Natali, :uŚǁan <iŵ, ongyoon <Śiŵ, ong-zu <iŵ, zong-zong NoŚ,
and Dario Caironi, “Krganic intergrated circuits Ĩor inĨoŵraƟon storage based on aŵbipolar polyŵers and cŚarge
inũecƟon engineering,” Applied Whysics >eƩers 104, No.15 (16 April 2014).
143. I.G. ,ill, . Dillron, :. ScŚǁartǌ, and A. <aŚn, “Krganic seŵiconductor interĨaces: electronic structure and transport properƟes,” Applied SurĨace Science 166 (2000): 354-362.
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organic electronics
could make them signiÀcantly more affordable. For organic electronics that are likely
to be low processing (e.g., display electronics) and inexpensive, their degradation due
to AEC mechanisms will be less of an issue in terms of material sustainment – at least in
environments where they can be easily replaced.
If major breakthroughs occur in the science of organic semiconducting materials, the
result could be organic transistors that perform as well as their inorganic counterparts.
We already know that the electrical properties of organic semiconductors degrade due
to the effects of gamma radiation, but it is not clear why that is so.145 One “educated
guess” is that these atomic effects create disorder that disrupts the ability to establish
the needed conjugated pi-electron system in these materials. But if newer, high-speed
organic electronics are developed, and these remain susceptible to AEC, then it will be
important to understand the degradation mechanisms induced by AEC146. The point
is that as organic semiconductors are developed, it is also necessary to explore the
degradation mechanisms that may affect their performance and longevity. Given the
potential versatility and cost-effectiveness associated with organic microelectronics,
there could be a successful future for these technologies in critical DoD systems. Thus, it
is in DoD’s interest to further research such materials, and to consider the impacts AEC
can have on the reliability of such materials.

composites
Composites are unique hybrids of materials that contain elements of metals, non-metals, and polymers. Composites can degrade as other materials do, and the impacts of
small changes in the molecular structures of these materials could contribute to their
eventual macroscopic failure. If and when these materials are used at the micro and
nano scales, atomic effects may result in degradation of a composite’s desired properties to a level that is unacceptable for the particular needs of that material. So we
cannot rule out signiÀcant AEC in composites. Given the complex atomic structures and
variety of chemical structures contained within composites, however, the investigation
and discussion of degradation in composite materials is deferred to the next book addressing biological effects corrosion.

145. L.G. Kaake, P.F. Barbara, and X.Y. Zhu, “Intrinsic Charge Trapping in Organic and Polymeric Semiconductors: A
Physical Chemistry PerspecƟve,” The :ournal oĨ Whysical Chemistry >eƩers 1, No. 3 (2010): 628-635.
146. alaver Anũum, Rachild Sougrat, Kui Zhao, and Aram Amassian, “InvesƟgaƟon oĨ radiaƟon eīects on the properƟes oĨ organic semiconductors using loǁ-dose TED analysis,” Microscopy and Microanalysis 18, No. 2 (May
2012): 1436-1437.

APPENDIX 
AEC In DoD Military Infrastructures and
Systems Containing Microelectronics
This appendix provides examples of atomic effects corrosion (AEC) degrading system
functionality. The appendix is organized into two parts: the Àrst part discusses AEC in
microelectronics; the second part discusses AEC in the nuclear reactors on Navy submarines. The purpose of the appendix is to provide illustrative examples for which AEC
matters to the sustained operation of DoD systems and infrastructure.
In 1958 the Department of Defense, in collaboration with the Department of Energy,
conducted a nuclear test series under the designation Operation HARDTACK in the PaciÀc Ocean and Nevada. This series of 35 tests occurred in three parts.1 The Àrst part was
an examination of the basic effects on ground motion, structures, and materials following a nuclear blast from megaton devices. The second part was aimed at studying the
effects of nuclear blasts underwater. The third part was aimed at understanding nuclear
weapons in air and ballistic missile defense.
Project 6.3 in Operation HARDTACK was afÀliated with the Àrst part of the series. This project had three objectives, stated as follows:
´  H[SRVHHOHFWURQLFFRPSRQHQWSDUWVDQGPDWHULDOVWKDWDUHXVHG
LQRUGQDQFHHOHFWURQLFIX]HVWRWKHVDPHUDGLDWLRQHQYLURQPHQWWKDW
ZLOOEHH[SHULHQFHGE\WKHIX]HVZKHQWKH\DUHWDFWLFDOO\RSHUDWHG
RU VWRUHG LQ WKH YLFLQLW\ RI D QXFOHDU GHWRQDWLRQ   HYDOXDWH WKH
SHUIRUPDQFH RI FRPSRQHQW SDUWV DQG PDWHULDOV XQGHU VLPXODWHG
RSHUDWLQJ FRQGLWLRQV EHIRUH GXULQJ DQG DIWHU D GHWRQDWLRQ DQG
 HYDOXDWHWKHEHKDYLRURIDQRSHUDWLQJFDSWLYHW\SLFDOJXLGHG
missile fuze V\VWHP &RUSRUDO ZKHQH[SRVHGWRWKHVDPHUDGLDWLRQ
HQYLURQPHQWDVWKHLQGLYLGXDOHOHFWURQLFFRPSRQHQWSDUWVµ
These tests were analyzing the effects of radiation following neutron Áuxes of 1012 neutrons/cm2 s and 10,000 Roentgen (which is approximately 93 Sievert; Sv) of gamma radiation. The results of this test series led to the conclusion that the reliability of electronic
systems operating in the vicinity of a nuclear blast will likely be compromised.3 Although
the precise mechanisms for radiation-induced failures in electronic systems were unknown, by 1961 the DoD knew that electronic systems could degrade due to the effects
of radiation.

1.
2.
3.

eĨense Nuclear Agency, “OperaƟng ,ARTACK I,” Department oĨ DeĨense (1958), hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.dƟc.milͬdƟcͬtrͬ
Ĩullteǆtͬu2ͬa136819.pdĨ.
E.E. Conrad, B.:. obriansky, A. Simon, R.t. Tucker and F.N. timenitǌ, “OPERATION ,ARTACK, Eīects oĨ Nuclear
RadiaƟon on Electronic Fuǌe Components and Materials,” DeĨense Technical /nĨormaƟon Center (April ʹ Oct
1958), hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.dƟc.milͬdocsͬcitaƟonsͬAA995242.
eĨense Nuclear Agency, “OperaƟng ,ARTACK I,” Department oĨ DeĨense (1958), hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.dƟc.milͬdƟcͬtrͬ
Ĩullteǆtͬu2ͬa136819.pdĨ.
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The B-52, Navy A4D, and Navy F54 aircraft were also tested to determine the radiation
effects on their structural components. No measurements regarding the impacts on the
micro- or nanostructures within these aircraft materials were recorded because the necessary technologies to do so did not exist. Despite this limitation, it was clear that material properties could degrade due to exposure to high-energy radiation environments,
such as those that exist following a nuclear blast.
In sum, AEC is not a new phenomenon, we now do have the means to measure impact
on micro- and nanolevel structures, and we propose that it is time to recognize AEC’s
importance in the corrosion spectrum in order to combat the total impact of corrosion
on DoD equipment, infrastructures and systems. AEC can directly destroy nanomaterial
capabilities, and can indirectly act as a catalyst or nucleating event that leads to accelerated microscopic and macroscopic material failures, in both cases resulting in a loss of
capabilities. The purpose of this appendix is to examine these
two degradation pathways in detail within the context of the
AEC is not a new
phenomenon,
equipment, infrastructures, and systems that are important to
but it is time to
our military forces. To do so, we have chosen two illustrative
recognize its
examples: we discuss direct damage effects to microelecimportance in the
tronic systems, and indirect damage effects to Navy nuclear
corrosion spectrum.
powered submarines.

direct aec damage: loss of capability in
microelectronic material properties
This section will provide a more in depth analysis of how materials degradation in microelectronics due to AEC can adversely affect military equipment, and to emphasize the
importance of creating an appropriate material sustainment strategy to combat these
impacts. This section is divided into four parts that together provide a complete “story”
of AEC in speciÀc DoD assets that contain microelectronics.
First, we present a historical context regarding the relationship between DoD capabilities and microelectronics, to provide background that demonstrates the importance of
reliable, trusted microelectronics in DoD assets. Second, we describe the fundamental
components of microelectronics systems in order to establish the scientiÀc underpinnings
for explaining how these component parts can be destroyed by phenomena associated with AEC, and how these phenomena can lead to failures in critical DoD equipment.
Third, we provide examples of two types of AEC degradation that can degrade the core
components of any state-of-the-art microelectronic component; the point is to demonstrate the importance of a material sustainment strategy that incorporates the impacts
of AEC. Due to the almost ubiquitous nature of microelectronics in many DoD assets and
the continued application of even more advanced microelectronics, we do not discuss
the microelectronics in a speciÀc system, but rather the mechanisms that can lead to
the destruction of virtually any microelectronics component. A complete description of
how AEC can lead to the failure of each of the microelectronic systems within a complex
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system such as the F-35 (-oint Strike Fighter), for example, would warrant an entire book
in and of itself.
Fourth, the Ànal part of this section focuses on preparing a material sustainment strategy
for AEC. In this we discuss current approaches to predicting failures due to AEC and how
these can be incorporated into the CPO’s corrosion prevention and control strategies to
create a more complete material sustainment strategy that combats materials degradation mechanisms throughout the corrosion spectrum.

History of Microelectronics in Military use
Many would argue that no technology advance of the twentieth century transformed
the capabilities of the United States military as much as microelectronics. In less than a
generation, microelectronics have enabled massive advances in the communications
technologies, radar detection systems, and computing capabilities, to name a few
examples, compared to what we had during WWII and the Korean War. The electronic
systems of the past were limited in their performance by factors such as the size restrictions of electronic circuit components (e.g., capacitors, vacuum tubes, individual
transistors, and so forth). The need for higher performance electronics led the DoD to
invest heavily in miniaturizing the components of electronic systems.4 Without these investments by the DoD, it is quite likely the microelectronics industry would be decades
behind where it is today.
A primary goal in microelectronics has always been miniaturization. The smaller you can
make components for an electronic circuit, the more components you can put into
a given volume (e.g., on a single chip) and the more complex conÀgurations can be
designed. The ability to increase the density of components and complexity of design
features led to many new capabilities of microelectronics that were not possible in 1904
when the Àrst diode was invented by -ohn Ambrose Flemming.5 In fact, it was the invention of the Àrst bipolar transistor in 1948 at Bell Telephone Laboratories6 that made the
Àeld of microelectronics possible. Until that time, transistors, the switches in electronic
circuits, were bulky and required the use of vacuum tubes. The bipolar transistor created
the ability to move electrons in a controlled manner through a solid state rather than a
vacuum tube system. This was the crucial Àrst step needed for miniaturization.
The original bipolar transistors were about the size of dice (ridiculously large by today’s
standards, but orders of magnitude smaller than vacuum tubes); over time, advances in
transistor design enabled size reductions to the point that they were eventually the size of
a spec of dirt. As transistors began to approach the size at which they could not be seen
with the naked eye, a new problem began to emerge. The components on an electrical circuit are connected through pieces of metal known as interconnecting wires (or
simply interconnects). These interconnects are the roads by which electrical current can

4.
5.
6.

:ohn . Moteī, “The Role oĨ o͛s Investment in Electronics on the ecline oĨ the Consumer Electronics Industry,” /ndustrial Cellege oĨ the Armed &orces (tashington C: Aug 1995- Aug 1996), hƩp:ͬͬoai.dƟc.milͬoaiͬoai͍ver
bсgetRecordΘmetadataPreĮǆсhtmlΘidenƟĮerсAA314887.
o MEA Microelectronics Trusted Source,” ephyr Whotonics, 2015, Accessed 28 Sept 2015, hƩps:ͬͬ
en.ǁikipedia.orgͬǁikiͬ:ohnͺAmbroseͺFleming.
Peter Ashburn, Si'e ,eteroũuncƟon ipolar Transistors (England: :ohn tiley Θ Sons Ltd., 2003), 1, 2.
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travel, and the complex orchestration of the Áow of electricity through the circuit gives it
the ability to do things such as compute and store information. As components became
smaller, more components could be placed onto chips, but this led to a problem of
numbers of interconnects. At the time, chips were assembled by hand and the military
requirements for chips were becoming sensitive enough that consistency in interconnect
length and thickness (and thus electrical resistance) began to matter. What this meant
was that a new method of chip manufacture was needed that didn’t require circuits be
built by hand.
In 1959, -ack Kilby of Texas Instruments helped solve this problem with the invention of the
integrated circuit (IC).7 This pursuit was driven largely by the needs of the space race and
demands associated with the Cold War. In the 1960s, the DoD’s Minuteman program, a
nuclear-armed ballistic missile program, required approximately 4000 ICs per month.89
This program was needed to ensure military superiority during the cold war by deterring
other nations from engaging in open conÁict with the United States for fear we could
overmatch them in a nuclear exchange.10 At the same time, the DoD was also investing
heavily in the development of satellites for multiple purposes, from communications to
surveillance to remote sensing. Combined, these programs meant that the DoD required
not just more, but better, miniaturized electronic components. Increased funding into
microelectronics R D resulted in the development of new transistors and ICs that created breakthroughs in new applications such as phased array radar and smaller-scale
computer technologies; improved ICs enabled the higher processing speeds required to
make these new systems viable.
By the 1970s, following the DoD’s support of the very high-speed integrated-circuit
(9HSIC) program, major weapons systems began to incorporate increasing numbers
of electronic components, leading to improved capabilities. ICs were included in numerous advanced systems, such as the F-16 Àghter, Trident ballistic missile submarine,
and also smaller systems such as Stinger, Maverick and TOW guided missiles.11 As DoD
systems incorporated ICs, commercial IC applications were also becoming a viable
market for industry. As commercial IC applications expanded, industry began regarding
commercial applications as a lucrative marketplace. As a result, DoD eventually lost
the leadership role in the microelectronics market. With commercial applications driving
advances in microelectronics, DoD struggled to ensure the defense systems that relied
on microelectronic components incorporated the latest state-of-the-art microelectronics. Furthermore, as commercial markets continued to develop, “disposable” electronics
became more common: why would a consumer try to maintain the 100 electronic
calculator when he could replace it with a better model for 20. Such economies were
not available, however, for sophisticated weapons systems. Thus, the DoD was faced
7.

“The ,istory oĨ the Integrated Circuit,” Eoďelpriǌe.org, May 5 2003, Accessed Sept 29, 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.nobelpriǌe.orgͬeducaƟonalͬphysicsͬintegratedͺcircuitͬhistoryͬ.
8. :ohn . Moteī, “The Role oĨ o͛s Investment in Electronics on the elcine oĨ the Consumer Electronics Industry,” /ndustrial College oĨ the Armed &orces (tashington, C: NaƟonal eĨense University, 1996).
9. “Minuteman Missile ,istory,” StrategicͲAirͲCommand, Accessed 29 Sept 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.strategic-air-command.comͬmissilesͬMinutemanͬMinutemanͺMissileͺ,istory.htm.
10. “Air Force ,istories Released through Archive Laǁsuit Shoǁ CauƟous Presidents Overruling Air Force Plans Ĩor
Early Use oĨ Nuclear teapons,” The EaƟonal Security Archive (George tashington University, 30 April 2008),
hƩp:ͬͬnsarchive.gǁu.eduͬnukevaultͬebb249ͬ.
11. /ďid..
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with the need to maintain sophisticated systems for long life-cycles in a microelectronics market that was simply throwing out old devices and replacing them with newer,
better, less expensive models. <et even with regard to microelectronics components,
DoD could not simply insert newer commercial ICs because they were not compatible
with other existing system components. In sum, the DoD faced a dilemma: it was costly
to custom build their own state-of-the-art microelectronic components, but they could
not simply swap out the more affordable state-of-the-art microelectronics designed for
commercial applications.
This problem still exists within the DoD today. High-volume microelectronics are designed
almost exclusively for commercial applications, and new generations of microelectronics emerge every few years. On the other hand, the DoD has to integrate electronic
components into sophisticated systems, such as the like the F-35, that take years to develop. As a result, the microelectronics in many new systems are out of date compared
to commercial designs before the new systems are even Àelded. In order to manage the
costs associated with Àelding and maintaining sophisticated systems, microelectronic
components must last much more than the few years common to commercial microelectronic systems.12 Thus, understanding all the ways in which microelectronic components can degrade, to include considering the harsher environments in which DoD systems must operate, is extremely important. This means the DoD must understand the
impacts of AEC on systems containing microelectronics components, and develop material sustainment strategies to prevent their premature failure, thus ensuring they function reliably when the military needs them.

Microelectronics Basics
Microelectronics, as the name suggests, are made of the same basic components as traditional electronics – e.g., transistors, resistors, capacitors, inductors, and diodes – except
their individual component dimensions are many times smaller than can be seen by the
naked eye. In recent years, components have reached sizes of
less than 10 nm, which is well within the range where single atom
DoD has
to integrate
defects can adversely affect a component’s performance. This
electronic
section will brieÁy review the various types of basic components
components into
used in microelectronics, how they function, and some of their
sophisticated
common uses. Understanding how a system’s components work
systems that take
helps to understand how the components can fail, and the conyears to develop.
sequences their failures can have on the overall system.
Electronics are so named because they make use of the Áow of electrons in materials:
for example, making calculations and storing information by moving electrons around
and placing them in speciÀc locations. Individual components interact with each other,
and external users interact with the electronics system as a whole; electric potential differences, also known as voltages, make the movements of electrons and interactions of
electronic components possible. In the next few paragraphs, we brieÁy overview electronic component functions.
12. epartment oĨ eĨense, “epartment oĨ eĨense Assured Microelectronics Policy,” Kĸce oĨ the hnder Secretary
oĨ DeĨense Ĩor AcƋuisiƟon, Technology, and >ogisƟcs, :uly 2014.
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Resistors resist the Áow of electric current, and in doing so generate a measurable voltage drop as electric currents move through resistive components.13 All objects have a
natural resistance to electric current; the amount of resistance depends on the speciÀc
material, as well as the size and shape of the object. When used in electronics, resistors
must have a speciÀc, known resistance so that designers can predict what voltages
need to be applied to achieve desired results. In normal electronics, the type of material
is the main factor in determining the value of an individual resistor, but as microelectronics become smaller and smaller, the size and shape of a resistor takes over as the dominant factor determining the value of a resistor. The dimensions become so small, in fact,
that even the electrical resistance of components not used as resistors must be carefully
taken into account. Therefore, considering the electrical resistance of all microelectronics components inÁuences the design and physical layout of the entire system. Since the
typical distance between two atoms in a microelectronics component is roughly half
a nanometer, when entire component sizes are only 10 nanometers or less, a change
in the properties of one atom in that component can change the dimensions of that
component signiÀcantly, and in turn alter its resistance.
The purpose of capacitors in electronics is to store charges (electrons and positively
charged ions). They are composed of two pieces of electrically conductive material,
the electrodes, which are separated from each other by an electrically insulating material, the dielectric. These individual electrodes are then connected to the circuit. Applied
voltages cause electrons to accumulate on one electrode, which causes an excess
amount of electrical charge and attracts positive ions in the other electrode towards it.
The insulating material between the electrodes, however, prevents the electrons from
travelling directly between the electrodes. It is only when the electrodes are connected
to the circuit, and a full path through conductive material opens up, that the electrons
can Áow from the electrode where they have been stored to the other electrode, and
balance the electric Àelds. In order for a capacitor to function correctly, electrons must
not be able to pass directly between the two electrodes, thus the dielectric is a critical
part of the capacitor. On the macroscopic scale, many materials are sufÀciently insulating that passing an electric current through them is extremely unlikely. However, when
capacitor dimensions are reduced to only a few nanometers thick, there are very few
materials capable of preventing at least a few electrons from passing through them. Furthermore, some dielectrics can increase the amount of charge a capacitor can store,
not through stronger insulation, but instead through the ability to polarize, meaning that
even smaller degradations in their performance can allow them to pass current and
cause the capacitor to fail. Capacitors designed for today’s microelectronics have extremely exacting properties, and even slight deviations can cause signiÀcant changes.
Inductors are coils of wire and they function to resist changes in electrical current; that
is, inductors are used to smooth out Áuctuations in current. Inductors are used almost
exclusively in analog circuits. In the current digital age, analog circuits are becoming
13. Because oĨ Ohm͛s laǁ, ǁhich states that the siǌe oĨ the voltage in an obũect is proporƟonal to the siǌe oĨ the current Ňoǁing through that obũect, mulƟplied by the resistance oĨ that obũect: sсIR.
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increasingly rare, but there are still specialized applications, such as communications
and signal recording, in which inductors are used. Faraday’s law states that any change
in an electric Àeld (or current) generates a magnetic Àeld, therefore an inductor generates magnetic Àelds when operating. These magnetic Àelds extend into the region
surrounding the inductor. Magnetic Àelds, especially changing ones, are often dangerous to electronics. Engineers attempt to take magnetic Àeld generation into account
when designing microchips that use inductors; however, engineering models are neither
completely accurate, nor do they always account for the Àelds produced by a misÀring
or improperly operating inductor. Inductors thus present not only the risk of degrading
themselves, but in the process of degrading also induce the added risk of their magnetic
Àelds causing the degradation of surrounding materials. As inductor dimensions become
smaller to meet the demands of modern state-of-the-art microelectronics, the integrity
of their underlying lattice structures increases.
Diodes function as one-way gates. Today’s diodes are almost exclusively solid-state,
made from semiconductors. The way that unidirectional current Áow is achieved is by
sandwiching two pieces of the same material together. One piece, however, has been
doped with atoms that add extra electrons to the material (called n-doped), while the
other piece has been doped with atoms that add extra holes (called p-doped). When
the two pieces are placed in contact with each other, the extra electrons and holes in
the region surrounding the contact point can move across the contact boundary and
cancel each other out. The region around the boundary where this charge cancellation
happens is called the “space-charge region.” The movement of electrons and holes
across the boundary is mainly possible because the n- and p-type pieces are made of
the same material, which minimizes other differences that would restrict such electron
movement.
In the resulting setup, illustrated in the Àgure below, one side of the diode has excess
holes to carry electrical current, and the other side of the diode has excess electrons
to carry current, but the center of the diode has a region with no particles available to

Diagram of the diffusion across a pn junction, with the resultant uncovered
space charges, the electric Àeld and the drift currents/Inductiveload
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carry current. When the diode is hooked up to a circuit, however, if the voltage is placed
across the diode in one direction (left to right, for example, in the Àgure below) then
it pulls some of the electrons back over to the n-doped side, which shrinks the spacecharge region, allowing current to Áow in that direction across the diode. If the voltage
across the diode is in the other direction, however, more electrons will be pushed into the
p-doped side and will simply Àll the holes, and the circuit will not conduct current. One
can also think of the voltage as causing the space-charge region to grow, strengthening

The basic operation of an NPN B-T in Active mode/Inductiveload

the blockade for current across the diode. The purpose of a diode is to allow current to
Áow in one direction but not the other. For diodes, and p-n junctions in general, the properties of the p- and n-doped regions must be controlled in order to work properly. AEC
that causes degradation of either side, or of the space-charge region in the center, can
either cause the blockade to break down and allow current to Áow in both directions, or
to persist when it should not and therefore block all current from Áowing.
By far the most common component in microelectronics is the transistor. A transistor acts
like a gate for electrical current. When the gate is open, the transistor can conduct
electrical current. When the gate is closed, current will not Áow through it. To achieve
this function, transistors use the advantages of doping, similarly to the p-n junctions used
in diodes.
The most basic type of transistor is a bipolar junction transistor (B-T), and it is formed by
two similarly doped regions of a semiconductor separated by a thin region of oppositely
doped semiconductor. It is very similar to placing two p-n junctions next to each other.
The outer pieces can be electron doped, called an n-p-n type, or they can be hole
doped, called a p-n-p type. Figure 2 shows the basic design of a B-T. For explanation
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purposes, we will describe an n-p-n type B-T. This type of transistor differs from two simple
diodes connected to each other in opposite orientations in that one of the n-type regions is more heavily doped than its counterpart. The more heavily n-doped section is
called the emitter and the less heavily n-doped section the collector, with the p-doped
region in between called the base.
The mismatch in doping levels between the two electron rich regions means that current
will naturally Áow from the emitter to the collector, however the opposite doping in the
base prevents this. The base is electrically connected to the rest of the circuit as well, and
a voltage applied to it determines how high or low its resistance is to the Áow of electrons
from the emitter to the collector. When the resistance is low the gate is open, and when
the resistance is high the gate is closed.
The amount of voltage needed to control the base in a B-T is extremely small, especially
compared to the voltage difference across the junction that can be achieved, meaning
that a small change in voltage can control a much larger change in voltage, making B-T
transistors extremely useful for amplifying signals, as switches, or as components of logic
circuits. Because the difference in doping of the n-regions is what makes the B-T work, it
is inherently designed to only work in one direction, different from the other basic type of
transistor (the Àeld effect transistor), which can work with current Áowing either direction.
The Àgure below shows the layout of a Àeld effect transistor (FET). Instead of an emitter
and collector, electricity Áows through a transistor from the source region into the drain
region. The source and drain regions are surrounded by what is commonly called the
bulk region. -ust as with the B-T, we will describe the case when the source and drain regions are n-doped and the bulk is p-doped, but FETs can also have p-doped source and
drains, with an n-doped bulk. A thin layer of insulating material is placed on the surface
of the bulk between the source and drain. A conductive material is then placed on top
of the insulating layer, forming what is called the “gate.”

Field effect transistor of the n-p-n type/ Cyril BUTTA<
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Both electrons from the source and drain, and holes already present in the bulk, populate the region in the bulk directly between the source and drain. These opposing charges cancel each other out, so that no charge carriers remain to conduct current within
that region, named the charge depletion region. Both the source and drain are equally
doped, meaning that when the transistor is not connected to anything, there is no electric Àeld that would cause current to Áow between them. However, when voltage is applied between the source and drain regions, a current can Áow through the bulk, around
the charge depletion region. Applying a voltage to the gate can have two different effects on the transistor: negative voltage applied to the gate, brings more electrons near
it, expanding the charge depletion region and cutting off the Áow of current through the
bulk; positive voltage applied to the gate pushes electrons away from it, shrinking the
charge depletion region and allowing more current to Áow. Electricity can Áow either
direction when the channel is open, and the source designates the region where the
current Áows into the transistor. Thus the n-doped region on the left in Figure 3 can be the
source at one point in time, or the drain at a later point. The bi-directional nature of FETs
makes them more versatile than B-Ts.
A simpler, modiÀed version of the FET, known as the junction Àeld effect transistor (-FET)
uses the same principle described above, except the gate closes off a conducting
channel instead of opening one. In the design of a -FET, shown in the Àgure below the
source and drain regions are not separated and, instead, are merely part of the bulk.
The bulk region is made up of a doped semiconductor with a very narrow section, and
the gate is merely a region of oppositely doped material next to the narrow section of
the bulk. The gate is controlled by a voltage that, when increased, attracts the doped
charge carriers in the narrow section of the bulk to the gate region, effectively pulling
them out of the bulk and creating a charge depletion region that stops electrons from
Áowing through the bulk.

Scheme of n-junction Àeld-effect transistor de/ Norro
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No transistor works perfectly, meaning that the Áow of electricity across the bulk or
charge depletion region (CDR) can never be stopped completely, or open to the
point of causing zero resistance. Furthermore, switching the base from closed to open
requires that carriers be injected into or removed from it, and opening up the CDR
requires that electrons travel through the bulk to that region, which does not happen
instantaneously. Research in transistor technology seeks not only to make the transistors
physically smaller, but also to improve how well the base can insulate in the “closed”
state, how well it can conduct in the “open” state, and how reliably and quickly it can
switch between those states.
Transistors perform different functions, such as gates or ampliÀers, and their speciÀc functions are controlled by many different design parameters. Therefore it is important not
only to understand how transistors function, but the different parts they play in systemlevel applications. There are entire books written on this topic; to illustrate it, let’ use the
communications system in an unmanned aerial vehicle (UA9) as an example.
A drone’s Àrst step in communicating with its pilot is receiving the control signal. This signal has been sent from some distance away and the signal strength is usually relatively
small; also, the control signal is embedded in the surrounding “noise” of electromagnetic
waves of many different frequencies from many other sources. Inductors and capacitors
are used to isolate a single desired frequency from the cacophony the UA9 antenna
picks up. If any of those components deteriorates signiÀcantly, then the antenna won’t
be able to isolate the intended frequency, and therefore won’t even receive the communication from the pilot. Assume for the purpose that there has been no degradation,
and the control signal is successfully detected. That signal will Àrst be ampliÀed, most
likely by serving as the controlling voltage for a larger current running through a B-T.
Once the signal has been boosted, it must be converted from an analog wave to a
digital signal of ones and zeros, a process that heavily employs transistors and diodes.
Failure at this step compromises the communications packet.
If the instructions from the pilot are successfully received, ampliÀed, and converted,
the digital signal must then be analyzed by the drone’s onboard computer. By far the
most common use of transistors is as logic gates, which are the basic building blocks of
processor chips. Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) are most
frequently used for this function. When any computer analysis job is performed, current
Áows through a series of logic gates, and the speciÀc computations determine which
gates are open and which are closed, which controls where the electrical current Áows
and thus the outcome the computer reaches. When a transistor inside a chip fails, that
can affect one type of calculation or many, depending on where the transistor is placed
and its role in the computation. A transistor failure could cause a slight miscalculation
in the instructions received, or a complete failure of the communications system in the
drone to interpret the pilot’s instructions. The results of the instructions control the components (e.g., motors that control the Áight surfaces, or weapons release controls) within
the drone. These components also include microelectronics that are involved in carrying
out the instructions. So even if the central computer functions properly and can communicate with its pilot, failures of the electronics in the motors that steer the drone or release
its payload could have catastrophic results. Therefore the speciÀc use of the transistor, in
addition to its design, determines the nature of failures that might happen.
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Fundamentally, an AEC-induced fault in a single micro component such as a transistor
could result in a macro system failure. As we have already said, as the components in
microelectronics become smaller, single or a few atomic effects could lead to that component failure. The future of microelectronics is nanoelectronics. Components of electronic circuits are going to continue to decrease in size, and future DoD systems are going to incorporate new electronic systems composed of nanomaterials that will be
extremely susceptible to the impacts of AEC. The basic principles that govern the components (i.e., diodes, transistors, etc.) of current microelectronics will continue to be used
in the nanoelectronic components of the future. As the DoD acquires future systems, a
complete material sustainment strategy needs to consider how AEC can lead to failures
in DoD systems due to changes in the underlying atomic properties of microelectronic
components, as well as other “traditional” forms of corrosion.

Degradation of Microelectroincs By AEC
In this section, we present a more detailed discussion than that in chapter 2 regarding single event effects in microelectronics caused by AEC. These effects represent the
“direct” types of damage that can be caused by AEC: that is, AEC that can lead to
component failures. Following this description, we provide an example of how AEC in
a microelectronic circuit can catalyze degradation of that circuit, as
well as showing how failure to consider such impacts can impair the
AEC can
ability to predict material failure with accuracy. These degradation
lead to
events represent how “indirect” damage can also occur in microeleccomponent
failures.
tronics due to AEC, and these effects can become the catalysts for
classical degradation.

Single Event Effects in Microelectronics
Currently, the main concern with radiation effects on microelectronics relates to “single
event effects” (SEEs). These include single-event upsets (SEUs) wherein a bit within the
microcircuit is changed from its correct value. In a memory chip, this can change the
stored value. Multi-bit upsets are also possible, wherein a set of bits are changed. For the
most part, SEEs are “soft errors,” meaning that the damage is limited to the error, and that
any permanent damage is insigniÀcant and inconsequential. It is however possible, for a
SEE to cause a “hard error,” wherein some part of the microcircuit is permanently damaged. For example, a “single event latchup” (SEL) can, in some instances, cause high
currents that damage channels or junctions to cause a hard error. Single-event upsets
(SEUs) are particularly problematic for SRAM Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs),
and are becoming more signiÀcant as geometries continue to get smaller.14 A change
to the stored bit stream that programs the FPGA can cause a program error, which might
cause a failure upon execution. Whether a soft or hard error, radiation-caused events
typically cause a degradation of the microelectronic device.

14. r. Keith E. ,olbert, “Single Event Eīects,” Ariǌona State hniversity, 18 :an 2006, Accessed 7 Oct 2015, hƩp:ͬͬ
holbert.Ĩaculty.asu.eduͬeee560ͬsee.html.
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Most of the consequences of single-event effects are due to ionization tracks from
charged particles that are emitted due to a nuclear event within the chip. These events
are instigated by external radiation with a source typically from one of the following:
• A galactic cosmic ray that has made it through the atmosphere
to arrive at the terrestrial level to interact with the microelectronic
device, or a byproduct of a cosmic ray in a cascade event in the
atmosphere. The particles of signiÀcance are generally neutrons.15
• Alpha particles emitted as radiation from a contaminating source in close
proximity to the semiconductor. These can originate from uranium or thorium
contaminants in packaging material, from an alpha emitter such as a
byproduct of a lead isotope in solder, or an alpha particle cosmic ray.
• A decay product from an isotopic transmutation that has taken place by
virtue of the absorption of a neutron within the active layers of the microcircuit
(i.e., neutron activation within the microchip). For example, absorption of
a cosmic neutron in an elastic collision with a silicon atom nucleus.
• Neutrons produced by radioactive materials or other sources of nuclear particles.
Neutrons will pass through many materials, so special shielding is often required,
and the shielding material can subsequently cause secondary emissions.
SEEs are typically instigated by linear energy transfer (LET), which is categorized according to a measure of energy deposited in a material. High-LET radiation is generally
caused by protons, neutrons, or alpha particles. Low-LET radiation comes from photons
(including ;-rays and gamma rays), electrons, positrons and muons.16 In either case, energy is transferred to create a shower of ion charges deposited into the microelectronics
material, creating electron-hole pairs, some of which can be trapped and change the
properties of the electrical components such as diodes, capacitors, and transistors. At
sufÀcient energy levels, transients in microelectronics at reverse bias junctions can cause
irreparable damage. Exceeding the peak reverse bias on a diode can cause breakdown, which is why static discharges are avoided with microelectronics. Both high and
low LET events can cause problems as gate sizes in transistors become extremely Àne.
Traditionally, the reliability of microelectronics is measured in Failures in Time (FIT). One
FIT is equivalent to one error (hard or soft) per 109 hours (one billion hours) of operation.
Soft error rates in microchips can vary from a few hundred to many thousands of FITs.17
At 100,000 FIT, one can expect roughly one error per year of continuous operation. Hard
error rates are expected to be less than 10 FIT. For SRAM memory chips with gigabit
capacities, soft error rates of 50,000 FIT are typical, according to one source.18 For most
consumer applications, this is not a signiÀcant problem, especially given that most consumers replace their computers, cell phones and other devices every few years.

15. “Measurement and ReporƟng oĨ Alpha ParƟcle and Terrestrial Cosmic Ray-Induced SoŌ Errors in Semiconductor
evices,” :EDEC Solid State Technology AssociaƟon (Arlington, sA) 2001.
16. Claude Leroy and Pier-Giorgio Rancoita, Wrinciples oĨ RadiaƟon /nteracƟon in MaƩer and DetecƟon (torld
ScienƟĮc, Sep 2011).
17. Santosh Kumar, Shalu Agarǁal, and :ae Pil :ung, “SoŌ Error Issue and Importance oĨ Loǁ Alpha Solders Ĩor Microelectronics Packaging,” Rev. Advanced Materials Science 34 (2013): 185-202.
18. /ďid.
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For certain DoD applications, this could be problematic, both due to their operating environments and the extended life cycles we expect from military systems. For example,
aircraft Áying at an altitude of 30,000 feet or higher are subject to neutron densities hundreds of times higher than at sea level. One can expect FIT rates for soft errors to increase
proportionately. For hard errors, greater scaling is possible as multiple events in proximity
within a microchip might compound problems, causing a degradation that eventually
results in failure. Much research relates to NASA and DoD satellite systems, where it is
understood that microelectronic components are subject to various kinds of radiation effects, both within the earth’s atmosphere and outer space. For NASA, a single event upset (SEU) is deÀned as “radiation-induced error in microelectronic circuits caused when
charged particles (usually from the radiation belts or from cosmic rays) lose energy by
ionizing the medium through which they pass, leaving behind a wake of electron-hole
pairs.”19 As such, a SEU is typically a soft or recoverable problem, but can also cause
degradation of the material. When an SEE causes a hard error, it is clearly a degradation event. In space electronics, SEUs are caused by galactic cosmic rays, cosmic solar
particles, and are often heavily inÁuenced by solar Áares or protons trapped in radiation
belts. There are various other kinds of single damage events including single event transients (SETs), single event latchups (SELs) and single event burnouts (SEBs). Cumulative
damage is also possible due to repeated ionizing events that overlap in critical areas.
In terrestrial applications, the radiation of consequence is most likely to be neutron
events from cosmic rays and nearby radiation sources, and alpha particles from nearby materials. These events may be rare, but can cause upsets and reliability problems,
and might become more consequential in new forms of microelectronics. Similarly,
electronics conÀned to the earth’s surface in close proximity to high neutron Áuxes can
experience higher rates of SEEs, and potentially greater rates of hard errors, including
degradation-induced failure. For example, electronics embedded deep within a nuclear power plant might be well-shielded from gamma radiation, but still experience
high neutron Áux density.
U.S. industries are developing microchips with increasing numbers of nanometer-sized
components, yet we counter that advantage by having to use “brute force” design
techniques such as incorporating multiple redundancies into those chips so that if one
component fails, a backup component is available to pick up its function. This design also
introduces additional computational (processing) requirements to check whether or not
the primary component has failed so a backup needs to take
over. If, however, we can understand the VSHFLÀFPHFKDQLVPV
U.S. industries
of AEC degradation and their implications on nanotechnolare developing
ogy systems, then we may be able to devise other ways to
microchips with
overcome these AEC effects. As a result, we may no longer
increasing numbers
need to resort to building in redundancies, or may at least be
of nanometer-sized
components.
able to reduce redundancies. This is one motivation behind
addressing AEC as a degradation/corrosion mechanism – and
19. Claude Leroy and Pier-Giorgio Rancoita, Wrinciples oĨ RadiaƟon /nteracƟon in MaƩer and DetecƟon (torld
ScienƟĮc, Sep 2011).
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it is why this non-classical degradation phenomenology is important to understand in
order to promote improved material sustainment policies.

AEC Catalyzed Electromigration in Microelectronics
The DoD has many assets that critically rely on microelectronics and thus identifying
the various phenomena that can cause degradation in these systems is essential for
proper material sustainment strategies. The goal of material sustainment is to ensure that
acquired systems last for their expected lifetimes, require minimum maintenance, and
remain reliable.
In order for the DoD to properly manage their systems to maximize their life cycles a
thorough understanding of the effects that lead to their degradation is needed. In systems that critically depend on microelectronics to operate it is important to understand
the various chemical and physical phenomena that can lead to their degradation. An
area of degradation effects that is receiving more attention as the line widths between
electronic interconnects approaches single digit nanometers is material migration.20,21,22
Material migration can refer to metal atoms/ions diffusing due to chemical or temperature gradients; as a result of mechanical stress; or as a result of an interaction with an
applied electric Àeld.
The migration of materials due to an applied electric Àeld is also referred to as electromigration. Of the different mechanisms by which atoms in material materials can migrate,
electromigration is likely the most inÁuenced by interactions of materials with radiation
(i.e., AEC). In an electrical circuit, the interconnects are typically made of a conducting metal such as Cu or Al and these are polycrystalline structures constructed of grains
that are identical in their lattice structures, but arranged in different orientations (see the
Àgure below).23

A visual representation of grain
boundaries/Wlytle1375

20. :ens Lienig, “An IntroducƟon to ElectromigraƟon-Aǁare Physical esign” Proc. OĨ the Int͛l Symposium on Physical
esign, Dresden hniversity oĨ Technology (resden, Germany: 2006).
21. ,irokaǌu Tanaka, “Factors leading to ionic migraƟon in lead-Ĩree solder” ESWEC Technology Report, No. 14 (:an
2007).
22. Shigeharu Yamamoto, “,oǁ impuriƟes aīect ionic migraƟon, and hoǁ to counter their impact” ESWEC TechnolͲ
ogy Report, No. 22 (1 Sept 2006).
23. Lienig, :. (2006), “An IntroducƟon to ElectromigraƟon-Aǁare Physical esign” Proc. OĨ the Int͛l Symposium on
Physical esign I.
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The consequence of this arrangement is that the areas where two grains touch (grain
boundaries) represent a weakness in the entire polycrystalline structure because the
metal atoms/ions at these edges are more weakly bound to the grain. As a result, these
edge atoms/ions are susceptible to migration across the grain boundary when exposed
to an appropriate force.
In microelectronics, the force that facilitates electromigration is caused by current Áowing through the interconnects. The current is the Áow of electrons moving through the
conductive material, much like water that Áows through a riverbed. This Áow of electrons
creates two forces that can act upon the metal ions/atoms, especially those at the grain
boundaries, and dislodge them from or the change their orientation in their lattice structure. The Àrst force is the force from the applied electric Àeld (FÀeld) in the interconnect
and the second force is caused when the electrons Áowing through the conducting
metal transfer some of their momentum to the metal ions/atoms in the polycrystalline
lattice (Fwind). This force is commonly referred to as the “electron wind” and is typically the
major force behind electromigration.24
When the force of the electron wind reaches a particular threshold, metal ions/atoms at
the grain boundaries will begin to migrate in the direction of that force and typically in
the direction of the grain boundary as well. Overtime, the migration of metal ions/atoms
from the grain boundaries can lead to two types of formations that can facilitate the
failure of the circuit known as hillocks and voids.
Hillocks are protrusions out from the surface of the crystal lattice that can cause shorts
between adjacent interconnects and voids are holes within the polycrystalline lattice
that reduce the current Áow, increase current density, and eventually lead to interconnect failure (interconnect no longer conducts).
The likelihood an electronic interconnects will fail due to the accumulation of voids and/
or hillocks is somewhat calculable thanks to the work of -.R. Black who developed a
model to estimate the mean time to failure (MTTF) of a wire.25 The equation derived from
his work predicts the half life of a wire and is given as:

where A is a constant derived from the cross-sectional area of the wire (units"), - is the
current density (units"), n is a scaling factor determined to be 2 by Black, EA is the activation energy needed to dislodge a metal ion/atom at the grain boundary in -oules, k is
24. Lienig, :. (2006), “An IntroducƟon to ElectromigraƟon-Aǁare Physical esign” Proc. OĨ the Int͛l Symposium on
Physical esign I
25. :ames R. Black, “ElectromigraƟon - A BrieĨ Survey and Some Recent Results,” /EEE TransacƟon on Electron Devices
16, No. 4 (April 1969): 338-347.
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the Boltzman constant (1.38 x 10-23 -/K) and T is the temperature in Kelvin. From looking at
this equation it should be obvious that current density and the temperature of the wire
are major factors in the MTTF.
The Black’s equation allows one to predict the lifetime of a particular circuit design with
respect to failure from electromigration. The output of this equation is affected by many
of the design choices for a particular circuit such as: the wire material, the wire temperature, the wire size and metal slotting, the wire length, the via arrangements and corner
bends, and the terminal connections. What is also evident from this equation is that
additional energy added to the system in the form of radiation can also accelerate the
degradation processes due to electromigration.
When radiation penetrates microelectronics they can interact with the environment and
material in a number of ways (many which have been described extensively throughout
this book). The exact nature of the interaction will depend on the type of radiation as
particulate radiation, such as neutrons, and electromagnetic radiation, such as gamma
photons, will cause different effects. The impact of particulate radiation can weaken
the strength of the crystal lattice lowering the required energy needed to force a metal
atom/ion at the grain boundary to migrate. Electromagnetic radiation can facilitate the
Compton effect (and effects like it) that disrupt the Áow of electrons leading to potential
changes in the properties of the interconnect and could even increase the affect of
the electron wind. The overall conclusion here is that the AEC caused by radiation can
decrease the MTTF by accelerating the forces that lead to the degradation of the function of circuit interconnects. Most important is that WKe 077) eTuaWiRn GReV nRW FRnWain
a Werm WKaW inFRrSRraWeV WKe IreTuenF\ Rr maJniWuGe RI raGiaWiRn eYenWV anG WKereIRre
WKe %laFN eTuaWiRn unGereVWimaWeV GeJraGaWiRn imSaFW in enYirRnmenWV ZKere maWerialV
are VuEMeFWeG WR WKRVe SKenRmena WKaW FauVe $(&.
Despite this limitation, people and organizations are trying to bring awareness to the
important reality that future microelectronics designs are going to suffer more from degradation events such as electromigration. Strategies are being developed in an attempt
to mitigate these effects in the design stage. One such proposal, referred to as the electromigration-aware physical design Áow, has already been implemented and veriÀed in
a commercial design for analog and mixed signal integrated
circuits for automotive applications.26,27 While plans such as this
Strategies
are the important steps in material sustainment strategies, the
for material
current plans fail to address the role AEC plays in accelerating
sustainment
need to include
degradation events such as electromigration. More research
bottom-up
into the exact role AEC induced by radiation needs to be permodels that
formed in order to increase the predictive power of equations
include AEC.
such as Black’s equation and lead to better design strategies to

26. G. :erke, and :. Lienig,“,ierarchical current-density veriĮcaƟon in arbitrarily shaped metalliǌaƟon paƩerns oĨ
analog circuits,” /EE TransacƟons on ComputerͲ Aided Design oĨ /ntegrate Circuits and Systems 23, No. 1 (:an
2004): 80-90.
27. G. :erke and :. Lienig, “Reliability-driven layout decompacƟon Ĩor electromigraƟon Ĩailure avoidance in compleǆ
miǆed-signal IC designs,͟ Wroc. Design AutomaƟon ConĨ (2004): 181-184.
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mitigate the degradation events that will become more common in microelectronics as
electronic components such as transistors and line widths between interconnects continue to get smaller.

Planning the Future for AEC in Microelectroincs
As the Services continue to rely on microelectronics in their assets, and develop new
systems that incorporate more state-of-the-art microelectronics, strategies for material
sustainment will need to include “bottom-up” models that describe how materials degradation can occur through phenomena that cause AEC. As mentioned many times
before in this book, the goal of material sustainment is material reliability throughout
the material’s life cycle. When the materials are the components of microelectronics
systems, a precise understanding of the atomic properties of each material and how the
environment can manipulate and change these properties is needed. The CPO is currently charged with ensuring material sustainment strategies aimed at preventing and
controlling the degradation of DoD materials. Therefore, the CPO’s corrosion prevention
and control strategies that are core to their material sustainment approach need to incorporate the ways that materials such as those used in critical microelectronics systems
can degrade due to AEC.
To date, there is insufÀcient understanding of how the properties of microelectronic materials change throughout their life cycle due to interactions with their environment. The
microelectronics that will be built into future military avionics or other equipment will
need to be understood from the bottom-up in order to ensure low failure rates can be
designed into future systems, particularly as the importance of AEC increases with decreasing microelectronic feature sizes. Currently, high-volume (and thus low cost) microelectronics are developed for commercial applications, which have expected 3-7 year
lifetimes.28 The requirements of most military assets containing microelectronics exceed
these expected commercial lifetimes by factors of 3-10. Consequently, the DoD needs
well-developed material sustainment strategies to ensure that microelectronics-dependent systems will continue to function reliably during their DoD life cycles. This strategy
has to consider how the phenomena that cause AEC in microelectronics can impact
the reliability of those microelectronics.
A major step towards this type of strategy was made in 1994 when then Secretary of Defense William Perry issued a memorandum that stopped the use of MIL-HDBK-217 series,
which was the military handbook used for reliability prediction of electronic equipment.29
This handbook utilized several different exponential models known as constant failure
rate (CFR) models to explain when microelectronic components would fail. In the 1990s it
became increasingly clear that the CFR models were unable to explain the unique ways
complex IC designs were failing, and the “Perry Memo” was the response. In addition to
28. Mark thite and :oseph B. Bernstein, “Microelectronics Reliability: Physics-oĨ-Failure Based Modeling and
LiĨeƟme EvaluaƟon,” :et Wropulsion >aďoratory (CaliĨornia InsƟtute oĨ Technology, CA: Feb 2008).
29. Oĸce oĨ the Secretary oĨ eĨense, tilliam :. Perry, Memorandum Ĩor Secretaries oĨ the Military Departments
(tashington, .C.: 29 :une 1994), hƩp:ͬͬsǁ-eng.Ĩalls-church.va.usͬperry94.html
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eliminating the use of the MIL-HDB-217 series, Secretary Perry’s memo encouraged the
DoD to adopt industry standards for quality assurance of microelectronics.
Much of industry uses what is known as a physics-of-failure approach when it comes to
reliability modeling for microelectronics components.30 This approach attempts to understand the physics of failure (i.e., a bottom-up approach) that requires understanding
how materials degradation leads to failure at the atomic scale. The CFR approach did
not incorporate physical mechanisms because it modeled failure as a mathematical
distribution wherein failures were due to random chance. Furthermore, these models
failed to account for how multiple initiating events could eventually lead to failure; the
CFR approach assumes microelectronic components only fail because of a single type
of failure. The physics-of-failure approach considers all potential failure mechanisms that
are chemical, electrical, physical, mechanical, structural, or thermal in nature. In doing
this, a mathematical model founded in the physical structure of the material at the smallest possible scale is created through experimentation and computational modeling. The
ultimate output of this approach is an equation for the dominant failure mechanism
of the microelectronic system and its mean-time-to-failure (MTTF). Physics-of-failure approaches include models such as Black’s equation discussed in the previous section. As
discussed there, these models clearly have room for improvement to incorporate the
impact of AEC on materials degradation in microelectronics.
Even though there are now better models that can be incorporated into material sustainment strategies for microelectronics, many engineers still rely on MIL-HDBK-217 when
they go about designing new microelectronic circuits.31 Planning for the impact of AEC
on microelectronic components is not a new concept or idea. Both NASA and DMEA are
aware of the importance of physics-of-failure models in assessing microelectronics reliability. Both organizations have been engaged in efforts to ensure that microelectronics
acquired by NASA or the DoD are resistant to the impacts of AEC.
The CPO can coordinate the research needed to expand these
excellent efforts, with the goal of ensuring that bottom-up predictive models are being employed and developed assess all possible
microelectronic failures due to AEC. This means coordinating material sustainment strategies for microelectronics with NASA and DMEA
(and others working in similar areas) to ensure that the most bottomup predictive models, founded in the laws of physics and represented at the smallest scale possible, are being used by the Services as
they consider the life cycles of existing and future microelectronic
components.

The
CPO can
coordinate
the
needed
research

30. Mark thite and :oseph B. Bernstein, “Microelectronics Reliability: Physics-oĨ-Failure Based Modeling and
LiĨeƟme EvaluaƟon,” :et Wropulsion >aďoratory (CaliĨornia InsƟtute oĨ Technology, CA: Feb 2008).
31. /ďid.
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indirect aec damage: loss of capability in
nuclear reactor material properties on
navy submarines through lattice defects
The purpose of this section is to provide a speciÀc example of the impact atomic effects corrosion can have on a military platform that is critical to our national security.
Navy nuclear submarines (SSNs, guided missile submarines – SSGNs, and ballistic missile
submarines – SSBNs) use nuclear power to operate, and their materials, particularly
in the vicinity of reactors, are exposed to highly irradiative environments. This exposure leads to materials experiencing atomic effects corrosion. For these materials,
the atomic effects can start as nucleating or catalyzing events at the nanoscale that
eventually lead to macroscopic property failure and the need to replace or decommission the nuclear reactor.32
In the near future, the Navy intends to replace its current Ohio-class (SSBN/SSGN) nuclear
powered submarines.33 By combining both science and empirical exploration into nuclear operations, the Navy has maintained an excellent historical track record of safety,
reliability, and superior capability relative to other nations’ nuclear submarine programs.
The Ohio-class replacement program offers the opportunity to design the next nuclear
submarine from the “atom up” – a science-based, bottom-up approach to reactor selection and design that considers all associated reactor materials and potentially new
reactor types. For example, the pressurized water reactors of the past were selected
without knowledge of how materials in nuclear reactor environments degrade at the
atomic scale. This knowledge is now available and can be incorporated into the design
for the Navy’s new SSBN(;). The Navy has in the past demonstrated an ability to lead
in the nuclear energy area34 and their choices with the SSBN(;) will have an impact on
the future of nuclear energy. The Navy can, therefore, use this opportunity to set a precedent in designing future nuclear reactors to withstand and mitigate the impacts of AEC.
The description below overviews and highlights the historical use of pressurized water reactors in Navy submarines. Then, we discuss the material properties of these reactors, how
they degrade through AEC, and how the Navy can use this information to better mitigate
and plan for the impact of AEC as they replace the Ohio-class ballistic missile submarine.

32. C.R.F. Aǌevedo, “A Revieǁ oĨ Neutron-IrradiaƟon- Induced ,ardening oĨ Metallic Components,” Engineering
&ailure Analysis 18, No. 8 (ec 2011): 1921-1942.
33. Steǁ Magnuson, “Nuclear Poǁer Plants on Neǁ Submarines May Last 40-Plus Years,” EaƟonal DeĨense MagaͲ
ǌine, Feb 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.naƟonaldeĨensemagaǌine.orgͬarchiveͬ2015ͬFebruaryͬPagesͬNuclearPoǁerPlantsonNeǁSubmarinesMayLast40PlusYears.aspǆ.
34. “Nuclear Reactor esign Chosen ʹ Not Because It tas SaĨe ʹ But Because It torked on Navy Submarines,”
Washingtons log, 20 :une 2011, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.ǁashingtonsblog.comͬ2011ͬ06ͬnuclear-reactor-design-chosennot-because-it-ǁas-saĨe-but-because-it-ǁorked-on-navy-submarines.html.
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History of Nuclear Reactors in Military
The United States Navy has been using nuclear propulsion in their submarines since the
1950s.35 Unlike their diesel counterparts, which required frequent surfacing (or near-surfacing if they used snorkels) to charge the batteries used for propulsion while submersed,
nuclear powered submarines can remain submersed for extended periods. The ability
to remain submersed was a huge advantage because it meant the Navy could avoid
exposing submarines on or near the surface. Admiral Hyman Rickover led the development of Naval nuclear power, including submarines, for over three decades;36 during the
initial development, he had several options to choose from as different laboratories were
working on prototype reactors that used different materials, different designs, and different fuel sources.37 Admiral Rickover settled on a prototype built by the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation that used a uranium fuel cycle in a pressurized light water reactor
vessel called the Submarine Thermal Reactor. This prototype was developed into the
S1W reactor that was used in the Àrst Navy submarine, the USS1DXWLOXV38 Admiral Rickover’s choice of pressurized water reactors with a uranium fuel cycle was likely based on
two things: (a) the desire to use a fuel cycle that produced plutonium as a decay product that could be puriÀed to create nuclear weapons, and (b) the fact the pressurized
water reactor prototype met the size, safety, performance, and weight requirements for
Navy submarines.39
Admiral Rickover’s decision had a profound impact on the future of nuclear energy
within the United States as well as globally. At the time, no standards existed regarding
the types of nuclear reactor to be employed for either land or sea based nuclear
power. Multiple laboratories were working on different reactor types such as liquid
metal reactors,40 molten salt reactors,41 and pressurized water reactors.42 Most of these
reactors used uranium-based fuel cycles, but others used a fuel cycle based on thorium. Different fuel cycles create different decay products, which cause different mechanisms for degradation within the materials that contain these nuclear reactions. Admiral Rickover’s choice gave pressurized water reactors government backing, and as
their advantages became apparent it was extremely difÀcult for alternative reactors
and fuels to break into the nuclear energy market.43 This choice also highlights the im-

35. “Nuclear-Poǁered Ships,” World Euclear AssociaƟon, ModiĮed Aug 2015, Accessed 22 Sept 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.
ǁorld-nuclear.orgͬinĨoͬNon-Poǁer-Nuclear-ApplicaƟonsͬTransportͬNuclear-Poǁered-Shipsͬ.
36. “,yman G. Rickover,” Wikipedia, ModiĮed 20 Sept 2015, Accessed 24 Sept 2015, hƩps:ͬͬen.ǁikipedia.orgͬǁikiͬ
,ymanͺG.ͺRickover.
37. M. Ragheb, “Nuclear Marine Propulsion,” Rensselaer Wolytechnic /nsƟtute, 14 April 2015, hƩp:ͬͬmragheb.comͬ
NPREй20402й20MEй20405й20Nuclearй20Poǁerй20EngineeringͬNuclearй20Marineй20Propulsion.pdĨ.
38. “Nuclear Propulsion,” &AS.org, ModiĮed 29 Feb 2000, Accessed 26 Sept 2015, hƩp:ͬͬĨas.orgͬmanͬdod-101ͬsysͬ
shipͬengͬreactor.html.
39. “Nuclear Reactor esign Chosen ʹ Not Because It tas SaĨe ʹ But Because It torked on Navy Submarines,”
Washingtons log, 20 :une 2011.
40. Oĸce oĨ Technology Assessment, Technical KpƟons Ĩor the Advanced >iƋuid Metal Reactor (tashington, .C.:
U.S. Government PrinƟng Oĸce, May 1994).
41. “Thorium-Fuelled Molten Salt Reactors,” The Weinďerg &oundaƟon, :une 2013, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.the-ǁeinbergĨoundaƟon.orgͬǁp-contentͬuploadsͬ2013ͬ06ͬThorium-Fuelled-Molten-Salt-Reactors-teinberg-FoundaƟon.pdĨ.
42. Oĸce oĨ Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology, This ,istory oĨ Euclear Energy (tashington, .C.: U.S. epartment oĨ Energy).
43. “Nuclear Reactor esign Chosen ʹ Not Because It tas SaĨe ʹ But Because It torked on Navy Submarines,”
Washingtons log, 20 :une 2011,
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pact decisions the U.S. Military makes can have on civilian and commercial markets in
terms of technology adoption.
Pressurized water reactors utilizing a uranium fuel cycle are still the main reactor design
for the Navy’s nuclear submarine program. As of 2014, the U.S. Navy operates 75 submarines that are powered using pressurized water reactors. Decades of experience in
multiple reactors offer the opportunity to leverage the science associated with their materials degradation in new designs. Understanding how the materials used to build these
reactors degrade at the atomic scale due to atomic effects corrosion can lead to better
predictive models of reliability and safety. The next sections describe these reactors and
explore some of the AEC mechanisms and their effects.

Pressurized Water Reactors
It was clear from the beginning that pressurized water reactors (PWR) were going to
require unique material properties to deal with the harsh environments in which they
operated. For example, it was quickly realized that the materials of the Submarine Thermal Reactor (STR) were sensitive to classical corrosion caused by
the extremely hot water reacting with the metal cladding that
Pressurized
surrounded the fuel.44 From empirical studies, the Àrst solution
water reactors
are still the main
used zirconium for the cladding because it resisted these classireactor design
cal corrosion effects. A more sophisticated understanding of the
for Navy nuclear
mechanism causing this degradation led to the development of
submarines.
better materials for the cladding like =ircaloy, a zirconium alloy
that has better performance than its pure zirconium predecessor.
Most Naval nuclear submarines contain a miniaturized version of the land-based pressurized water reactor (PWR) types used to provide commercial electrical power in the
United States.45 These naval reactors differ in several ways from their land-based counterparts. Land-based PWRs are much larger, produce more power, and use a less-enriched
uranium fuel source made of uranium dioxide. Despite these differences, both the naval
and land-based PWRs use the same principles to produce power.
Naval PWRs deliver a lot of energy from a very small volume of fuel. This fuel is made of
highly-enriched uranium (93 U-235) alloyed with either zirconium or aluminum.46 This
combination helps provide long core lives, and the reactors only need to be refueled
after a decade or more of use. These cores are designed to last between 30-40 years.
The long core life is due to the purity of the fuel and the introduction of “burnable poison
particles” (BPPs) such as boron, which reacts with Àssion products as the fuel is used up;
the BPPs compensate for reactivity loss as the fuel is consumed, and thereby provide a
means of long-term reactivity control.47

44. M. Ragheb, “Nuclear Marine Propulsion,” Rensselaer Wolytechnic /nsƟtute, 14 April 2015.
45. M.F. Ashby and Michael Smidman, “Materials Ĩor Nuclear Poǁer Systems,” 'RAETA Material /nspiraƟon (:anuary
2010), hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.grantadesign.comͬdoǁnloadͬpdĨͬnuclear.pdĨ.
46. “Nuclear- Poǁered Ships,” World Euclear AssociaƟon, ModiĮed Aug 2015, Accessed 22 Sept 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.
ǁorld-nuclear.orgͬinĨoͬNon-Poǁer-Nuclear-ApplicaƟonsͬTransportͬNuclear-Poǁered-Shipsͬ.
47. :.L. Kloosterman, “ApplicaƟon oĨ boron and gadolinium burnable poison parƟcles in UO2 and PUO2 Ĩuels in
,TRs,” Annals oĨ Euclear Energy 30 (2003): 1807-1819.
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A schematic of a pressurized reactor plant schematic is shown in the Àgure below. The
system consists of high-strength steel reactor vessel encased with shielding material, a
heat exchanger, a primary coolant system, a secondary coolant system, and the associated piping, pumps, and valves. The pressurized Áow within the coolant system allows
the water to extract heat from the core, and maintaining a constant Áow prevents the
water from boiling. This pressurized Áow allows the water to act as both a coolant and
neutron moderator.48 As the water passes through the heat exchanger steam is generated, which is pumped through the secondary system in order to drive the turbines that
propel the submarine. The steam then condenses back into water where it is fed back
to the steam generators.

Reactor Plant Schematic/NNSA/DoE

The PWRs for all Naval submarines are housed in a central location within the submarine
known as the reactor compartment (see Àgure page 162). The reactor compartment is
cylindrical in shape and contains two shielded bulkheads at each end. The Ohio Class
submarine reactor compartment, for example, is a large cylinder approximately 55-ft
long, 42-ft in diameter and weighs roughly 2750 tons.49 The internal components of these
reactors are not typically accessible during the life cycle of the core. The reactors must
be able to withstand the extreme operating conditions at sea, plus the harsh internal
environment characteristic of all PWRs. As a result, the PWRs’ material components experience the long-term effects of radiation, classical corrosion, and mechanical stresses
caused by high temperatures and pressures and temperature/pressure changes.

48. Massoud T. Simnad, “Nuclear Reactor Materials and Fuels,” hniversity oĨ CaliĨornia, San Diego, 1992, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.
cryptocomb.orgͬNuclearй20Reactorй20Materialsй20andй20Fuels.pdĨ.
49. “Nuclear Propulsion,” &AS.org, ModiĮed 29 Feb 2000, Accessed 7 Oct 2015, hƩp:ͬͬĨas.orgͬmanͬdod-101ͬsysͬ
shipͬengͬreactor.html.
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Typical nuclear submarine reactor compartment location/Alex Taliesen

PWRs are constructed from a variety of different metals and ceramics, all designed to
have speciÀc mechanical properties critical for the PWR to operate reliably and safely.
The important components of a PWR from a material sustainment standpoint are the
control rods, the pressure vessel, and the piping/internal components. The control rods
are typically made of born carbide or a gold-indium-cadmium alloy. These rods are typically clad in stainless steel tubes. The pressure vessel is made of steel, and most pressure
vessels are encased in =ircaloy cladding. The piping and internals, as well as the steam
generators, are constructed from stainless steels. All of these different metal alloys were
selected EaVeG Rn WKeir inWenGeG uVe anG GeVireG meFKaniFal SrRSerWieV because the
science to address their vulnerabilities to AEC did not exist.50 That is, the bottom-up science had yet to be seriously addressed. With recent scientiÀc advancements, however,
this is no longer the case. Any good materials engineer would agree that materials selection should be based on both desirable mechanical properties DQG their ability to
function for the design lifetime. Now that the underpinning science exists to address not
only materials’ mechanical properties but also material sustainment, it has become possible to develop design strategies that ensure important PWR components not only have
superior mechanical properties, but also are resistant to the impacts of AEC (as well as
other forms of corrosion).
Degradation due to AEC in PWRs on Navy submarines can lead to a variety of failures.
For example, AEC degradation can lead to the fracture of a metal alloy. A crack in the
reaction vessel could lead to leakage of nuclear material, and potentially force shutdown. Mechanical failures in either of the coolant systems can lead to the PWR operating at temperatures that promote further degradation of the reactor from classic corrosion or mechanical stresses, or could lead to lower efÀciencies in converting the heat
of the nuclear reaction into propulsive force for the submarine’s propeller. Therefore,
the primary materials of concern for AEC in PWRs are the metal alloys from which they
are constructed. Because radiation-induced AEC contributes to materials degradation
in nuclear reactors, a better understanding of degradation mechanisms at the atomic
scale can help improve both selection of materials and reactor designs.

50. MarƋuis A. Emmanuelle, “Nuclear reactor materials at the atomic scale,” Materials today 12, No. 11 (2009): 3037.
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AEC Mechanisms in Nuclear Reactors
Having introduced the impact of AEC in the section above, we now turn to a more
detailed description of examples of AEC mechanisms. As stated earlier, a PWR reactor
utilizes water as a coolant and thus its internal piping is subject to the classical corrosion
mechanisms associated with water interacting with materials. In addition, the reactor
core functions through the Àssion of U-235, and this process releases energy in the form
of heat, radiation; and fast, intermediate, and thermal neutrons.51 Most nuclear reactors
on land operate at a steady state, meaning they operate at the same level, and produce the same amount of power, over a 24-hr period.52 Naval reactors do not operate
like land reactors because the demands of the submarine Áuctuate as the submarine
changes depth, direction, and speed. To meet these demands, the reactor core must
operate at different levels, which changes the rates at which it produces heat and radiation. As a result, the materials within the PWR will experience a range of temperatures,
pressures, radiation levels and neutron Áuxes (see the Àgure below).53

Reactor 9essel/US Energy Information Agency. PD

51. C.R.F. Aǌevedo, “A Revieǁ oĨ Neutron-IrradiaƟon- Induced ,ardening oĨ Metallic Components,” Engineering
&ailure Analysis 18, No. 8 (ec 2011): 1921-1942.
52. M. Ragheb, “Nuclear Marine Propulsion,” Rensselaer Wolytechnic /nsƟtute, 14 April 2015, hƩp:ͬͬmragheb.comͬ
NPREй20402й20MEй20405й20Nuclearй20Poǁerй20EngineeringͬNuclearй20Marineй20Propulsion.pdĨ.
53. /ďid.
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Atomic effects corrosion is concerned with those types of degradation events associated with high-energy collisions, such as those caused by fast (0.1-10 Me9), intermediate (10e9-0.1 Me9), and/or thermal (0.025 e9 at 20C) Àssion-induced neutrons.54 Fast
neutrons tend to be the most destructive because they cause displacements within
the lattice structures of the PWR materials. These displacements are a consequence
of the elastic collision between a neutron and atoms within the material lattice. When
displacement occurs it is because the energy of the incoming neutron is sufÀciently high
to overcome the bonds holding the atom within a lattice. This energy is known as the
displacement energy (ED) and is dependent on the composition of the material and the
structure of the material lattice.55 For many metals this value is between 20-40 e9.56 The
amount of energy that can be transferred from a neutron to an existing lattice structure
(Em) is dependent on the energy of the neutron and the atomic mass of the atoms within
the material lattice.57 When a neutron strikes an atom within a material lattice, it creates
what is referred to as a fast moving primary knock-on atom (PKA).58 This atom is ejected
with energy equal to the difference between ED and EM (this difference is designated
EPKA).59 The ejected atom (i.e., PKA) moves with this energy and eventually elastically
collides with other atoms in the lattice.60 Other atoms will be ejected as long as the
impacting atom has an Em higher than that atoms ED. The incoming neutron thereby
creates a domino effect in which multiple atomic displacements are created producing
vacancies and interstitial sites, which are called Frenkel defects.
The AEC resulting from the collision of the incoming neutron leads to what is referred to
as a displacement cascade.61 It creates clusters of vacancies within the displacement
cascade surrounded by self-interstitial atoms. The numbers of displacement cascades
that form over a given unit of time can be estimated. The estimate depends on the total
number of Frenkel defects generated by a single PKA (Nd 0.5 EPKA/Ed) and the total
number of PKAs generated over a particular unit of time.62 The total number of PKAs is
estimated by calculating the product of the Áux of neutrons (ĭO) and the neutron elastic
cross-section of an atom within a material lattice (ıO). At a neutron Áux of 1010 neutrons/
cm2-s, for example, iron would experience approximately 5.1 x 1013 atomic displacements.63 The typical neutron Áux in a reactor’s lifetime will almost certainly exceed this
amount, meaning that a huge number of displacement cascades will occur in the pressure vessel throughout its life cycle. Therefore, it is important to consider AEC in pressure
vessel designs.
The resulting PKA created from a fast neutron, and the corresponding displacement
cascade that follows, is accompanied by a local temperature spike that last for a few
54. C.R.F. Aǌevedo, “A Revieǁ oĨ Neutron-IrradiaƟon- Induced ,ardening oĨ Metallic Components,” Engineering &ailure
Analysis 18, No. 8 (ec 2011): 1921-1942.
55. /ďid.
56. /ďid.
57. /ďid.
58. /ďid.
59. /ďid.
60. /ďid.
61. /ďid.
62. C. A. English and :. M. ,yde, “RadiaƟon EmbriƩlement oĨ Reactor Pressure sessel Steels,” In: I. Milne, R. O.
Ritchie and B. Karihaloo, Comprehensive Structural /ntegrity, (OǆĨord, 2003): 351-398.
63. C.R.F. Aǌevedo, “A Revieǁ oĨ Neutron-IrradiaƟon- Induced ,ardening oĨ Metallic Components,” Engineering
&ailure Analysis 18, No. 8 (ec 2011): 1921-1942.
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picoseconds. Depending on the material’s composition and structure, the local temperature increase can be higher than the melting temperature of the local lattice structure, which can in turn cause further lattice defects. Other mechanisms that can impact
the local lattice structure are the rebound effect that occurs as the lattice attempts
to stabilize after the impact that initiated PKAs. The extent to which these effects take
place within PWR materials, and their impact, depends on the reactor’s operating temperature, speciÀc chemical composition, and the microstructures that exist within the
reactor’s material.64
It is not currently possible to follow the precise individual AEC mechanisms and chains
of mechanisms produced by neutron bombardment of a material. The damage that
can be induced through a neutron collision with an atom in a material lattice structure is
dependent on both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Much of what is known regarding the
processes is determined through molecular dynamic computations based on atomic
scale modeling.65 These simulations have helped understand that dislocations, grain
boundaries and interfaces that naturally occur within the microstructures of PWR materials can act as defect sinks for radiation-induced defects.66 The material’s chemical composition, microstructures, and crystal lattice structure all inÁuence the impact of atomic
effects corrosion. The operating temperature, neutron radiation Áux, exposure time, and
other environmental stresses are also important factors in the creation and evolution of
radiation-induced materials degradation (i.e., AEC).
Atomic scale modeling has also demonstrated that the type of crystal lattice packing
can inÁuence the types of lattice defects that manifest following exposure to high
speed neutrons. Metals with either body-centered cubic or face-centered cubic crystal structures will have different types and distributions of lattice defects.67 The extent to
which radiation leads to degradation of mechanical properties within a PWR material
depends on the type, size, spatial distribution, and mobility of the defects. This knowledge is currently limited to computational calculations, but as continued research
makes it possible to design materials from the “atom up,” atomic scale models will
be essential in designing new materials for reactors that are naturally resistant to the
impacts of atomic effects corrosion.
A typical PWR on a Navy submarine experiences around 40 years of operation and can
be expected to experience neutron Áuxes up to 1023 neutrons/ cm2-s.68 This Áux over such
a long time will result in many displacement cascades through the reactor’s life cycle:
though individual collisions have effects at the atomic scale, the cumulative affect over
time can result in changes observable on the macro scale. For example, displacement

64. MarƋuis A. Emmanuelle, “Nuclear reactor materials at the atomic scale,” Materials today 12, No. 11 (2009): 3037.
65. /ďid.
66. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Eǆpert Wanel Report on WroacƟve Materials DegradaƟon Assessment (Oĸce
oĨ Nuclear Regulatory Research, tashington, C, 2006), hƩp:ͬͬpbadupǁs.nrc.govͬdocsͬML0707ͬML070710257.
pdĨ.
67. C.R.F. Aǌevedo, “A Revieǁ oĨ Neutron-IrradiaƟon- Induced ,ardening oĨ Metallic Components,” Engineering
&ailure Analysis 18, No. 8 (ec 2011): 1921-1942.
68. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Eǆpert Wanel Report on WroacƟve Materials DegradaƟon Assessment (Oĸce
oĨ Nuclear Regulatory Research, tashington, C, 2006), hƩp:ͬͬpbadupǁs.nrc.govͬdocsͬML0707ͬML070710257.
pdĨ.
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cascades can lead to hardening or embrittlement of the material’s microstructures.
Hardening/embrittlement increases the likelihood the material will fracture, particularly
components that are made of metal alloys. Material hardening can lead to sudden
fracture, which in the high temperature and pressure environment of a reactor that fracture can lead to structural failure. In
A typical
short, what started as an AEC-induced cascade can become in
reactor on a
effect a “macro cascade” causing the reactor to fail unexpectNavy submarine
edly. The PWR is the primary power source on a Navy submarine,
is operated for
and loss of this power source at the wrong time can be cata40 years and
experiences high
strophic. A complete understanding regarding the precise
neutron ƃuxes.
mechanisms of atomic effects corrosion on materials is needed
to reduce the potential of such losses.

The Future of AEC in Nuclear Reactors
The Navy’s nuclear submarines have speciÀc design requirements based on balancing
the needed operational capabilities with the systems and technologies that provide
them. For example, the overall size of the submarine and the variable buoyancy requirement (among other things) drive the weight and size of the reactor. Originally, PWRs were
selected for Navy nuclear submarines because they could meet these design requirements. This choice was made at a time when the precise chemistry and physics regarding the interactions of radiation with matter were still immature. The relationships the effects of nuclear radiation and materials degradation pathways remained largely
unknown during the design, construction, operation, and disposal of the Àrst reactors on
nuclear submarines. Safety and design improvements for submarine reactors were driven by empirical knowledge gained through operating experience. The designers simply
could not address, a priori, atomic effects corrosion on the reactors because their effects were largely unknown; designers were unaware they could cause problems until
after those problems occurred – a posteriori. Now that the Navy has been operating
nuclear-powered submarines (and surface ships) for decades, and science has continued to advance during those same decades, this is no longer the case. A sufÀcient understanding of the bottom-up science regarding the interaction of radiation with materials is emerging, thanks to advances in atomic-scale computational modeling and
imaging techniques such as the scanning probe microscope. This knowledge can be
incorporated into the design, construction, operation, and disposal strategies for future
nuclear reactors in military platforms. Current scientiÀc knowledge already makes it clear
that so doing, a priori, can lead to increased operational capabilities, safer submarines,
and increased reactor life cycles.

Navy nuclear
submarine
designs balance
operational
needs with
systems and
technologies.

The SSBN(;) is intended to replace the Ohio Class Navy submarines; SSBN(;) designs are already being developed. As with all
ship designs, SSBN(;) ship architects will use a “design spiral” approach that starts with design concepts and closes in on speciÀc
details later in the process. Thus, there is still time to consider the
impacts, including AEC, of the choices that will be made during
the Ànal design process. In this book, we argue that a bottomup science-based design approach can and should be used
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to assist in designing future nuclear reactors. Employing a bottom-up design approach
enables consideration of and planning for AEC-induced materials degradation in future
reactors. Doing so can lead to selection and incorporation of more reliable materials into
the reactor design. Along with improved predictive models, designs can assess safety,
reliability, and potential failures. A “-up science approach is not limited to materials only;
it can also address the radiation environment generated within the reactor. Both materials and radiation affect AEC degradation pathways.
Next-generation naval reactor designs may consider thorium-based reactors, or fuel alternatives such as relatively new low-enriched uranium fuel cycles.69 One argument for
low-enriched fuels is that the current requirement for highly-enriched uranium fuel offers
potential adversaries (e.g., Iran) a legitimate rationale for developing highly-enriched
uranium , which can also be used to make nuclear weapons. The use of highly-enriched
uranium is currently permitted under the nuclear non-proliferation treaty because the
United States (and others) use these fuels. As long as countries like the United States
use highly-enriched fuels and reactor designs, other countries who want to develop a
nuclear submarine program can make a legitimate claim for needing their own nuclear
programs that make highly-enriched uranium.70 The SSBN(;) is intended to remain in operation for 40 years, and the construction design phase set to begin in 2017.71 Thus, the
choices made in SSBN(;) design and development will have major implications in both
military and political arenas regarding global nuclear power.
Bryan Clark from the NNSA, a key Àgure in the design of the SSBN(;), has spoken about
the new capabilities nanotechnologies can enable in nuclear reactor designs.72
´:LWKQDQRWHFKQRORJ\\RXDUHDEOHWRSUHFLVHO\FRQWUROWKHH[DFWVWUXFWXUHRIWKH
IXHOFHOOV$QGZLWKFRPSXWHUPRGHOLQJDQGQHZSURFHVVLQJSRZHU\RXFDQUHDOO\
ORRNDWWKLVVWXIIDWDKLJKOHYHORIUHVROXWLRQDQGGHWDLO7KRVHWZRWKLQJVZLOODOORZ
HQJLQHHUVWRKDQGWRROWKHIXHOFRQVWUXFWLRQLQDZD\WKDWLVJRLQJWRPDNHLWODVWD
ORWORQJHUWKDQSUHYLRXVJHQHUDWLRQ·VSRZHUSODQWVµ
In 2009, then U.S. Congressman -oe Sestak (a former Navy admiral) sought to push the
Pentagon to embrace thorium-based reactors for the design of a thorium-fueled ship.73,74
In some ways, this was a response to what nations like China were doing with these
technologies. Congressman Sestak proposed that the Navy should be at least considering reactor designs that use alternative fuel cycles like thorium as they move to replace
69. Nate Sans, “thy the United States should redesign its nuclear submarines,” ulleƟn oĨ the Atomic ScienƟsts, 3
Sept 2013, Accessed 6 Oct 2015, hƩp:ͬͬthebulleƟn.orgͬǁhy-united-states-should-redesign-its-nuclear-submarines.
70. ouglas Birch, “Navy should develop neǁ ship and sub reactors that don͛t use ǁeapons-grade uranium,
eǆperts say,” The Center Ĩor Wuďlic /ntegrity, 19 March 2015, Accessed 6 Oct 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.publicintegrity.
orgͬ2015ͬ03ͬ19ͬ16931ͬnavy-should-develop-neǁ-ship-and-sub-reactors-don-t-use-ǁeapons-grade-uranium.
71. Steǁ Magnuson, “Nuclear Poǁer Plants on Neǁ Submarines May Last 40-Plus Years,” EaƟonal DeĨense MagaͲ
ǌine, Feb 2015, Accessed 7 Oct 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.naƟonaldeĨensemagaǌine.orgͬarchiveͬ2015ͬFebruaryͬPagesͬ
NuclearPoǁerPlantsonNeǁSubmarinesMayLast40PlusYears.aspǆ.
72. /ďid.
73. avid Lague and Charlie Zhu, “Special Report: The U.S. government laǁ behind Chain͛s nuclear poǁer push,”
Reuters, 20 ec 2013, Accessed 6 Oct 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.reuters.comͬarƟcleͬ2013ͬ12ͬ20ͬus-breakout-thoriumspecial-report-idINBRE9B:0R,20131220.
74. avid Lague and Charlie Zhu, “Special Report: The U.S. government laǁ behind Chain͛s nuclear poǁer push,”
Reuters, 20 ec 2013, Accessed 6 Oct 2015, hƩp:ͬͬǁǁǁ.reuters.comͬarƟcleͬ2013ͬ12ͬ20ͬus-breakout-thoriumspecial-report-idINBRE9B:0R,20131220.
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the Ohio Class, and that it would be unfortunate if a country like China was able to
obtain a better nuclear submarine by using a reactor and materials designed around
a thorium fuel cycle.75 Ironically, the Chinese obtained the information on how to build
thorium nuclear reactors by engaging with Oak Ridge National Laboratories. Essentialy,
a complete, bottom-up science-based approach can consider all alternatives, including different reactor types, to assess the potential of different methods to design systems
with superior performance and resistance to the impacts of AEC.
Military and political considerations are not the only aspects a bottom-up design can
address. Refueling a nuclear reactor core currently costs almost one billion dollars. If reactors can be designed using a bottom-up approach to reduce the frequency of refueling and increase their life-cycles, the result could signiÀcantly reduce the total cost of
future reactors. The Navy will need to decide soon on the new design and development
plan for SSBN(;). Some within the Navy have already expressed concerns that budget
constraints will reduce the numbers of SSBN(;) in the Áeet.76 A more complete, bottomup science based design of the nuclear reactor systems to be used in the SSBN(;) may
lead to better, more precise cost estimations. In addition, if materials can be optimized
– made better and more efÀcient at lower total cost – by incorporating science-based
design criteria for major systems (and addressing AEC and other degradation mechanisms), such designs might lead to more capable nuclear submarines, fewer problems
during development, and thus fewer cost overruns. The result could offset some of the
SSBN(;) development costs, and potentially lead to being able to procure more of the
new submarines. In sum, the more the SSBN(;) program relies on the best available science regarding nuclear reactor designs, the less likely unexpected problems will arise. As
a result, the Navy may be better able to control the cost, schedule and technical risks of
developing the next generation of nuclear submarines.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed a strategy that could
help in the Navy’s search for new nuclear powered submarines.77 The Progressive Materials Degradation Approach attempts to develop a foundation for identifying appropriate
actions to prevent materials degradation from leading to reactor failures. Part of this
approach is predicting which properties within material microstructures could lead to future failures due to the AEC-prone
The U.S. NRC
environment of nuclear reactors. It would be beneÀcial for the
strategy could
help the Navy’s
Corrosion Policy OfÀce (CPO) to investigate this approach and
new nuclear
incorporate applicable principles into its corrosion prevention
submarine design.
and control (CPC) strategies and policies throughout the corrosion spectrum.
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DeƂnition
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AEC
AFCAD
ASTM
ATOX
BJT
BPP
CDR
CFR
CME
CPC
CPO
DARPA
DD
DMEA
DNA
DoD
DoDI
DoE
ELF
FET
FIT
FPGA
HCI
IC
IR
JFET
LED
LEP
LET
MEMS
MIL-HDBK
MOSFET
MRI
MTTF
NASA
NEMS
NNSA

Acquisition Category
Atomic Effects Corrosion
Alternative Futures for Corrosion and Degradation
American Society for Testing and Materials
Atomic Oxygen
Bipolar Junction Transistor
Burnable Poison Particle
Charge Depletion Region
Constant Failure Rate (model)
Coronal Mass Ejection
Corrosion Prevention and Control
Ofwce of Corrosion Policy and OversightÉCorrosion Policy Ofwce
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Displacement Damage
Defense Microelectronics Activity
Deoxyribonucleic Acid
Department of Defense
Department of Defense Instruction
Department of Energy
Early Life Failures
Field Effect Transistor
Failure in Time
Field Programmable Gate Array
Hot Carrier Injection
Integrated Circuit
Infrared
Junction Field Effect Transistor
Light Emitting Diode
Life Extention Program
Linear Energy Transfer
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
Military Handbook
Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
Magnetic Resonance Imaging or Imagers
Mean Time to Failure
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Nano-Electro-Mechanical Systems
National Nuclear Security Administration
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NRC
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PWR
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RDTEE
SEB
SEE
SEL
SET
SEU
SRAM
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STR
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UAV
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VSEPR
WWII

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Ofwce of the Secretary of Defense
Potomac Institute for Policy Studies
Primary Knock-on Atom
Photovoltaic
Polyvinyl Chloride
Pressurized Water Reactor
Random Access Memory
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
Single Event Burnout
Single Event Effect
Single Event Latchup
Single Event Transient
Single Event Upset
Static Random Access Memory
U.S. Navy NuclearBallistic-missile Submarine
U.S. Navy Nuclear Guided-missile Submarine
U.S. Navy Nuclear Submarine
Submarine Thermal Reactor
Total Ionizing Dose
Tube-launched, Optically-tracked, Wire-guided (missile)
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Ultrahigh Vacuum
Ultraviolet
Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit
Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (theory)
World War II
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